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Abstract
Human activity recognition using embedded sensors in mobile devices is
becoming increasingly important, and can be applied to various domains such as
health, sports and safety. Scaling up such recognition from individuals to groups,
that is, Group Activity Recognition (GAR), has attracted significant attention
recently. Numerous types of sensor data can be gathered via sensors on mobile
devices, such as smartphones and smartwatches, as well as things endowed
with sensors. Such sensor data from disparate sources can be aggregated and
inferences can be made about the user, the user’s physical activities as well as
the physical activities of the group the user is part of.
This thesis proposes a modelling language for expressing group activities,
called GroupSense-L, and a distributed middleware called GroupSense for mobile
GAR. We define diﬀerent operators to express group activities from simple ones
such as ‘running together’ to relatively complex ones such as ‘collaborative cherry
picking’. GroupSense uses a compositional approach to infer group activities by
combining and integrating individuals’ sensors and context data. An individual’s
activity is recognized through sensor data classification, and group activity is
inferred with a rule-based inference engine.
We implemented and tested GroupSense using smartphone sensors,
smartwatch sensors and embedded sensors in things, where we have a
mechanism for these diﬀerent devices to exchange information required for
GAR. Recognizing a range of continuous group activities (from simple to fairly
complex) illustrates our approach and demonstrates the soundness of our model.
GroupSense is implemented in two versions: localized (using Bluetooth and
Wi-Fi Direct technologies) and Cloud-based (using the Google Cloud).
The thesis further proposes a reference architecture to provide services for
xi
GroupSense, called GARSAaaS (Group Activity Recognition and Situation
Analysis as a Service). There are cases where we already know the activity
of a group, but sometimes we aim to detect a situation within a group.
Also, providing a group activity as a service for those (we call Trackers) who
are interested in receiving information on individuals of a group (Trackees)
is beneficial in GAR research. Hence, a Perspective Model which aims to
provide group information at diﬀerent levels of abstractions in customized views
depending on the Trackers’ role is discussed. Moreover, a billing model is
outlined to capture user incentives for group activity sharing and recognition.
To illustrate GARSAaaS and as a proof-of-concept, a sensor data generator
(GroupSense-Sim) is developed, using real-life seed data, to build the required
scenarios for a group of people.
We performed extensive experimentation for GroupSense and simulated
scenarios for GARSAaaS. Since energy consumption is an essential parameter
in any mobile context-aware system, we conducted experiments to verify the
feasibility of our proposed solution in terms of battery drain.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Emerging ubiquitous and pervasive computing technologies were introduced over
a decade ago by Weiser in [19], and nowadays Context-Awareness (CAW) is
an inseparable part of almost all mobile applications/services. Context-aware
computing [20, 21] is essential to providing intelligent, adaptable and accurate
services. The term ‘context’, invented during the 1960s and has been employed
in various computer science research areas [22]. More specifically, CAW refers to
the capability of a computer system to sense the environment, reason and take
action accordingly (e.g., an application must adapt to a situation or provide a
service).
The concept of CAW has become significantly popular due to the fast
evolution of mobile devices in recent years. Smartphones are devices that,
in addition to allowing us to communicate with each other, are becoming
powerful computational tools. These devices have the potential to sense (e.g., via
accelerometers, gyroscopes, barometers, step detectors, light and GPS sensors)
the environment around us with a fine level of temporal and spatial granularity,
and quickly share the data or transmit sensor data back to the cloud for
processing as well as carrying out local processing. These features make mobile
devices highly suitable instruments for ubiquitous computing [2]. Mobile devices
carried or worn by users today have enormous sensing capabilities, which can
be analysed to know more about oneself, e.g., to recognize the activities of
a person such as walking, jogging, running or cycling. Recognizing people’s
activities, or so-called Activity Recognition (AR), and their situations has
been a major research area in pervasive computing and ubiquitous systems.
Numerous projects and research have been conducted in activity recognition in
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diverse applications such as health (e.g., fall detection [23], rehabilitation [24],
Smart Home (SH) [25, 26], assistive daily living for the elderly [27], fitness [28],
well-being [29]), sport [30], and self-management [31].
Mobile sensing capabilities can be combined with the Internet-of-Things
sensing [9] where everyday objects might be embedded with sensors for greater
activity recognition capabilities. We spend time not only with objects but about
8 hours a day with others [32], and approximately 70% of the time in public
is spent with people [33]. Recent work has attempted to broaden AR from
the individual to groups, often called Group Activity Recognition (GAR). GAR
provides information about a group (however large, from a small group to crowds
of people) but, also provides more information about the individual than current
AR does - e.g., we can tell not just if a person is walking, but whether the person
is walking with someone else, or whether the person is in some kind of group
activity.
It would not be prudent to always send all such data from personal devices
to a remote Cloud thousands of kilometres away for analysis all the time.
Edge analytics involves doing analytics in-situ close to where the data is
generated instead of sending the data to the cloud for processing, and may
involve processing on small mobile devices including phones and wrist-worn
smartwatches, or the Internet-of-Things (e.g., analytics inside shoes, glasses,
and clothing).
This thesis presents an approach to model the physical activities of a group
and an edge analytics system [34] (which we call GroupSense) for analysing
sensor data aggregated from a group of nearby embedded sensors (e.g., in
mobile and wearable devices, and various specialized embedded sensor devices)
in order to recognize and understand features of the activities of a group of
people (connection to the Cloud can be supported as well). Examples of group
activities include bushwalking together, cycling together, dancing together,
eating together, travelling on a bus together, playing table tennis together, doing
a class activity together, orchard fruit picking, warehouse activities and so on.
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1.1 Research Motivation
The motivation for this work can be illustrated via three scenarios as follows.
1.1.1 Scenario 1: Receiving a Group Voucher
It is very likely that a group of friends or a family group go ‘shopping together’,
or ‘walking together’. Let us assume that a group of five friends is walking
together in a mall. If a food voucher is sent to the group by nearby restaurants
(e.g., oﬀering five servings for three), this could benefit both the group and the
restaurant. Similarly, a dress shop could oﬀer a special discount for a group.
Depending on the characteristics of the group and the undertaken activity,
various vouchers can be oﬀered, for example, if a group is camping, camping
facilities and tool vouchers can dynamically be oﬀered. A mobile application
which can detect when a group of friends is together and can receive these
vouchers would be an eﬀective solution for this scenario.
1.1.2 Scenario 2: Dangerous Situation Detection In
Bush-Walking Group Activity
Tom and Josh are bushwalking leaders who are responsible for taking care of a
group of bushwalkers. Usually, Tom walks at the front of the group and Josh
behind. They communicate with each other through a hand-held transceiver
(such as a walkie-talkie) or a mobile phone to update each other regarding the
group’s status. Also, it is crucial to know if a bushwalker is in danger, such
as experiencing a health issue or at risk of becoming lost. We know that most
people have a normal heart rates (e.g., depending on their age, and gender).
Monitoring bushwalkers’ heart rates via smartwatches is feasible and enables
those responsible to monitor their group members’ health situations. Moreover,
if a slow pace of walking is detected for a particular person, there is a chance
they may have an issue.
The group must always walk close together and keep on the right track. If
a group is larger and spreads out wildly, it is more diﬃcult to handle these
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situations with only two leaders. All these issues can be addressed by having
a platform which can continuously update a person (leader) in the group and
reduce the risk of such problems. In order to implement such a scenario, a
framework is required which can receive, the bushwalkers’ sensed data, and
perform data analysis and situation detection using the reasoner, and then notify
the leader about the recognized situation.
1.1.3 Scenario 3: Warehouse Workers’ Productivity
Let us assume that there is a production line in a factory (Figure 1.1) where
everyone’s work is related and a sequence of tasks take place repeatedly. In
other words, each worker receives an item from another worker and performs
some process on it and passes it to another person to do another part of the
job. These processes occur iteratively and concurrently. If one person is slow
to finish their part, the idle time for the next worker increases. Consequently,
the performance of the entire group will decrease. If the person whose delays
influence the productivity of others is notified in some way, firstly, they may
attempt to finish their work faster. Also, the supervisor of the production line
can find out who caused this delay and the worker might then be moved to
another section which permits slower work.
Figure 1.1: A production line in a warehouse [1]
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1.2 Aim and Objectives
This thesis aims to investigate, develop and validate techniques and algorithms
for group activity recognition based on a descriptive mathematical model
and a compositional approach. In addition, the thesis proposes a reference
architecture for Group Activity Recognition and Situation Analysis as a Service
(GARSAaaS). Three aims of this thesis are as follows:
1. To propose a modelling language for group activity definition which
employs diﬀerent operators to express contexts and situations in group
activities in a compositional manner.
2. To build a generic framework which recognizes a predefined undertaken
Group Activity (GA) using wearable sensors, such as (a smartphone and
smartwatch) and the sensors in things.
3. To propose a reference model and architecture on top of the built
framework to provide services for group activity tracking. We named our
reference architecture GARSAaaS.
Research Context. In the field of group activity recognition, there are
two main approaches: 1) vision-based [35, 36] which constitutes a large number
of studies; and 2) sensor-based [37] approaches. GAR research is strongly
related to Activity Recognition (AR) or Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
and there is a large number of studies in these fields which shows they are
extremely challenging. In this thesis, we focus on recognizing group activities.
As demonstrators, we built a few activity models for individuals (such as
running, walking, cycling, jogging, riding on at bus, cherry picking and eating),
but our proposed framework is able to receive any type of detected activities and
recognize group activities from the definitions of GAs expressed in our language.
Since most of the existing work on both AR and GAR is domain-specific,
our generic language along with our proposed architecture provides a general
domain-independent approach. For example, using language, one can define a
range of activities/situations, such as abnormal group behaviours for abnormal
behaviour detection contexts; or a packaging sequence group behaviour in a
warehouse.
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Moreover, recent work [38, 39] has begun exploring the sharing of Activity
Recognition as a Service which can be advantageous for the person who is being
tracked, with a platform providing services that could benefit both the tracker
(i.e., a person, group or any consumer who is interested in receiving information
about groups) and a trackee (i.e., a person or group being tracked who might
also receive service/s from trackers). On top of our GroupSense frameworks, by
extending it, we present a reference architecture design to provide GAR as a
Service.
1.3 Research Challenges
In order to model and build a system that can recognize group activities using
multi-modal sensors and context information, in diﬀerent domains, we address
the challenges in two diﬀerent fields. Firstly, we investigate the challenges related
to a generic descriptive model for GAR as well as issues relating to the design
and development of a GAR framework. Secondly, the challenges associated
with providing group activity as a service is studied. We consider the following
specific challenges in this thesis:
• The lack of a generic model for group activity representation and
recognition which can work in diﬀerent domains is a challenge that we
address. Almost all the GAR studies only work with a single reasoning
method such as machine learning (mainly classification and clustering) or
they are knowledge-driven and do not have a declaration representation of
group activities.
• An important challenge within group activity recognition is the lack of a
compositional approach which can integrate individuals’ data (context and
sensor data) to infer a performed group activity. Also, modelling complex
group activities in which diﬀerent people may perform diﬀerent activities
in a sequential or interleaved manner is very challenging.
• In practice, each GA can be carried out in various ways and has diﬀerent
GA characteristics. Diﬀerent people have diﬀerent habits and this aﬀects
the way physical activities are carried out. For example, one GA
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characteristic for a sport is pace, where the pace of two players in playing
table tennis could vary according to skill level, age, gender and so on.
Representing, recognizing and analysing GA characteristics is another
challenge in this field of research.
• Energy consideration is very crucial to a context-aware system. Since
a group activity recognition platform deals with groups and their
oﬀ-the-shelf mobile device sensors (smartphone and smartwatch), ensuring
that the devices whose sensors data are employed for GAR can last for an
acceptable amount of time is a must.
We also address the following research challenges relating to GARSAaaS:
• Various people in diﬀerent domains can benefit from detecting group
activities, but there is a lack of a general approach to providing GAR
as a service
• There is a lack of online sensor data analysis approaches for AR and GAR
studies as most work uses oﬄine classification.
• All the context-aware applications suﬀer from the lack of a user incentive
model for sharing their data. The privacy and billing model integrated
with an incentive model to motivate the sharing of data is needed.
1.4 Scope and Contributions
This thesis focusses on representing and recognizing group activities or situations
within group activities. Trackees, people who are being tracked within a group,
share their performed activity with a rule-based inference engine (a hosted device
or on the Cloud) to process and analyse the data. In this thesis, we propose an
architecture and a language for modelling group activities and group situations.
Further, we develop and validate a mechanism for the recognition of group
activities performed by users in everyday life to be used as a service for other
group activity consumers (trackers).
We claim the following contributions in the field of group activity recognition:
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• We propose, develop and validate mechanisms and algorithms to represent
and infer group activities. To do so, in the context of GAR, we
propose a modelling language (called GroupSense) to model/express group
activities. We define operators (such as logical, contextual and temporal
operators) and other symbols and expressions in a recursive manner.
This is an approach to group activity recognition and analysis that
involves both declarative descriptions of group activities and sensor data
analysis, which is applicable to a wide range of group activities. Also, we
propose a compositional model of group activities which can be viewed
as combinations of individuals’ physical activities. In other words, we
define a group activity by composing all the individuals’ activities. Our
approach is amendable to semantic representation. Exploiting semantics
in order to define contexts more eﬀectively, brings value to this research
field. Location models, sensor semantics through an ontology-based
representation would increase the flexibility of GAR solutions due to
portability, reusability, shareability, and interoperability. For example,
the gradual development of location semantics or reusing the existing
ontologies such as sensor ontology [40] could benefit GAR studies.
• We design and implement a generic GAR framework called GroupSense
comprising distributed middleware (components on multiple mobiles and
other devices) that can be used to recognize and analyse a range of group
activities (with pre-installed models as well as having a feature that allows
new group activity models to be learnt and added to the system). The
GroupSense framework is capable of executing multiple online classifiers
concurrently. At the same time, a rule-based inference engine which
contains a set of rules can be executed in parallel. In order to evaluate the
framework, we prototyped a proof-of-concept and implemented a range of
scenarios from simple group activities such as ‘*Together Activities’ (e.g.,
walking together, running together, etc. where ‘*’ is a wildcard), to more
complex ones, such as the recognition of ‘pace of playing table tennis’,
‘cherry picking’ and ‘eating together’.
• Further, we expand the GroupSense framework to form a platform to
provide services for GA trackers. A reference architecture called Group
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Activity Recognition and Situation Analysis as a Service (GARSAaaS) is
proposed. Through situation detection and analysis, the system intends
to recognize a particular situation (e.g., if a tour group is deviating more
than expected, or when a driver is exhibiting abnormal behaviour and
is getting close to a group) within a group activity. To be able to
conduct proof-of-concept experiments, we also implement a sensor data
generator which can produce raw sensor data (accelerometer, heart rate,
GPS locations, and barometer) from individuals and groups based on the
defined scenarios. We also propose a perspective model to handle privacy
issues and a billing model for user incentives when using GroupSense to
provide activity recognition and situation analysis services in the context
of our reference architecture GARSAaaS.
1.5 Research Methodology
This research investigates the concept, proposes a theoretical solution, as
well as designs, implements and evaluates a group activity recognition
and analysis framework. We follow, broadly speaking, the Design Science
Research Methodology (DSRM) [41]. The DSRM comprises six-steps: 1)
problem/motivation identification for the research, 2) defining the objective
of solutions, 3) designing and developing a prototype (or proof-of-concept), 4)
demonstration 5) evaluation, and 5) communication by scholarly publication.
According to this methodology, the following steps are taken to conduct the
research.
• Step 1. Identify and highlight the main challenges, research gaps, and
problems in the area of GAR, as elaborated in Chapter 2.
• Step 2. Propose a solution to address the research gaps and problems and
clarify the solution objectives.
• Step 3. Design (Chapter 3) and development (Chapter 4) a framework for
GAR.
• Step 4. Demonstrate the idea.
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• Step 5. Evaluate of the implementation via experiments (Chapter 5).
• Step 6. Communicate through publications.
1.6 Outline
The dissertation is organized in the following order: background and related
work, conceptual modelling and design contributions, implementation details,
evaluation, GARSAaaS architectural approach and then the conclusion (Figure
1.2).
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.
GroupSense for Services
Chapter 6
Conclusion 
Chapter 7
Applications and Experimentations
Chapter 5
Implementation of GroupSense
Chapter 4
GroupSense: Concepts, Language 
and Architecture
Chapter  3
Background and Related Work
Chapter 2
Figure 1.2: Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 reviews the background knowledge on activity recognition
and the related work on group activity recognition, discussing the existing
approaches and related challenges.
Chapter 3 overviews our modelling language for GAR and details our
proposed framework design, including an explanation of all the framework
components.
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Chapter 4 presents the implementation details of our prototype, the
technologies used, other platforms/tools and APIs for implementing the
proposed framework, as well as some sample code.
Chapter 5 demonstrates a broad range of scenarios from simple group
activity recognition to more complex to evaluate our system. For each scenario,
we model the group activity (or situation) based on GroupSense-L, then
implement the scenario and provide the results.
Chapter 6 details a reference architecture design for GARSAaaS. To
demonstrate the idea of group activity as a service, the development of a sensor
data generator is explained along with scenarios in the context of ‘bushwalking
as a service’.
Chapter 7 summarizes this thesis by presenting the research contributions
and the possible future directions of our research.

Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
I consider it an extremely dangerous doctrine, because
the more likely we are to assume that the solution comes
from the outside, the less likely we are to solve our
problems ourselves
—Carl Sagan
2.1 Introduction
Emerging ubiquitous or pervasive computing technologies were introduced
over a decade ago and context-awareness is an essential element of many
pervasive computing services. According to [42, p. 2], context is defined as
“any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity”.
Awareness of context is very important to providing intelligent and appropriate
services. In order to characterize a situation, any context information such
as the present status of people, devices and objects should be collected by
sensors. Also, context information might be a location, an event, a time or
an environment temperature. We begin this chapter by briefly defining of
context-aware computing. In Section 2.3, we present the background knowledge
in the area of Activity Recognition (AR) such as the various approaches (Section
2.3.1), followed by an overview on the learning and inference techniques in
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activity recognition in Section 2.3.2 and in Section 2.3.3, the current work
on Activity Recognition as a Service (ARaaS) is reviewed. Then, the related
work on Group Activity Recognition (GAR) is discussed in Section 2.4 with
the approaches and methods. Then, group detection projects are presented in
Section 2.5. In Section 2.6, the energy saving methods and techniques may
be applies to AR and GAR are reviewed. Finally, we summarize the current
challenges in the field of GAR in Section 2.7.
2.2 Context-Aware Computing
A key feature of ambient, pervasive and ubiquitous systems is context awareness.
Situation awareness is also often used as extended, enhanced and high-level
context awareness, which has been broadly used in real-life situation recognition
[43]. Context-aware pervasive systems can recognize the context of users and
objects and will be able to react intelligently, especially in Smart Homes (SHs)
for Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [44]. Context-awareness can also provide
information about the situation of a group. Loke [2] presented an abstract
model for context-aware systems in which the three main subsystems are sensing,
thinking and acting (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Abstract layered architecture for context-aware systems [2]
The next Section reviews AR as an active field of research.
2.3 Activity Recognition (AR)
The process of collecting human context/situation data and analyzing the data
in order to infer the undertaken activity is defined as AR. Various terms such
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as situation recognition, task identification and activity-aware computing have
been used interchangeably in diﬀerent research publications. An activity implies
performing a certain action with the body or parts of the body.
Recently, recognizing people’s activities and their situations has become a
major research area in pervasive computing and ubiquitous systems. Numerous
projects, applications, and research studies have been conducted in AR in diverse
domains. Monitoring ADL [45]) of inhabitants in Smart Home (SH)s is one of
the most aﬀected domains. Assisting elderly people through health monitoring
applications has been an active research area in the past. AR has attracted
an increasing amount of attention recently due to the complexity of activities
and the diﬀerent ways activities are performed by diﬀerent people. To the time
of writing, there is no one all-encompassing technique. There are two main
approaches to AR: sensor-based [37] and vision-based [35, 36]. Next, we briefly
describe each approach.
2.3.1 Approaches
There are two main approaches in AR: 1) sensor-based: where typically a
smartphone or attached wearable devices such as a smartwatch is used. These
sensors capture human movements and gestures. 2) vision-based: where machine
vision algorithms are employed to recognize human body movements. There are
several studies which use both approaches, which is called a hybrid approach.
Sensor-Based Activity Recognition
For the past decade, electronic devices (Figure 2.2) have been equipped with tiny
and highly precise sensors which can capture context information. Nowadays,
smartphones have been widely employed in AR research due to their rich sensing
abilities and powerful processing features [46]. For instance, they can capture
users’ acceleration via the built-in accelerometer sensor, and device rotation
via the gyroscope sensor (Figure 2.3). There are other built-in sensors in
smartphones and smartwatches which provide rich information that can be used
to recognize a user’s activity or context, such as barometer, proximity, and
magnetometer.
Numerous sensor-based studies on recognizing human activities and using the
smartphone (or wearable sensors) in AR have been published [37, 47, 46, 48].
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Figure 2.2: Sensors used in Activity Recognition - Smart Toothbrush [3],
HappyFork [4], Estimote Beacons [5]
Figure 2.3: Accelerometer and gyroscope sensor in a smartphone measure
acceleration and rotation [6]
Figure 2.4 shows the generic data flow of sensor-based activity recognition.
As shown in this diagram, AR comprises three steps as follows:
1. Data Collection. The first step in AR is collecting the required raw
sensor data in order to train the activity model.
2. Feature Extraction. An abstraction of raw data can capture the main
characteristics of the data. Features such as correlation, mean and variance
are calculated in this step. In other words, features can be considered as
the activity signature.
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3. Learning and Inference. The key step in AR is training the model
and making the inference. Classification plays a very important role in
recognizing activities.
Before the feature extraction phase, preprocessing (noise removal and the
representation of raw data) is often required. Dividing the signals into smaller
segments, called segmentation, is needed since extracting information from a
stream of sensor data is a diﬃcult task [46]. The choice of features [49] and
classifiers directly influence the accuracy of recognition [50].
Figure 2.4: Generic Data Flow of Activity Recognition [7]
Vision-Based Activity Recognition
The process of detecting activities (labelling) from image sequences is
called Vision-Based Activity Recognition (VBAR) and has applications in
domains such as abnormal behaviour detection, visual surveillance, health and
human-computer interaction.
Cristani et al. [8] proposed a typical video surveillance system VBAR (Figure
2.5) which comprises two parts: low-level and high-level. In the low-level
part, raw images are preprocessed (such as background subtraction/object
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segmentation) to find the area of interest; while the high-level part performs
object tracking and activity analysis. Background subtraction and object
segmentation are done to subtract the background from the image to discover
objects. Object detection classifies the objects (whether human or vehicle
or etc.). In the object tracking phase, the detected objects in the previous
stage need to be tracked over multiple time frames. The activity analysis uses
trajectories of targets (detected objects) and by applying an activity model (for
example, the sequence of a performed action) produces an output which is the
identified activity currently being performed.
Vision-based sensors such as a camera are obtrusive and can cause ethical
and privacy issues [51],[52],[53].
Figure 2.5: Typical Video Surveillance Automated System [8]
There have been several research studies on VBAR [54, 55, 36, 35, 56] which
review the techniques, algorithms and approaches in this active research area.
Although the vision-based approach suﬀers from multiple issues such as
occlusion, anthropometry, execution rate, background clutter, and camera
motion [56], there is much interest in this area.
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Hybrid Activity Recognition
As previously discussed, this approach uses both sensor data as well as image
streams captured from a camera. In this type of AR, human activity is partially
recognized by sensor data reasoning and partially by image processing using
machine vision techniques. Although this approach seems to be advantageous,
only few studies have used a hybrid approach [57, 58].
Sen et al. [57] explored the use of an embedded accelerometer and a
gyroscope in a smartwatch to detect eating activity. They also discussed
diversity in eating styles as one of the main issues regarding the detection of
eating activity. They proposed a cascaded classification approach so that firstly
acceleration data is used to determine whether a participant is eating or not
(detected with 92% accuracy). Secondly, gyroscope data was used to distinguish
diﬀerent gestures of the wrist in order to recognize the type of eating (e.g.,
spoon, hand or chopsticks) with 85.51% accuracy. Then, they used camera data
to capture images of the dinner plate to detect how much was consumed. The
appropriate time for taking snapshots and the diﬃculty in identifying the type
of food were reported as challenges of using captured images.
In the SmartBuckle project [58], a wearable intelligence device for medical
monitoring applications was implemented to monitor vitality. They used a
wearable image sensor (optical flow in the sequential 2D dimension image space)
to detect activities, especially ‘WalkingForward’ and ‘WalkingBackward’. Then,
to improve the accuracy of recognition, a 3-axis accelerometer sensor was used.
2.3.2 Learning and Inference Techniques
This Section briefly discusses the popular reasoning techniques used in the
field of AR. There are diﬀerent techniques and approaches for detecting the
activities performed by individuals. BakhshandehAbkenar et al. [59] divided
the approach of recognizing AR into: 1. Machine learning (comprising
two learning approaches, namely supervised and unsupervised learning) and 2.
Knowledge-Driven. The first approach, also called Data-Driven techniques,
is based on statistical and probabilistic reasoning and the second, also called
specification-based techniques, is based on logical modeling and reasoning
algorithms [60].
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In supervised learning, the process of learning models relies on labels (activity
classes); while in unsupervised learning, no labelled data is available such as
in clustering algorithms [61]. DBSCAN is one of the most commonly used
algorithms in unsupervised AR. However, due to the challenges of unsupervised
learning, a lot of AR work uses supervised or semi-supervised learning (where
part of the sensor data is labelled [62]).
Ontologies are extensively used in representing context objects and their
relationships in domain-knowledge [63].
Lim and Day [10] conducted a comprehensive survey on context reasoning
decision models and their survey result are presented in [9]. As seen in
Figure 2.6, rule-based models are the most commonly used of their studied
application. Also, the most often used classifier of these applications which
perform recognition (human activity recognition or situation recognition) is
the decision tree classifier. The rule-based reasoning approach is the most
straightforward and mostly is presented in the IF − THEN − ELSE syntax
[9].
Figure 2.6: (a) Number of Used Models in Context-Aware Applications. (b)
Number of Used Classifiers in Recognition Applications [9, 10]
In [64], a new approach, named the group-based context-aware method for
human activity recognition (GCHAR), is proposed to enhance classification
performance, that is, to reduce classification error. In GCHAR, a hierarchical
classification structure which has two-levels, that is, inter-group and inner-group
is employed to detect transitions between the group of activities. They
tested this method in everyday life, including walking, going upstairs, going
downstairs, standing, sitting and lying down achieving higher accuracy in
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comparison to other methods such as RandomTree, Bagging, J48, BayesNet,
k-Nearest-Neighbours (kNN) and Decision Table.
User diﬀerences such as age, sex and lifestyle calls for diﬀerent classifiers to
recognize activities for diﬀerent users. The work in [13] proposed Community
Similarity Networks (CSN) in which inter-person similarities (using multiple
CSNs which integrate the crowd-sourcing of labels and sensor-data) are
measured and are considered in training classifiers.
2.3.3 Activity Recognition-as-a-Service
Gravina et al. [65] recently proposed a Cloud-based Activity-as-a-Service
cyber-physical framework for human physical activity monitoring. They
conducted their experiments for energy expenditure, fall detection, step-counter
and a few atomic physical activities (walking, standing, sitting and lying down)
in stand-alone and community scale versions. However, their community-scale
level is not same as ‘group activity’. They performed individual activity
recognition for large scale incoming sensor data. Another Activity Recognition
as a Service study [38] for smart home was conducted recently. In this project,
the behaviour of a smart home resident is recognized and depending on the
person’s activity, diﬀerent services can be oﬀered by service providers. This
work recognizes reading, resting, sleeping; and going out activities using motion
(door movement detection) and light sensors.
2.4 Group Activity Recognition (GAR)
We define the Group Activity Recognition (GAR) as the process of detection or
inferring members’ collective activities, which could be members performing the
same activity, or members collaborating and interacting to achieve a complex
collective goal. GAR is part of context-awareness research area, and uses AR
(Figure 2.7).
There are diﬀerent definitions of group activity. For example, the work
in [66, p. 2] defines group activity as “an array of spatiotemporally coupled
activities that a group of entities may perform to achieve a specific common task
objective (e.g., a team of individuals cooperating to unload a heavy object from
a vehicle)”. We define a group activity as a set of events (individuals’ activities)
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Figure 2.7: AR and GAR from Context-Awareness Computing Perspective
and conditions (contextual and temporal) which could be performed sequentially
and/or concurrently in a collaborative or non-collaborative way which leads to
a common goal.
Similar to AR (in Section 2.3), a number of studies have been conducted
in this area which can be categorized as: 1) sensor-based GAR and 2)
vision-based GAR. Working with sensor data, especially mobile device sensor
data, is very challenging. Accelerometer values are extremely sensitive to
the position of the sensor, but the sensor-based approach has been used in
many human activity recognition projects in a wide range of domains (see
Section 2.3.1). Taking advantage of wearable sensors (smartphones as the most
available and non-obtrusive embedded sensing device) in GAR seems to be
a necessity. Another major advantage of mobile sensing is the fact that the
sensors are embedded into practically all contemporary mobile phones and
provide rich information about a user, their undertaken activity, and the user’s
context. Gordon et al. [11] defined Multi User Activity Recognition (MAR)
and diﬀerentiated it from GAR. While GAR recognizes an activity within a
group as an entity, MAR aims to recognize multiple users’ activities performed
in parallel (Figure 2.8). Also, as an example, they proposed a distributed
architecture using coﬀee cups, each of which is equipped with sensors, such
as accelerometer, to detect whether individuals are drinking together or not).
Their work explore the use of embedded sensors attached to the things using
sticker sensors, though with limited success. Conducting research on group
activity/behaviour recognition is complex and is influenced by many factors.
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For instance, even the mobility patterns of individuals diﬀer in a group or social
interaction [67, 68] compared to an individual.
Figure 2.8: Single-user, Multi-user and Group Activity [11]
2.4.1 Sensor-Based GAR
Group activities can be recognized by signal pattern detection [69]. Each GA
has properties which make the recognition process challenging, for example,
the number of participants and the diﬀerent roles which participants can
take. Hirano and Maekawa [70] employed both supervised and unsupervised
techniques to cluster participants into groups based on activity models and to
classify participants into their most likely role. Also, Bluetooth signal strength
has been used for measuring users’ closeness which may not be very accurate
and is sensitive to the noise and obstacles in the environment.
Collecting sensor data from a large number of individuals to aggregate,
analyse and make sense of it is called Crowd Sensing (CS) [71]. CS is related
to research in GAR. GAR can be directly influenced by CS (especially in
community-level activity recognition [72]). But individuals may not have
suﬃcient incentives to contribute or share their sensor data [73, 74]. Hence,
almost all the sensor-based GAR work can be impacted by a lack of incentives,
unless the appropriate motivation is provided (e.g. a service as an intensive,
entertainment as an incentive or money as an incentive [75]) for users.
In [11], three persons performed seven diﬀerent activities, three being group
activities, and four being individual activities. Data was captured for a period
of approximately 45 mins over 22, 700 sample windows. To ensure that the data
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was independently and identically distributed (IID), some of the collected data
was removed. A coﬀee mug with 3D acceleration sensors was used. Then, the
sensor samples received from the mugs are processed to a chosen abstraction
level. Next, data is sent to a smartphone for classification (See Figure 2.9).
The group activity recognizer is implemented on a smartphone to recognize the
group activity from the sampled data that was transferred to it. jenParts [76]
from the open-source Jennisense Project was used as the wireless sensor nodes.
These wireless nodes are based on the JENNIC JN5139 wireless microprocessor
with ConTiki OS [77] enabled, an analog 3D acceleration sensor and a battery.
33Hz was the frequency of each node’s sample data and data was segmented
into windows. To do further processing, these windows’ data are sent to the Neo
to be processed. Either the raw sensor data is transferred or the sensor data
features (e.g., mean and variance) are sent. kNN (k = 10, Euclidean distance,
no feature weighting), Decision Tree (DT), and Naïve Bayes (nB) algorithms
were the classifiers used in this project. The experiment was carried out in a
meeting room on a university campus in two phases. Training and evaluating
the local classifiers took place in the first phase and training and evaluating the
global classifiers took place in the second phase.
Figure 2.9: Smart Mug with an Acceleration Sensor [11]
Gordon et al. [78, 11] studied the eﬀect of the data abstraction level (raw
data, features, local activities or clusters) on group activity recognition accuracy
and power consumption. In [78], the results showed that the best achieved
accuracy was 96% recognition accuracy with a 10% power consumption drop
for the purpose of wireless communications. In [11], advanced soft clustering
algorithms such as Gaussian mixtures were studied, and they claimed that it can
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be used to balance the trade-oﬀ between GAR accuracy and power consumption
(approximately 36% drop in power consumption and 2.8% in accuracy lost).
Bourbia et al. [79] proposed a group activity recognition framework in which
individuals’ overlapped actions (based on the temporal relationship) are mined
to derive GA patterns. In essence, GA is recognized by exploiting or capturing
temporal dependencies which have been presented by a set of weighted rules
from logic and probabilistic knowledge. In order to find the highest frequent
temporal dependency (of the form of X => Y), the FP-Growth1 approach is
used to perform rule induction. An example of a derived rule is as follows:
Contain(Sitting, Sound_High, Middle) => Contain(Brightness_High,
Sitting, Middle)
To assign weight to the rules to address the uncertainty, Markov Logic
Networks (MLN) were used. In the aforementioned example, the same rule
with a diﬀerent weight is used for both the lab meeting and topic discussion
group activities. Bourbia et al. [79] evaluated their work by collecting sensor
data for two months from a testbed smart room containing six sensors which
generated sixteen context information, which is an accuracy of 84%.
Singla et al. [80] proposed a probabilistic model based on the Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) in a smart home for two participants for ADL (such
as ‘fill medication dispenser’ and ‘hang up clothes’). The model is capable of
representing the transitions between the activities carried out by one individual.
Moreover, it can represent activity transitions between individuals. However,
their study distinguished activities carried out by individuals in the smart home
due to the challenge of identifying correct sequences of activities from sensor
readings. Interleaved, cooperative and parallel activities were not considered in
their study.
Due to the complexity of data association in multi-user activity recognition,
this research area has been a very challenging topic [81]. Assuming a smart
place where multiple persons dwell at the same time, it is not an easy task
to realize which sensor events belong to which resident. To decrease the
complexity of multi-user scenarios where the users have interactions with each
other, almost all the research did not consider inter-personal interactions. Lu
1http://thardes.de/big-data-englisch/frequent-pattern-fp-growth-algorithm/
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et al. [81] proposed two multi-user activity models (given auxiliary features
and hidden auxiliary features) for model improvement both of which take into
account data association and inter-personal interaction in the smart home. To
simplify, human interaction features are extracted by assuming that two people
who are interacting are likely to be in the same place. They built the activity
multi-user activity model using the Parallel Hidden Markov Model (PHMM),
the Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHM), the Interaction-feature enhanced
CHMM (ICHMM) and the Structure-Switchable CHMM (SCHMM). CHM was
the most accurate model. Although their work would assist AR in multi-user
environments, scalability to more individuals is non-trivial and it needs a more
sophisticated model.
Patrik et al. [82] model group activities by representing an individual’s
group activity with a contextual meta-graph. A group activity is modelled at
two levels: the conceptual level and the implementation level. The conceptual
level represents the interaction of group members via a turn-taking mechanism
and at the implementation level, a contextual meta-graph defines the activities
of the group as an independent task. For example, in the ‘paper submission’
group activity, author, editor, publisher review and manager role were defined
with certain turn-taking actions. Their research modelled group activities by
proposing a conceptual model which can be used in other GA studies; however,
no actual physical/non-physical activity (at the individual or group level) is
recognized in this work.
Hsu et al. [83] recognized a concurrent chatting activity between three
people using auditory data2 and proposed a probabilistic model called
Factorial Conditional Random Fields (FCRF). In their model, they established
co-temporal relationships among multiple activity states. They also used an
Iterative Classification Algorithm (ICA) as the inference method for FCRF.
According to their experiment, FCRF outperformed HMMs-Like models.
Guo et al. [12] developed a platform named GroupMe in which people’s
interaction and social activities are improved using mobile sensing and social
2http://architecture.mit.edu/house n/data/placelab/placelab.htm
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graph mining. Based on an analysis of stored historical data (the social Activity
Logging (ACL) repository) as well as computing contact tie-strengths in email
networks (proposed in [84]), they assigned people to logical groups. Then, by
employing sensed context, the user’s aﬃnity to their logical group is calculated
to suggest a relevant group (see Figure 2.10). Their main contribution is
assigning the individual to a relevant group by considering manually specified
context information (time, location, withWhom). Moreover, transforming raw
sensor data into a social activity was not discussed in their publication. There
have been several other studies which aim to promote human interaction and
communication [85, 86, 87, 88].
Figure 2.10: GroupMe System Architecture [12]
The work in [84, 89] is on group formation using online interaction and mining
from email data. Flocks [90] and mobile groups [91] are studies where a group
is formed based on physical proximity and user profiles.
Although a lot of work has been done on human behaviour recognition, very
few studies consider the interaction of individuals in physical-world groups. This
can lead to erroneous results since the behaviour of individuals is diﬀerent when
they are located in a group [92]. Jayarajah et al. [92] collected trajectory data
of a large number of users (6000) at a university campus as well as the app
usage of 156 android users. They showed that individual traits such as (1)
mobility patterns, (2) responsiveness to calls/SMS and (3) application usage is
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significantly diﬀerent when they are in a group. The work in [93] recognized
leading and following activities through mobility patterns.
The term Social Sensing (SS) is a more general term for GAR; however,
social sensing studies do not directly detect a particular group activity (as does
the work in this thesis). For instance, the Reality Mining project [94] studied
device usage, relationship inference and individual behaviour modelling using
a group of 100 students in MIT. As another example, part of the StudentLife
project [95] explored social features, i.e., conversation time and the frequency
of conversations among people, finding that this can be a good indicator of the
level of well-being and depression.
Almost all the work used multi-modal sensors to recognize group activities
and social actions, while Hung et al. [96] used accelerometer data solely to
detect social actions such as speaking, stepping, drinking, and laughing from
conversational behaviour. As they did not use any indoor positioning system,
assigning people to a group based only on daily activity accelerometer data in
this research. Moreover, accelerometer data are very sensitive to movements and
detecting actions such as speaking or laughing would not be an easy task.
KRAMER [97, 98] is a recommendation platform which notifies members of
a social group about the situation of various group members in a collaborative
manner. They used location context and GPS coordinates to map a person’s
location to a specific place (such as cinema, school, park, etc.) to infer that
person’s availability. Also, by defining rules of the form “WHEN < situation >
DO < action >” it recommends possible actions that member of the social circle
may choose to take. For example, if one parent is available when it is time to
pick up their child from school but the other parent is not available, the system
notifies the available parent. They implemented a social sharing application,
COllective Situation MOdule (COSMO) (as a phonebook on the mobile showing
others’ situations) which can be a client to such systems.
Due to the complexity of GAs, they are categorized into four organizational
classes in [99]: 1) activity initiation, 2) publicity, 3) running, and 4) completion.
Unplanned group activities cannot be well-defined. In this case, in the running
stage, users are asked to label the activity in which they are engaged and
share their status. Then, the system recommends selected individuals to join
according to certain factors, such as the level of closeness or the frequency of
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recent interaction among them. Although they claimed that sensors, such as
accelerometers, were used in their work, it seems that they recognized activities
(sporting, being quiet, street walking) using microphone data solely and the
studied activities are not complex in terms of group interaction.
Gordon et al. [100], proposed a method by combining Distributed
Probabilistic Inference (DPI) with loopy belief propagation (LBP) to recognize
the behaviour of a group. (It is not the purpose of this literature review to
provide details of inference methods, therefore for information about DPI and
LBP, the reader is referred to [101] and [102], respectively). Using unsupervised
learning methods, each GA is split up into individuals clusters. An estimated
belief of each cluster is calculated for all group activities and is sent to its
neighbours. Then, based on the received estimation, all the nodes update
their beliefs. Finally, the network generates a response estimation. They
evaluated their method on six diﬀerent sports (volleyball, badminton, football
(soccer), ultimate frisbee, touch rugby, and flunkyball) with 10 participants.
In centralized inference (for all observed sensor data), an F-score of 0.81 was
achieved for 2s window size and 0.96 for 10s. For having only individuals’ data,
the F-Score is around 0.55, while by applying their methods to 10 iterations
the F-Score reached 0.84. Also, they showed that their approach increases the
amount of memory, and decreases energy consumption.
In [72], a Community Activity Prediction (CAP) technique is proposed
to process large historical data (15 months3) of individuals (community) to
predict their behaviour. CAP does not need to build activity models for each
individual. It predicts community behaviour only by developing one model
(per each community behaviour) consisting of several individuals with similar
behaviour patterns. For more sophisticated group activities, their approach
would probably not be applicable. In this work, all the historical data are
analysed oﬄine. If this approach was implemented in an online manner, it would
face many challenges, such as network delay, data transmission time, real-time
processing and the complexity of big data processing.
Finding similarities in a sequence of events in order to measure the contextual
similarity of event-based data was investigated in [103]. In this research, there
3http://epic.hust.edu.cn/minchen/files/dataset.zip
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is no recognition of group activities. Rather, they explore and extract groups
with similar behaviours with respect to a query-sequence, for example, a set of
user-defined event sequences such as work → travel → prepare food→ eat→
private recreation. This sequence implies ‘returning home after work’. This
proposed method can assist analysts to explore the characteristics (e.g., age, sex,
level of income) of individuals who are categorized in the same group. Their use
of the term ‘group’ in this study, is diﬀerent from our use of this term in this
thesis. Their approach could be applied to find groups in any sequence-based
event.
Miluzzol et al. [104] developed a system called CenceMe. This application
enables users to securely share their physical activities (e.g., sitting, walking,
meeting friends) with their friend in social networks (such as Facebook,
MySpace, and IM (Skype, Pidgin)). Also, users can share other status
information such as their mood (e.g., happy, sad, doing OK), their environmental
status (e.g., noisy, hot, bright), and their location (e.g., at the gym, coﬀee shop,
at work).
Some work exploits the social network data of crowds in order to perform
reasoning and make sense of crowd contextual data. For example, the work in
[105] used simplified crowd behavioural Twitter logs (geo-tagged tweets with the
location of users and the time the tweet was sent) to extract crowd behavioural
patterns in urban areas, and categorized these places based on crowd behaviour.
The work in [106] used text mining algorithms on posted messages on social
media such as Twitter with the post’s location data to infer abnormalities
The work in [107] proposed a probabilistic model, named GroupUs, using
only Bluetooth data to classify social interactions into two classes of ‘oﬃce
interaction’ and ‘family interaction’. Seventy participants installed the Bluetooth
data collector on their devices for 12 months. Bluetooth scans were executed
every 1-3 minutes depending on the phone’s state (static or moving). Although
Bluetooth device discovery adapts to the phone’s state to save battery, running
Bluetooth-based applications drains the battery significantly, and there is no
energy drain consideration in their experiment. For robustness, the required
window size for the interactions should be long enough. Hence, for a wide
range of short interactions (activities) their method’s accuracy would probably
decrease.
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Bluetooth or similar technologies such as WiFi-Direct which connects smart
devices may not yet be adequately robust, and it is likely that a loss of data as
a result of not finding/connecting to nearby devices would negatively aﬀect the
accuracy of recognition. Moreover, other signals and environmental obstacles
can interfere with Bluetooth signals.
In [108], a framework was proposed to solve the population diversity problem
caused by the diﬀerent ways that people of varying age groups perform an
activity. Subsequently, raw sensor data results in an incorrect classification
for the same activity (Figure 2.11). In this work, Natural Language Processing
(NLP)-based techniques were used to address this issue. However, it suﬀers from
several drawbacks, including the assumption that there is complete knowledge
of the similarity network among all the individuals. Moreover, they assumed
that the similarity network is not dynamic.
Figure 2.11: The diﬀerence in accelerometer features when people of diﬀerent
ages performing the same activity [13]
2.4.2 Vision-Based GAR
There is a much larger number of studies on Vision-Based Group Activity
Recognition (VB-GAR) than Sensor-Based Group Activity Recognition
(CB-GAR). As we mainly focus on the sensor-based approach in this thesis,
this Section only briefly reviews the work on VB-GAR.
Vahora et al. [109] recently published a comprehensive review on GAR
using video. In this study, the VB-GAR methods are divided into two groups:
those which use handcrafted group feature descriptor and those which use
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learned feature descriptor. In the former, a low-level feature descriptor such as
Spatio-Temporal Local (STL) is employed to generate group descriptors while
for the latter, learned features are used through training algorithms (such as
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)).
Almost all the VB-GAR studies used a limited number of simple activities
which do not have a complex structure [110].
The early GAR projects in [111] and [112] used a vision-based approach. The
work in [113] proposed a clustering method to detect abnormal crowd behaviour
which does not require complex modelling and time-consuming labelling. GAR
may be applied to various domains but a large proportion of studies examined
GAR for abnormal activity recognition in a group [114, 115, 116]. Most of the
work on vision-based methods to detect an abnormal event, such as [117, 118,
119] compare the detected event with pre-trained models. A few studies used
unsupervised learning techniques to detect abnormalities from a video stream.
Gupta et al. [120] studied the topic of abnormality detection by analysing time
series data which constitutes a high proportion of work in anomaly detection.
In the context of Human-Vehicle Interaction (HVI), Elangovan et al.[14]
presented a group activity scenario where two participants drop a bag from
a car (Figure 2.12). A multi-attribute based methodology is used to detect
the target (this scenario involves a car and human with human-object handling
and human-to-human interaction - Figure 2.13). Also, an ontology was defined
to describe the sequence of HVI interactions to detect if the bag dropping
activity took place or not by matching the occurred event with the ontology.
The semantic representation of activities can also be exploited to recognize
an abnormal sequence. Another review [8] analysed the use of Social Signal
Processing (SSP) [121, 122] to recognize social behaviour. SSP uses non-verbal
actions such as body posture, facial feature detection, and relative distance. SSP
can be employed in crowd behaviour analysis which currently is immature.
Vision-based techniques can also be merged with probabilistic methodology
(such as HMM) in order to predict outdoor group activities. The work in [66]
proposed three inference HMM algorithms as follows: 1) concatenated HMM in
which the highest probable label at each input is estimated; 2) cascaded HMM
in which the output of each observation is the input of the next observation;
and 3) Context-Based HMM, where depending on the context, the sequence of
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observations can be modelled as discrete and independent classes. For example,
if we intend to monitor a stair case, a related trained model is employed. If the
‘loading an object into a vehicle’ activity is being monitored, a diﬀerent sequence
is used.
Figure 2.12: Sample of Human-Vehicle Interaction Detection in a Group Activity
[14]
Diﬀerent to methods that rely on human detection or the manual annotation
of tracks, Stephens et al. [123] used an interesting approach in which
time-location (location of moving regions) and time-movement [motion flow of
the group activity participant] were modelled through Kernel Density Estimation
(KDE). Although the proposed method in [123] achieved high accuracy in
detecting GAs such as ‘WalkInGroup’, ‘Gather’ , ‘StandTalk’, ‘Fight’ and
‘RunInGroup’, the variety of group characteristics (size of group and group
spread) can raise issues in the detection process.
There is much work on VB-GAR such as [124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130,
130, 131, 132], however our research focuses on non-vision-based GAR. As with
(a) Human-Object Handling (b) Human-to-Human Interaction
Figure 2.13: Multi-Attribute-Based Methodology for Target State Transitions
Observations [14]
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individual activity recognition (Section 2.3.1), where the hybrid approach, which
combines vision-based and sensor-based approaches, is rarely used, few studies
used a hybrid approach for group activity recognition [133].
Vision-based sensors are more obtrusive compared to mobile wearable
devices, which are most commonly used for personal application, such as mobile
apps. Most importantly, there are privacy concerns when the user has no
control over their personal information captured by cameras. However, in
collaborative context aware applications using mobile devices, controlling and
sharing information via these devices is a must [134].
Also, people spend most of their time in groups and there are many
interactions (individual-2-individual and individual-2-group), hence, observing
the user’s sensed data alone, does not represent a complete picture of the group.
Although, vision-based approaches provide a better overall picture of group
behaviour, they are not suitable when there is a large number of individuals
(crowds) at an event or in a group. Data association complexity and occlusion
are the diﬃculties of using such sensor-based methods for monitoring people
[96].
2.5 Group Detection
The word ‘group’ has the following meaning in the Oxford dictionary4: “A
number of people or things that are located, gathered, or classed together.” A
group is called so when a collection of individuals are tied together through
physical boundaries, or by social connections or mutual goals [135].
Some research defines a group as multiple individuals who are located nearby
and they have close proximity [136, 137]. The work in [16, 130, 138, 139, 140,
141, 142] assumes that a group is a set of moving objects with similar trajectories.
Examples of such proximity-based groups are group in a shopping center [16],
face-to-face interaction [136] and dynamic waiting queues [137]. Depending on
what sort of activity, the group is engaged with, their interaction and the shape of
the group diﬀer. In [16], a group monitoring system named GruMon is proposed
which considers a set of people as being in a group if their feature correlation
is high. Key features such as dwell time and place transition are extracted, and
4https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/group
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their pre-trained dataset contains more than 250 mobile devices. The methods
in [133] and [16] achieved more than 90% precision and more than 80% recall in
detecting groups.
In [15], groups are detected by the similarity of trajectories, using a similarity
measure determined by combining four dimensions: semantic-level movement,
temporal, spatial (proximity [107] ) and velocity. Then, by comparing the
similarity values between every pair of trajectories, a group (or community)
is recognized (Figure 2.14).
Figure 2.14: The TODMIS framework [15]
There are several approaches to detect groups, such as proximity-based group
detection, interaction-based, trajectory similarity-based and activity-based.
The work in [143] combined smartphone sensors and Wi-Fi signals to study
group mobility classification and group structure recognition. They divided
group mobility into four types: stationary, strolling, walking, and running.
Group structure was recognized through discovering the relative position of any
two members in the same group. The similarity in accelerometer data and Wi-Fi
signals is measured by cross-correlation lag.
If users do not carry a smartphone or a sensor-enabled wearable device,
group detection is not be an easy task. Jayarajah et al. [133] improved the
accuracy of group detection by about 20% by fusing video sensing and Wi-Fi
signals rather than using Wi-Fi signals alone. The idea of fusing Wi-Fi/location
and video had been previously discussed in [15, 144, 145]. Jayarajah et al. [133]
developed a system consisting of two key components. Firstly, they implemented
video-based group detection where a) people in video frames are detected, b)
detected individuals are tracked in video frames, and c) the group detection
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recognizes the group. Secondly, they proposed an algorithm which fuses observer
video and Wi-Fi RSSI. This algorithm combines the calculated probabilities
of group memberships using both Wi-Fi based techniques (using the GruMon
method [16]) and video sensing (by calculating the time which has elapsed since
the last collocation).
Although this work increased the accuracy of group detection, their approach
requires a large number of video cameras to be installed in indoor locations as
well as an available Wi-Fi signals. Moreover, Wi-Fi RSSI values can be easily
be changed in any environment.
Baun et al. [139] fused Wi-Fi, an accelerometer and compass data to detect
flocks. Also, they used hierarchical clustering to improve recognition accuracy.
By using the hierarchical clustering method proposed in [146], according to the
feature matrix, data are structured into a hierarchical structure. This method
builds a hierarchy of clusters, illustrated by a binary tree in which the root node
denotes the entire dataset and each leaf denotes a data object.
The work in [147] focused on identifying subgroups in group activities
using the built-in sensors in mobile devices. Usually, people who perform a
coarse-grained activity, they form a group, and by recognizing more fine-grained
activities among the group, subgroups can be identified. A two-stage process was
proposed in this work, that is, sensing modality selection given a coarse-grained,
and multi-modal clustering in order to find subgroups. They dealt with
inconsistent window sizes among multiple sensing modalities by summarizing
a sensor data time series into aggregate sensor features [148].
GruMon [16] made a promising contribution to the group detection field.
Hence, their approach is discussed in more detail. They focused on two major
challenges of group detection, which are 1) when the crowd is highly dense,
and 2) when there is no precise indoor location information available. These
challenges were addressed through fusing an individual’s location data with
their smartphone sensor data (an accelerometer, compass and barometer). Also,
additional semantic labels were integrated to achieve greater accuracy. GruMon
achieved 80% accuracy for group detection; however, it should be noted that a
user latency window of 10 minutes was used in this project, which for some group
detection scenarios, seems too long. The four steps (see Figure 2.15) involved in
group detection process consists of: 1) computation of location features on each
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client, 2) similarity computation of computed features using cross-correlation
on the server, 3) classifying pairwise similarities through a binary (group edge
and non-group edge) Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, and 4) running a
clustering algorithm on positive edges on the server. The GruMon architecture is
illustrated in Figure 2.16. In terms of energy eﬃciency, Sen et al. [16] measured
energy consumption for diﬀerent sensors with diﬀerent frequencies during the
data collection process; and it was noted that at the lowest frequency, accuracy
only decreased by 1%.
Figure 2.15: The GruMon Detection Process [16]
Figure 2.16: The GruMon framework [16]
Several terms related to activity recognition are interchangeable, such as
Intension Recognition (IR), which tackles the problem of recognizing the
intention (or goal) of an agent through their observed actions [149]. A large
number of studies have been conducted and applications developed in this
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area, including Ambient Intelligence (AMI) for eldercare [150, 151]. The most
commonly used recognition technique in related IR studies is the logic-based
approach [152, 153]. In [154], IR is implemented to predict the intention
(behaviour) of drivers in order to reduce accident and increase road safety. IR
is very similar to AR in terms of concept and the reasoning approaches used,
and other recognition methods such as case-based (e.g. [155]) and probabilistic
approaches (e.g. [156]]) have been used in AR.
2.6 Energy Eﬃciency Techniques in AR/GAR
Dynamic/adaptive sensor sampling [157, 158, 159, 160], sensor selection
[161, 162, 163], prediction [164, 165, 166], sensing oﬄoading [167], and
hierarchical component-based design [168] are examples of techniques which
have been used to save energy in the context of AR. Generally speaking, most
of the existing work only utilizes one of these techniques.
Gordon et al. [165] conducted a survey on energy eﬃciency methods for AR
and divided into three categories: 1) dynamic sample rate adaptation of sensors
2) turning sensors on and oﬀ intelligently, and 3) designing the components of the
system hierarchically, where more energy consuming components wake up only
if required. To the time of writing, only the work in [11] considered energy
eﬃciency in GAR where the eﬀect of the abstraction level on the accuracy
of activity detection was investigated. Gordon et al. [11] showed that by
exchanging more abstract information (less communication volume) through the
wireless network, energy consumption could be reduced by a factor of ten, while
the reduction in the accuracy of GAR was negligible. Also, unlike other work,
we focus on the continuous recognition of group activities, not just once-oﬀ
recognition, and explore the duration over which such continuous GAR can
take place (in view of long-term GAR applications in health and monitoring
situations).
There have been a number of studies which focus on energy consumption
and energy eﬃciency issues in GAR. Continuous sensing and processing reduces
the battery level of mobile devices significantly. CoMon+ [169] proposed a
cooperative approach utilizing opportunistic cooperation between users who
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are located physically close to each other. Also, a negotiation method which
benefits all the cooperators was employed to share information among them.
The CoMon+ method increased energy eﬃciency by 19.7%.
Data aggregation and data compression are typical techniques for energy
saving However, they are computationally expensive and may aﬀect the
performance of applications [170].
In [171], a smartphone-based framework named SocialSense was used to
capture the level of sociability of users in oﬃce environment using accelerometer
sensors and microphones. Five locations were identified in the workplace, three
being work locations and two being sociable locations (such as a common room
or cafeteria). More importantly, to save power, SocialSense provides adaptive
sampling methods and a rule-based model to dynamically decide to execute a
task (e.g., running the classifier) locally or remotely. Also, the trade-oﬀ between
accuracy, energy, latency, and data traﬃc were studied.
Battery capacities (e.g., of smartphones) have increased from 950 mAh in
2008 to 1500 mAh in 2013 [172]. However, the battery drain problem still is an
open issue in the field of mobile computing, especially in mobile context-aware
systems. We believe that energy eﬃciency techniques for individual AR may
save power consumption in GAR. But due to the more complex nature of group
behaviour (interaction model and group activity model), GAR consumes more
power and therefore requires further investigation. Message exchange (sending
sensor data, context information, GPS readings, etc.) between individuals and
a group activity recognizer engine (through Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, cellular internet
or any communication channels) is the most energy consuming component of
GAR systems. Hence, any research in this area needs to consider optimizing
power consumption caused by message exchanges.
2.7 Current Challenges in Group Activity
Recognition
AR challenges can directly influence GAR and it would be diﬃcult to separate
these challenges from GAR challenges. In other words, any existing issue caused
by using smartphones and wearable devices in context-aware applications aﬀects
GAR. Incel et al. [46] summarize the challenges of activity recognition with
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mobile phones as follows: 1) continuous sensing, 2) running classifiers on mobile
phones, 3) inappropriate position of phone problem, 4) training burden, 5)
phones not always carried, 6) user persuasion, and 7) human behaviour.
All these challenges are also issues of concern for group activity recognition
research. In addition, the eﬀect of these current issues on individual AR could
increase when it comes to GAR. For example, in a group, individuals may react
diﬀerently depending on their neighbours’ actions and optimal activity, type of
activity and the way of performing the activity may vary in diﬀerent situations
[173]. Similarly, people are diﬀerent and have various habits, particularly people
of diﬀerent ages. This is the so-called ‘population diversity problem’ [108].
The work in [66] found that complex GAR with complex sequences of
activities had not been considered properly yet. Our review also aﬃrms that
the current studies have not modelled/implemented complex group activities in
their experiments.
At the group-level, message transmission (sensor/context sharing) to a
central point (either a Cloud or local reasoner) is required, hence, issues such
as network delays, disconnections and interference result in data loss which can
reduce the accuracy of the detection process significantly. Also, radio-based
sensors, for example, Ultra Wideband [18] (UWB) which is typically used in
indoor positioning, is susceptible to interference and attenuation in crowded
environments.
Although group aﬃliation detection [148, 16] and group activity recognition
are interconnected, the development of a robust algorithm to assign individuals
to a group can considerably enhance GAR research.
We summarize the existing challenges to the development of a GAR
application as follows:
• lack of a modelling language to define group activities,
• lack of an existing generic architecture,
• lack of a generic approach for individual/group Activity Recognition as a
Service,
• lack of mechanisms for more complex group activities recognition,
• lack of online group activity recognition
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• other technical challenges which were previously discussed including
technique and power consumption,
• population diversity problem,
• group aﬃliation detection,
• privacy issues,
• lack of suﬃcient incentives to share sensor data,
• unreliability of radio-based sensors in crowds.
2.8 Summary of the Chapter
The review of the existing literature in the field of AR and GAR has helped
identify the gaps and challenges in existing GAR research. Since the aim of
the GAR research area is to recognize a group’s undertaken activity or group
behaviour, we explored AR studies and discussed the various existing approaches
and techniques. According to the literature, there are two approaches to
both AR and GAR: sensor-based and vision-based (Section 2.3.1). Inference
techniques in AR, such as machine learning algorithms (classification or
clustering), can be used for group activity recognition studies.
Next, we reviewed GAR studies by focusing on sensor-based group activity
recognition in Section 2.4.
Further, in this chapter we explored and discussed the methods used for
group detection (Section 2.3.2) which is a well-studied problem in GAR work.
Finally, we summarized all the reviewed sensor-based GAR approaches in six
tables.
We should highlight that, in terms of making a comparison with the
state-of-the-art, it is diﬃcult to provide a fair quantitative comparison (such as
classification accuracy or algorithm performance) given that there is no widely
accepted benchmark in the area of sensor-based group activity recognition.
Most of the studies simulated their experiments and executed their proposed
algorithms oﬄine (e.g., [148, 147, 81, 79]), where challenges such as the
inaccuracy caused by communication delay were disregarded. Also, having
domain-dependent parameters can influence results, such as window size
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variations. Therefore, in order to propose a generic GAR framework, our
approach accommodates diﬀerent group activity models, making the framework
more robust.
In Chapter 3, we propose an architecture and a modelling language for
modelling group activity with a component definition of our framework, called
GroupSense, which addresses the challenges of GAR application development.
We also discuss the other technical challenges in our work.
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Chapter 3
GroupSense: Concepts, Language
and Architecture
Fortunately, most human behaviour is learned
observationally through modelling from others.
— Albert Bandura
As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, Group Activity Recognition (GAR)
in context-aware computing is the process of detecting or inferring of group
members’ collective activities, where each member is performing the same
activity, or collaborating and interacting, to achieve a particular and more
complex goal. As noted in Chapter 2, GAR research suﬀers from various
challenges, such as the lack of a generic language to model group activities,
and the lack of a platform which can provide group activity recognition as a
service for GAR consumers. The focus of the work presented in this chapter is
to model group activities using a representation language called GroupSense-L
after which the core components of our framework, called GroupSense, for the
analysis of group activities and situations are explained.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the key concepts
and elements of the proposed system, followed by a definition of GroupSense-L
and an explanation of how group activity expressions are constructed (section
3.2). In section 3.3, the core components of the system (GroupSense) are
explained.
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CHAPTER 3. GROUPSENSE: CONCEPTS, LANGUAGE AND
ARCHITECTURE
3.1 Key Concepts
We provide a model for group activities, based on a compositional view of
group activities, that is, where a group activity is viewed as a composition
of the activities of the individuals in the group. We show that such a view of
group activities facilitates their analysis and recognition. In particular, the key
concepts are listed below.
• Sensors = {s1, s2, ..., sn}, n ∈ N, where n ≥ 1 and each si is a tuple of
the form < sid, desc, attachedTo, loc, f >, and sid is the unique identity
of each sensor in the system, desc is a tag or short description for that
particular sensor, attachedTo denotes what the sensor has been attached
to, loc is the location of the sensor and f is the frequency at which that
sensor produces sensor data.
• Individuals I (or Observers/Clients) in GroupSense are persons (in) which
yield sensor data (using sensors they wear or carry, such as smartphones
or smartwatches, or other embedded sensors in things they use) and our
system monitors their behaviours; Monitor m, in the localized model,
refers to the role played by a member of the set of individuals (i.e., m ∈ I)
who is responsible for receiving all the other group members’ (i.e., the
observers’/clients’) messages and continuously performs inferences over the
received data. With the non-local cloud-hosting model, the monitor is a
Software as a Service (SaaS) which processes all incoming data from the
group.
• Objects are physical things which can ‘interact’ with individuals and groups
as part of individual activities or a group activity. A coﬀee machine, fork,
fridge, TV, and a trolley are examples of objects.
• State refers to an object’s state, in most cases in relation to an individual’s
activities.
• Group g is defined as a set of two or more individuals (⊆ I , with respect
to some universal set I) who have at least one common goal and there
may or may not be interaction among diﬀerent group participants. For
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example, a group of people playing a video game together via the Internet
is considered to be one group.
• The Individuals’ Context Matrix (ICM) is a matrix representing all context
information for all individuals. Each row denotes context information of
one individual and each column belongs to one context attribute. This
matrix is updated continually in our approach and is meant to be used
by the reasoner (running in the monitor which is detailed later). As an
example, cijk = (n, v, t) ∈ C, denotes kth context information for individual
ij, and n, v and t represent the name of the context information, the value
of the context information and its time stamp, respectively. For instance,
ci32 = (direction, 45◦, 1471833375193) indicates the direction of individual
i3 at time 1471833375193 is 45◦. The captured context information related
to individuals is continuously stored in an ICM matrix. In essence, each
row of this matrix shows all the available context information which can
be used to recognize the situation of an individual and his/her activity
(within a group) eﬀectively. From the implementation point of view, one
thread continuously receives the context data from all users and builds
this matrix.
Similarly, the Object Context Matrix (OCM) captures context information
associated with objects, not individuals. There are examples where only
individuals’ context data will not be suﬃcient to detect complex group
activities, especially where the objects’ context data are essential. For
instance, to detect a cherry picking group activity, having information
about the situation of a ladder and a basket (e.g., whether it is moving
or its location) will be important. Also, knowing a spoon’s temperature
in an eating together activity provides more data which can make the
detection more reliable and accurate. For example, co72 = (temperature,
63◦, 1471833383033).
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ICM =

ci11 ci12 ci13 . . . ci1j
ci21 ci22 ci23 . . . ci2j
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
cik1 cik2 cik3 . . . ck1j
 , OCM =

co11 co12 co13 . . . co1j
co21 co22 co23 . . . co2j
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
com1 com2 com3 . . . comj

(3.1)
• Another important aspect of AR (and GAR) is gesture, where gestures are
movements or the physical status of an individual’s body (or part thereof)
or even an object. A gesture describes a situation and a brief movement
of a part of the human body such as head, hand, leg or foot. For example,
‘head moves left’, or ‘hand raised up’. Moreover, one could also think of
object gestures, e.g., ‘ladder is moving’, or ‘fridge door is swinging’.
• Atomic Activity (AA) and Complex Activity (CA): An AA is defined as
an activity which cannot be split up into some other activities regardless
of its location, time and context information [174], while a CA is defined
as a set of (atomic or complex) activities, which may include a sequence
of activities or activities that occur concurrently. A CA might include
some other complex activities, but definitions should then ultimately map
down to atomic activities. GA modelling is an extension of CA modelling
which is discussed in the next section, and the proposed operators and
expressions can be reused in both GA and CA modelling.
• GASet = {ga1, ga2, ..., gan}, n ∈ N, where n ≥ 1, represents
a Group Activity Set. Each gai is a tuple of the form
< g, gaName, characteristics, expression > in which g, gaName,
characteristics and expression denotes group, group activity name,
characteristics of GA (see next item) and an expression which describes a
GA respectively.
• ChSet = {ch1, ch2, ..., chn}, n ∈ N and each characteristic (chi) is a
tuple chi =< CharID, CharName, CharV alues>. For example, the
pace of an activity as a characteristic can have a value of either slow,
normal or fast. In practice each GA can be carried out in various ways
and has diﬀerent GA characteristics. Diﬀerent people can carry out similar
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physical activities diﬀerently. For example, one GA characteristic for
sport, is pace, where the pace of two players playing table tennis could
vary according to skill level, age, gender and so on. The characteristic of
a GA describes an aspect of how a GA is carried out. We illustrate pace
detection later in in section 5.3.
Figure 3.1 illustrates a high-level ontology for our GAR system and
shows how a group activity is composed of other activity components and
gestures.
Activity
Gestures
Individual
Activity
Group 
Activity
Atomic 
Activity
Complex 
Activity
hasGesture
hasGroupActivity
SubclassOf
SubclassOf
SubclassOf
SubclassOf
composedOf
Figure 3.1: Group Activity Ontology
3.2 Group Activity Modelling and Description
in GroupSense-L
In our approach to group activity recognition and understanding, a GA is first
described using statements specifying the GA in our notation given below, which
enables a precise description of the GA so that algorithms for its recognition
and analysis can be programmed more easily. For example, in the simplest
case, a ‘walking together’ group activity for person1 and person2 can be defined
if person1 and person2 simply walk at the same time. In more complex and
realistic cases, many more conditions (e.g., context data, spatial information,
individual activity and person’s gesture) are involved. To express GAs, we
provide the following GA modelling language (which we call GroupSense-L) in
Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [175]. Note thatGroupSense-L has several
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operators, namely Logical Operators (LOPs), Temporal Operators (TOPs) and
Contextual Operators (COPs). LOPs relate statements using AND(∧), OR(∨),
and XOR(⊗). TOP defines temporal relationships between statements using
Allen’s interval algebra and COP is used for context conditions. Examples are
given in section 3.2.1 as well as in Chapter 5 for the diﬀerent implemented
scenarios.
• IASet = "Walking" | "Jogging" | "Running" | "Standing" | "Tilt" |
"Cycling" | "Making Coffee" | "Idle";
Individual Activity Set (IASet) presents all the individual activities
(atomic or complex). There could be more activities than those listed
here but the above provides an indicative list.
• Activity = GestureSet | αSet | GASet;
GestureSet represents the set of gestures recognizable in GroupSense,
i.e. { gest1, gest2,gest3, ..., gestn }, n ∈ N, n > 1
in which each gesti is defined by a tuple of the form <
ID,Name,Recognition Accuracy,Required Sensors >. Also, each
sensor is represented by a tuple < ID, name, frequency, source >.
An activity might be a set of gestures, αSet (AtomicActivitySet ∪
ComplexActivitySet) or a GroupActivitySet. α is any possible individual
activity in the system and accordingly, αSet means all the defined
individual activities. A gesture is not an activity; but activities may be
composed of gestures. The smallest part of the activity is a gesture, and
we cannot split it into any smaller unit.
• ActivityStatus = "◃▹" | "¬";
ActivityStatus states whether some individuals or objects are performing
an activity (◃▹) or not (¬). In order to model a GA, we might want to
state not only that an activity which is occurring is crucial to recognizing
that a GA is occurring, but also that if an activity is not occurring, this
might be essential for a GA to be recognized as occurring.
• Individuals are denoted by in, n ∈ N; for example, i1, i4, i74, . and
Individuals is a tuple of individuals, e.g. (i1, i4, i74).
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• Participants = Individuals | Group | Objects | "all";
This expression denotes GA participants, which can be people or objects.
• RH = "(RH:" Sensors {"," Sensors} ")";
Required Hardware (RH) indicates devices and hardware which are
required to detect a group activity. An example of Sensors might
be: Sensors = "Accelerometer" | "Gyroscope" | "Step Detector"
| "geomagnetic";
• MMPC = "(" Number MaxMinOperator Participants ActivityStatus
Activity ")";
Min Max Participant Condition (MMPC) shows the minimum or maximum
number of participants who should perform a particular activity as
defined in a group activity expression. MaxMinOperator = "⌋" | "⌈",
and "⌋" and "⌈" denotes ‘at least’ and ‘at most’. For instance, in an
eating together activity in a group of five, if at least more than half of the
participants are eating, the whole group’s activity can be considered to
be ‘eating’ (since some of the group members might stop and start the
eating gesture when talking or doing some other gestures), which can be
represented using the expression "(3 ⌋ all ◃▹ eating)".
• PA = "(" Participants ((ActivityStatus Activity) | "")
[StateDuration] ")";
Participants Activity denotes participants with their undertaken activity.
Some examples are i1 is walking "(i1 ◃▹ walking)", i1, i3, i12 are running
"((i1, i3, i12) ◃▹ running)" and i1 is idle for 15 seconds "((i1 ◃▹ idle,
15sec)". The symbol ""indicates whether participants are performing
the same activity, regardless of what activity is taking place.
• LogicalOperator (LOP) ="∧" | "∨" | "⊗" | "×";
An LOP denotes a logical relationship between pairs of individuals and
activities in a group as follows:
– ∧: conjunction relationship means both takes place [AND operator]
– ∨: means one of two must happen [OR operator]
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– ⊗: exclusive relationship means if one occurs, the other must not
occur [XOR operator]
– ×: wildcard operator, meaning any of the above three can be used.
• TemporalOperator (TOP) = "b" | "s" | "m" | "d" | "o" | "f";
Based on Allen’s interval algebra [176], we define the following operator
capturing temporal relationships among activities as shown in Figure 3.2.
‘X b Y’ means X takes place before Y X s Y’ means X starts Y 
‘X m Y’ means X meets Y ‘X d Y’ means X during Y
‘X o Y means X overlaps with Y ‘X f Y’ means X finishes Y
Figure 3.2: Allen’s Algebra operators for temporal relationship
• TemporalOperatorValue (TOPV) = StateDuration "," StateDuration;
In some cases, in order to define temporal relations more expressively,
in the context of human behaviour, we use StateDuration to represent
the period that specifies a precise temporal relationship between the
operands of a temporal operator. The first StateDuration denotes the
lower boundary and the second shows the upper boundary. For instance,
x2 should take place, with 5 to 10 seconds delay, after x1 is denoted
by "(x1)(b,5s,10s)(x2)". If one of the boundaries is not known or
can have any value, then "X" (‘condition can be ignored’ symbol) is
used. In the current prototype of GroupSense, spatial relationships have
not been modelled because, in almost all GA scenarios, human-object
interactions are based on time and (col-)location. Hence, modelling
the time of events/gestures (via temporal operators) and the location
of events/gestures (via context conditions) would already cover a high
proportion of GAs without needing spatial operators.
• TemporalUnit = "sec" | "minute" | "hour";
• StateDuration = Number, TemporalUnit | "X"; // X means condition
can be ignored
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• RequiredMinMaxDuration(RMMD) = "(" "RMMD:" StateDuration ","
StateDuration ")"
RequiredMinMaxDuration indicates the minimum or maximum required
time for performing a group activity. For example, we might want to say
that ‘being in a meeting’ is a group activity only when the participants in
that meeting sit for at least 10 minutes. This is similar to TOPV but TOPV
is applied for any temporal relationship in a group activity expression,
while RMMD describes the required duration of the GA as a whole.
• RequiredMinMaxParticipants(RMMP) = "(" "RMMP:" Number "," Number
")";
RequiredMinMaxParticipant indicates the minimum and maximum
number of required participants for a group activity.
• RecognitionInterval(GARI) = "(" "RI:" Number "," StateDuration
")";
GARecognitionInterval indicates the time interval of the running group
activity recognition.
• RequiredWindowSize(RWS) = "(" "RWS:" Number "," StateDuration
")";
RequiredWindowSize indicates the required window to execute the group
activity recognizer over the group data and context data.
• MinimumNumDetected(MND) = "(" "MND:" "one" | "less-than-half" |
"more-than-half" | "All" ")";
MinimumNumDetected indicates how many times a group activity is
required to be detected within the RequiredMinMaxDuration. For example,
if RequiredMinMaxDuration is (30s, 75s), RecognitionInterval is 15s and
RequiredWindowSize=30s and MinimumNumDetected = more-than-half, it
means that the number of times a group activity is detected must be
greater than 3 ((75/15)/2=2). Also, we should note that we always take
the upper boundary (75s).
• Logical Temporal Relationship (LTR) = LOP | TOP ["," TOPV];
LTR is for temporal or logical relationships between expressions. As can
be seen, TOPV is an optional nonterminal symbol as all temporal operators
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do not have to be followed by TOPV. For example, to simply say ‘moving
a ladder by i1 needs to be performed before picking cherry by x2’, we do
not need to use TOPV.
• Contextual Operator (COP) = "<" | ">" | "=" | " ̸=" | ">" | "6" |
"↔" | "=" | "≈" | "≈<" | "≈>";
which determines relationships among context information. For example,
in watching a movie together, the locations of the participants must be
in a cinema, or in walking together all the participants must walk in a
similar direction. The operators “↔”, “=” and “≈” denotes in range,
out of range and approximate values respectively. The relative operator
(“≈<”) means the absolute value of the diﬀerence in quantities must be
within a certain value - for example, distance ≈<5m means that any
two members of a group should be within a distance of 5m from each
other. We can constrain the walking together example by stating that the
diﬀerence between the participants’ angles of trajectories should be less
than 40◦. In the experiments we conducted, by capturing the direction of
the participants in a normal walking-together group activity with three
participants for 30 minutes, our data showed that we could consider that
they are walking together as long as the angles of movement between
them are less than 40◦ and ‘distance ≈<5m’ means that any pair of
individuals must have their distance between each other less than 5m, as
checked by the GA detector engine.
• Contextual Operator Value (COPV) = Number ContextUnits
COPV represents the value of context information. For example, if the speed
of a vehicle is 80km/h, the context information is velocity, ‘=’ is COP and
‘80km/h’ is COPV. Context units simply define the context unit to measure
context information.
• Logical Temporal Relationship Activity (LTRA) = W | PA1_Rep {Z};
where;
– PA_Rep = PA ["," MMPC];
– W = "" | "(" PA1_Rep ")";
– Z = (LTR W) | PA1_Rep;
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PA_Rep = PA ["," MMPC];
Example 1: "((i2 ◃▹ walking ) ∧ (i3 ◃▹ walking))"
Example 2: "((i2 ◃▹ walking ) ∧ ((i4 ◃▹ walking ) ∨
(i4 ◃▹ jogging))"
Example 3: "((i1,i2,i3 ◃▹ walking)(b, 15s, 25s) ∧
((i1,i2 ¬ walking))"
• Context Condition(CC) = X | CC1_Rep {Y}; In which;
– CC_Rep = Participants "," Context COP COPV;
– X = "" | "(" CC1_Rep ")";
– Y = (LTR X) | CC1_Rep;
Example 1 : "((i1, location="kitchen") ∧ ((i2,i3), distance>10m))"
Example 2 : "((i1, location=“kitchen”) ∧ ((i2,i3), distance>10m))"
As can be seen in the aforementioned examples, the defined temporal and
logical operators are expressive enough so that they can be reused to
describe temporal/logical relationships between any sort of statements.
Now, using the definitions above, the proposed language for GA
expressions is as follows.
GA = "(" Participants "," gaName "," [Characteristics] ","
Expression ")"
Expression = LTRA [CC] { LTRA [CC] } [ RH ] [ RMMD ] [ GARI ]
[ RWS ] [ MND ] [ RMMP ]
GA - Complete Example. Let us assume that in one section of a warehouse
(L1), worker 1 packs some goods from shelf S1 into a box, and gives it to worker
2 to move it to another part of the warehouse. Then, worker 3 weights the box
and worker 4 is responsible for putting the box on another shelf so that it can
be delivered to another section of the warehouse later (Figure 3.3).
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gaexample1 = ((worker1, worker2, worker3, worker4), packing orders at
L1, exprga1)
exprga1 = ( ((w1 ◃▹ packing),((w1,S1), distance <1m))
d ((w2 ◃▹ Carrying box), (w2, location = zone A))
d ((w3 ◃▹ Measuring weight) b ((w4 ◃▹ moving box),
((w4,S2), distance<5m))),
(RH: Accelerometer, Compass, GPS), (RMMD:45s,2m)
)
Figure 3.3: Example of workers in a warehouse [17]
Figure 3.4 represents the ontology of defined elements of the GA EBNF
expression. Actually, we needed an ontology to clarify the relationships between
the diﬀerent concepts used in GroupSense-L. The ontology can illustrate the
various elements of GroupSense and show how they relate. Since group activity
expressions may consist of diﬀerent nested statements, having an ontology can
help to add clarity to the proposed concepts. Our focus is on illustrating
those constructs which are involved in building GA expressions based on
GroupSense-L. Some operators already have clear meanings, such as the interval
logic operators and logical operators. Our modeling language has a semantics
based on OWL documents since concepts in GroupSense-L map to concepts
in an ontology encoded in OWL. An almost complete version of our ontology
implemented in the OWL language is available at1. Also, as can be seen in
Figure 3.4, there is a Sensors component. We can link the GroupSense-L
modelling language and associated ontology (i.e., GroupSense-OWL) with other
1https://goo.gl/yQZdos
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ontologies that model sensors, e.g., the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN)2
ontology.
Figure 3.5: Activity Sets
We define ActivitySet as set of individual activities, or a set of group
activities (see Figure 3.5). We define the ‘memberOf’ relationship to present
instances (members) of classes such as ActivitySet and ComplexActivitySet.
2https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/ssn
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3.2.1 More Examples
To illustrate the expressiveness of GroupSense-L, this section models a few more
group activities.
• ‘a together with b’: both groups move along the same path at all times
within a close distance of each other (Figure 3.6).
a b
Figure 3.6: Together Activity
gaexample1 = ((ga, gb), together activity, exprga5)
exprga5 = ((All ""), (All, distance ≈<5m),
(RH: Accelerometer, Compass, GPS), (RMMD:90s,X),
(GARI:15s), (RWS:10), (MND:more-than-half))
According to the discussed elements of GroupSense-L, and the given
definition in the above example, we express ‘a together with b’ as
follows: All "" means all the members of group must perform a same
activity, and any pair of individuals must have their distance between
each other less than 5m (All, distance ≈<5m). In order to recognize this
GA, Accelerometer, Compass and GPS is required (RH: Accelerometer,
Compass, GPS). Also, to make sure if any ‘together’ activity is taking place,
we need at least 90s (RMMD:90s,X). (RMMD:90s,X) and (RWS:10) denote that
group activity recognition is executed every 15s using the last 10 seconds of
individuals’ data. MND:more-than-half means that we consider occurrence
of a ‘a together with b’, if more than half of recognition results satisfy the
defined conditions.
• ‘a following b’ or ‘b leading a’ examples of GA : as one group moves, the
other seems to move along a similar path, even if not quite meeting, and
they are not very close to each other (Figure 3.7).
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a b
Figure 3.7: Following Activity
gaexample2 = ((ga, ib), following, exprga6)
exprga6 = ((All ◃▹ "moving") ∨ (All ◃▹ "stationary")),
((ga,ib) distance <10m) ∧ (ga,ib) behind <10m)
(ga,ib) direction ≈<25◦) ∧
(RH: Accelerometer, Compass, GPS), (RMMD:90s,X),
(GARI:15s), (RWS:10), (MND:all))
‘a following b’ is expressed using GroupSense-L. In this example, ‘a’
denotes a group (ga) and ‘b’ denotes an individual (ib) who ga intend to
follow him/her. ‘behind’ is a context information and in this example we
assume that ga must be less than 10m behind of ib ((ga,ib) behind <10m).
Also, they should move approximately at the same direction ((ga,ib)
direction ≈<25◦). Next Section, presents the GroupSense architecture
and details its components.
3.3 The GroupSense Architecture
The previous Section (3.2) discussed how we construct group activity expressions
using GroupSense-L. This Section describes the architecture of our GroupSense
system, and shows how diﬀerent components (Figure 3.8) interact to recognize
a group activity [177]. These components are as follows:
• Sensing Layer (Observer Side): Similar to other wearable sensing-based
projects reviewed in [178], the system receives sensor data from various
kinds of sensors (e.g., mobile devices, embedded sensors in things, sensors
in the environment).
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• Individual Activity Recognition Layer (Observer Side): In GroupSense,
every group activity consists of a combination of the atomic or complex
activities undertaken by individuals of the group. Therefore, this layer
recognizes every individual activity using data from the Sensing Layer.
In particular, it runs a classifier on the sensor data to detect atomic
activities. Then, using an ontology, the Complex Activity Recognition
Engine in this layer performs individual activity recognition. Notably, any
external component which can detect an individual activity using image
processing techniques or even wearable devices such as Google Glass, can
be integrated into GroupSense. Moreover, the Classifier Registrar imports
a new classifier and registers it in GroupSense.
• The Group Activity Recognition Layer comprises:
– The Group Detector Engine (GDE). Grouping participants is an open
issue in GAR research, especially for wearable sensors. GDE uses
two approaches: (1) grouping via level of closeness (LOC) or using
distance detection between individuals, and (2) grouping via finding
contextual similarity among individuals.
– Rule-based Query Repository (RQS). This repository contains
queries which describe group activities using rule-based statements.
Rule-based reasoning is the most straightforward and the commonly
used method of reasoning [9] and is capable of solving not only simple
reasoning, but can make more complex inferences [179].
– Location Model (LM). This contains a hierarchical representation of
locations in which individuals carry out GAs.
– Group Activity Model (GAM). In order to perform more complex
GA reasoning, having well-defined group activities that describe and
model a GA precisely is essential.
– Query Selector. Based on LM and GAM, this component filters
queries for more eﬃcient and accurate results.
– Group Activity Recognizer: This infers group activities using rules in
a rule repository.
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– Message Receiver. This module continuously listens to other
observers and, after decoding messages in an appropriate format,
passes them to the Group Activity Recognizer.
– Context Information Broadcaster (CIB). This component broadcasts
indoor and outdoor context information such as location type (e.g.,
library, cafè, shopping center), special events or any other sort of
information which makes GAR reasoning feasible.
– We view location as a key factor of GAR. Most of the group
activities, especially complex ones, cannot be recognized without
having location information. For example, in order to distinguish
diﬀerent activities in a warehouse, the location of workers plays
an important role. Similarly, eating group activity (section 5.4)
would be hard to recognize without knowing the locations of
members. Positioning Systems (PS) is a set of positioning systems
in which each positioning system is defined with a tuple <id,
name, accuracy> and is used for positioning the individuals. PS
represents all positioning systems potentially available inGroupSense,
e.g., wireless positioning systems (such as WiFi-based positioning
systems (WPS) or Bluetooth), radio, optical, acoustic or magnetic
positioning [180]. Every indoor environment might be equipped with
one (or more) indoor positioning systems, which is broadcasted by
CIB. A positioning system is used for group detection in GroupSense.
For instance, if both WiFi and Bluetooth positioning systems are
available in a lecture theatre room, CIB broadcasts it along with a
list containing the ID of the senders of the signal and descriptive
information associated with each sender. Individuals continuously
receive signal strength from senders and share this with the Detector
Engine (Group Detector Engine (GDE)). Based on this information
and available PS, the Group Detector Engine (GDE) is then able to
detect groups by analysing this information.
In the proposed three-layer design, layers 1 and 2 are used on the
device playing the client/observer role and layer 3 is only used on the
device playing the master/monitor role (or on the Cloud server in the
case of the Cloud-based version, as shown in Figure 3.9). However,
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all devices have three layers pre-installed regardless of their role. The
device playing the master role, or master device, can act as a client
as well if it intends to participate in a group activity. In this case,
the master will also enable layers 1 and 2 (Figure 3.10).
Client1/Observer1
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Cloud-based Monitor/Master
Active Layer
Inactive Layer
…
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Clientn/Observern
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Client2/Observer2
Maybe Active or Inactive
GAR
Figure 3.9: Layers’ Interaction Between Observer and Monitor in the
Cloud-based Version
• Energy Controller. According to our three-layer design, it is possible
to apply energy saving methods for group activity recognition in all the
diﬀerent layers. Dynamic/adaptive sensor sampling [157, 158, 159, 160],
sensor selection [161, 162, 163], prediction [164, 165, 166], sensing
Oﬄoading [167], and hierarchical component-based design [168] are
examples of techniques which have been used to save energy in the context
of AR and almost all the existing work only uses one technique. In contrast,
our three-layered approach enables any energy-saving technique to be
applied within its relevant layer. Moreover, for group activity recognition,
message exchange in localized networks or in a centralized cloud-hosted
approach drains considerable power and reduces the application’s life-time
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Client1/Observer1
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Monitor/Master
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Active Layer
Inactive Layer
…
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Clientn/Observern
AR layer
Sensing 
layer
GAR layer
Client2/Observer2
Maybe Active or Inactive
Figure 3.10: Layers’ Interaction Between Observer and Monitor in Localized
Version
noticeably. Hence, applying any optimization algorithm, which may be
investigated in the future to reduce the number of messages, would be
feasible in our architecture. Furthermore, under some situations, it is
possible to apply optimization techniques in the top layer to notify energy
saving modules located in layers 1 and 2. For example, after recognizing
‘being in a meeting’ as a group activity, layer 3 can stop message exchange
among devices for a certain time. Due to the nature of previously described
activity, a high frequency rate of detection may not be required for some
group activities compared to others. In such cases, layers 1 (sensing layer)
and 2 (individual’s activity recognition layer) can stop their sensor reading
and execution of the classifier respectively.
3.3.1 Proposed Algorithms for GroupSense
Algorithm 1 runs on a device when playing the role of observer/client in order
to send messages (describing its performed activity and context information) to
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the master. Line 5 acquires all the sensor data from the mobile device itself.
GroupSense can use any sort of sensor data from the environment and pass it
to layer 2. Lines 7-10 continuously interpret all the incoming sensor data and
classifies it into an activity using a suitable classifier and stores it in an array in
order to check activity persistency. Lines 11-18 check to ensure if the detected
activity has persisted long enough. Finally, the observer sends the detected
individuals’ activity as well as context information to the master device every
t′ seconds.
Algorithm 1 GroupSense - Observer Role
Require: Connection to the Master device or to the Cloud service was initiated
(client and master socket creation) and device is ready for message transmission;
Input: Sensor Data, Context Information
Output: Sending Message to the Master
1: begin
2: startsendMessageThread
3: i← Individual′sName
4: while (true) do
5: sensorDataList← readsensordata // layer 1
6: // Individual Activity (α) Detection - Layer 2
7: every tc // tc is classification interval time
8: extractedFeatures← executeFeatureExtractor(sensorDataList)
9: α← executeclassifier(extractedFeatures)
10: activityList.add(α)
11: // Check Persistency of activity
12: persistedActivity ← checkPersisted(activityList)
13: if (persistedActivity == null) then
14: α = ”unknown”;
15: else
16: α = persistedActivity;
17: end if
18: cList← list < Context >
19: every tm second call:
20: sendMessageThread.sendMessage(i, a, cList, timeStamp);
21: activityList.clear();
22: end while
23: end
Algorithm 2 runs on a device playing the role of master which is a key role
for GAR in GroupSense. This algorithm invokes Algorithms 3 and 4 which only
are used on the master device.
Algorithm 3 detects temporary groups which might contain individuals who
are participating in a potential GA and who are physically near each other.
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Algorithm 2 GroupSense - Master Role
Require: Connection to the Master device or to the Cloud service was initiated
(client and master socket creation) and device is ready for message transmission;
Input: Individual’s data, context information
Output: Group Activity (ga)
1: begin
2: //read all incoming messages from observers
3: startreceiveMessageThread()
4: while (true) do
5: ga← execute group activity detection(execute Algorithms 3)
6: Detect temporary groups(executeAlgorithms3)
7: return ga;
8: end while
9: end
Grouping individuals temporarily increases the accuracy of GAR as by providing
all possible groups and considering the GA model and location model, the GAR
process can reason more eﬀectively. Moreover, our framework is capable of
dynamic adaptation to perform more coarse-grained GA detection in case there
is a need to save power. Lines 8-11 examine each type of indoor positioning
system (ips) available to the system and runs the Group Detector Engine using
each ips, location type (lt) and the Individuals’ Latitude Longitude (ill) type
to find a temporary group, to make the temporary group set (TGset). If the
location type of a temporarily detected group is of high density, such as CBD or
any other crowded place, most probably, the TGSet is not accurate. Hence,
lines 12 to 21 check the individuals’ performed activities within the TGSet
and compares them with a predefined and existing group activity model. If an
individual’s activity does not match the possible group activity (from the group
activity model), then the algorithm removes that individual from the detected
group. For example, if 10 people are standing at a train station or walking in
a crowded section of a street, this does necessarily mean that they are in the
same group unless the group activity model defines a group activity conforming
to this performed individual activity.
Algorithm 4 presents the detection process for atomic group activity based on
rule-based queries. An example of a query is an expression for ‘walking together’,
given earlier. The algorithm continuously selects queries, updates groups and
adjusts window sizes in order to detect a GA in case a larger window is required
for GA detection. Line 2 retrieves all the predefined queries from the repository
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Algorithm 3 Distance-Based Temporary Group Detection
Require: All connections among nodes were established and configurations were
initialized (such as master device selection).
Input: location type (lt), location category (lc), individuals LatLong (ill), individual
atomic/complex activity (activityi)
Output: A Set of Temporary Groups (TGSet)
1: begin
2: // Retrieve last t second of nodes’ information
3: t← window size; activity ← performed activity;
4: ill← individuals location;
5: //Receive available Positioning Systems from Broadcaster;
6: pslist← list < ps >; lt← location type;
7: lc← location category;
8: for (all ips ∈ ipslist) do // indoor positioning system
9: TG← execute GDE(ips, ill, lc); //Group Detector Engine
10: TGSet.add(TG); //for more accurate grouping
11: end for
12: if (lc! = null && lc = high density) then
13: //Check performing individuals activity
14: for (all TG ∈ TGSet) do // indoor positioning system
15: for (all i ∈ TG) do //activity of members of TG is checked
16: if (@ activityi in group activity model) then
17: remove i from tg;
18: end if
19: end for
20: end for
21: end if
22: end
and line 3 retrieves all the incoming messages (received from the observers in
the last t seconds) which contains individuals’ activities along with individuals’
context information. The output of Algorithm 3 (TGSet) is used as one of the
inputs here. The location type and location category can be extracted from the
Context Information Broadcaster (CIB) or any other service which looks up the
coordinates for the location type and location category. Line 7 selects queries
based on the window size (t), location type (lt) and location category (lc) and
stores them in selected queries (SQRS). For instance, if t is 10 seconds, queries
which require more than 10 seconds to detect a group activity cannot be used.
After query selection, lines 9-24 execute SQRS over TGSet to find a match. If
the query retrieves results, the algorithm returns the group activity and adds it
to the groupActivityHistory array (lines 12-14). Otherwise, the window size is
increased dynamically; line 16 increases the window size by adding floor(t/2).
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For example, if t=10sec and the algorithm cannot find any matches for this
period, the query is run a second time over the last 15 seconds instead. One
second is the smallest time unit in GroupSense. Hence, the rounding down
function was used. The increasing window size procedure is terminated when t
becomes more than the maximum duration of the undertaken group activities
ga(η1) of all the defined group activities. If the algorithm cannot find any ga
by increasing t, ’unknown ga’ is assumed (lines 17, 18). Due to the possibility
of individuals moving after t + floor (t/2) seconds, line 21 calls Algorithm 3 to
update TGSet.
Algorithm 4 Query-Based Atomic Continuous Group Activity Detection
Input: Set of node’s (individual) information, TGSet, lt(location type), lc(location
category).
Output: Group Activity(ga).
1: begin
2: QRS ← Retrieve predefined rule− based queries from query repository;
3: Individuals← Retrieve last t seconds(t← window size)
4: of nodes′ information as set of individuals.
5: while (ga==null) do
6: Retrieve last t seconds of MC ;
7: SQRS ← Select queries based on window size lt, lc in
8: whichSQRSissubsetofQRS;
9: for (all TG in TGSet) do
10: Execute SQRS to find a match;
11: if (SQRS has result) then
12: ga← Query Result;
13: GroupActivityHistory.add(ga);
14: return ga;
15: else
16: t← t+ floor(t/2);
17: if (t > max(∀ η1 in GA)) then
18: return Unknown ga;
19: else
20: re-run group detection (algorithm 3);
21: update TGSet;
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for
25: reset t to the default value;
26: end while
27: end
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3.3.2 Software Engineering Methodology
When detecting group activities using the GroupSense framework, we employ
a methodology comprising the following phases (Figure 3.11), which involves
firstly, modelling the GA we want to recognise or analyse in the notation above
and secondly. writing the code to gather the data and learn the classification
models, and thirdly, the code is deployed within the GroupSense framework:
1. Defining a GA based on EBNF language. The first step in adding a new
group activity is defining the GA expression based on GroupSense-L. By
doing this, other steps are much clearer and the Complex Activities(CA),
Atomic Activities(AA) and Gestures(Gest) which need to be detected as
part of a GA will be identified.
2. Defining a complex activity (if any are involved in the GA) based on
GroupSense-L. If the defined GA from step 1 involves CAs, these must be
defined in GroupSense-L.
3. Collecting raw sensor data for the required AA or Gest. For each AA or
Gest to be detected, labelled raw sensor data must be collected first via
the data collector software. Usually, a mobile application collects all the
sensor data for a given activity associated with the name of the activity as
the data label. In Section 4.7 we describe how this can be implemented.
4. Data preprocessing. Before feature extraction, the raw sensor data should
be fused or aggregated. Also, sensors tend to produce noisy data which
can be removed by data preprocessing.
5. Feature Extraction. Similar to any other supervised Oﬄine problems,
features are used to calculate the correlation among diﬀerent values [181].
6. Supervised Oﬄine dataset training. To build a classifier, data on the
extracted features are trained by using one of the supervised machine
learning algorithms. Each classifier can detect AA or Gest from raw sensor
data.
7. Registering a classifier in the framework. After building the classifiers,
they must be registered in the framework to be accessible by the group
activity detector engine.
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8. Manually translate GroupSense-L expressions to code. Up to the time
of writing, converting EBNF expressions to programming code should be
performed by a domain expert. Exploiting software engineering methods to
automate the generation of code will be explored in future work. However,
by proposing this language, group activities can be represented and it is a
step towards automating GAR implementation.
Define GA based 
on GroupSense-L
Define CA based 
on GroupSense-L
Raw Sensor Data 
Collection
Data 
Preprocessing
Feature Extraction
(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5)
Training Model
Registering Model 
to the GroupSense
Translating 
GroupSense-L 
expressions to Code
(6)(7)(8)
Figure 3.11: Generic Steps in GroupSense
Hence, the process depicted in Figure 3.11 is not completely automated as
it involves the developer to model and write the code but once this is done, the
code module is integrated into and deployed within the GroupSense framework.
3.4 Reasoning Approach
We use a compositional approach for group activity reasoning, which means that
we define a group activity as the composition of other individuals’ activity. In
the previous Section, we gave examples which demonstrated our compositional
approach, however, this Section presents a theoretical understanding of our
approach from an abductive reasoning perspective3. We highlight the abductive
reasoning approach using a simplified version of language in order to emphasize
the reasoning aspects. However, this is only another perspective discussed here
in order to provide a conceptual understanding of what we do when we interpret
sensor readings, and we do not implement an abductive reasoning engine in our
framework (we used the pragmatic approach discussed earlier).
3This Section was published in [182].
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“Abduction is a reasoning process invoked to explain a puzzling observation
[183, p. 113]”. When a doctor makes a diagnostic for a patient who is
experiencing a particular symptom, the doctor will hypothesize as the possible
cause of the health condition (based on the relations between diseases and
symptoms). This is a typical example of abducting reasoning. When a doctor
Another example of abductive reasoning is when a person wakes up and observes
a wet lawn. This person may assume that it has rained or the sprinklers had
been turned on.
3.4.1 Abducing from individual activities
Given a group of individuals, assuming sensors are placed on these individuals,
data collected from each individual can be analysed to infer the individual
activities which are then integrated to recognize the activity of the group
(comprising these individuals). For example, group g’s activity ‘walking
together’ can be recognized when each individual in the group is ‘walking’ and
when they are within distance d of each other. i.e.:
GA1 = (g, walking_together, Expression)
Expression 
(1 ◃▹ walking) ⊗(τ,∆) . . . ⊗(τ,∆) (n ◃▹ walking)
∧ (∀i, j ∈ g, dist(i, j) < d)
where g is a group comprising individuals 1 to n, and the binary operator ‘⊗(τ,∆)’
means (τ,∆) is concurrently happening (a qualified variant of the ‘during’
operator from Allen’s interval algebra [176]), as previously explained. Note
that we can use variables in the rules instead of constants for τ and ∆. The
perspective is that a group activity (i.e., walking together in this case) explains
why we found that each individual is walking after analysing the sensor data of
each individual. The binary operator ‘⊗(τ,∆)’ in the expression:
(i ◃▹ walking) ⊗(τ,∆) (j ◃▹ walking)
means that within a given time window, say ∆, for two individuals i and j,
walking(i) and walking(j) was detected as happening for at least a (threshold)
duration τ ≤ ∆, i.e., even if the two individuals are not walking at exactly
the same time, they were found to be walking for a significant enough time (τ
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or more) during the same time window ∆. Additional constraints, such as the
direction in which they are walking, can also be added. Using the operator ‘ ’
to denote ‘is a possible explanation for’ from the above, we can then say:
walking_together(g) 
(1 ◃▹ walking)⊗(τ,∆) . . .⊗(τ,∆) (n ◃▹ walking)
∧ (∀i, j ∈ g, dist(i, j) < d)
that is, the group walking together is a possible explanation for why we find
that group g of people are, pairwise, walking (τ,∆) concurrently, quite close
together.
Consider another example of group g eating together:
eating_together(g) 
fork_moving(g1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ fork_moving(gn)
This states that the activity of a group, namely, eating together is a possible
explanation for the forks of subgroups g1 to gn moving together. Depending on
what sensors are available, more complex rules can be defined, e.g., when sensors
are attached not only to forks but also to spoons:
eating_together(g) 
(fork_moving(g1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ fork_moving(gn))
∨ (spoon_moving(g1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ spoon_moving(gn))
A stricter version requires that both forks and spoons are moving:
eating_together(g) 
(fork_moving(g1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ fork_moving(gn))
∧ (spoon_moving(g1)⊗ . . . ⊗ spoon_moving(gn))
Playing tennis, eating together and group cherry picking can all be explained
in the same way and can be inferred abductively from individuals in a
compositional manner. The experiment chapter, Chapter 5 (Section 5.4), details
the reasoning process for the eating together example.
As another example, the following rule states that playing tennis is a possible
explanation for the detection of the phenomena of racket swings within a group,
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each for at least a certain time within a given time window.
playing_tennis(g) 
racket_swinging(g1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ racket_swinging(gn)
The reasoning here is essentially abducing from inferred individual activities,
that is, in general: given a rule such as
Ag  
∨
p
(
∧
q
(Bpqi1 ⃝ . . .⃝Bpqin )) ∧ C
where Ag is an activity of group g and Bpqii is an activity of individual ii ∈ g, and
⃝ is a symbol denoting some operator, and observing the activities of individuals
Bpqi1 , . . . , B
pq
in satisfying the constraints in ⃝ and C, we can then, by abduction,
consider Ag as a possible explanation of these observations.
3.4.2 Handling Multiple Possible GA Explanations
Given the observed sensor data, it could be that multiple ‘ ’ rules have
their right hand side satisfied, so multiple explanations are possible for these
observations, and the problem of selecting the best explanation(s) arises. To
find the explanation with the best known coverage of observations, we select the
explanation that explains the most. For example, given two rules: A1  Obs1
, A2  Obs2; and suppose Obs1 ⊆ Obs2 in that any sensor data input that
satisfies Obs2 will also satisfy Obs1, then, suppose Obs2 is observed then Obs1 is
also observed, the explanation (or group activity) we select would be A2 since
it has greater explanatory power. The explanatory power can be defined by the
summation of the number of imposed constraints on the performed individual
activities and the number of context conditions:
EP (A) = NLTRA +NCC
One could also go up another level of explanation to provide 2nd-order
explanations. For example, suppose we have a rule that states that group g
is at a concert in place p is a possible explanation for the majority of the people
in g dancing together, all the people in g being at place p, and music being heard
at p, as follows:
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at_concert(g, p) 
dancing_together(g′) ∧ (|g′| ≥ |g|2 )
∧music_heard(p) ∧ (∀ i ∈ g, at(i, p))
A rule for dancing together is viewed as an explanation for a group of people
(say g) being observed dancing for at least some time within a given time window
(note that, for simplification we used ⊗ instead of ⊗(τ,∆) to show the concurrency
of activities):
dancing_together(g) 
dancing(g1)⊗ . . .⊗ (dancing(gn))
Then, given that the sensor data arriving satisfies the observations on the
right hand side of both rules, we might first infer dancing_together(g′) and then
apply the first rule to infer at_concert(g, p), so that
at_concert(g, p) becomes a second-order explanation for the observed sensor
data. More generally, nth-order explanations can be obtained.
3.4.3 More Complex Reasoning
A more sophisticated abductive reasoner can be used for the Group Activity
Recognizer involving the background theory of rules. For example,
Σ ∧ A Obs
where Σ denotes the background knowledge which is required to allow A to be
inferred. Also, based on the approach in [184], once an explanation is inferred,
say A, it can then be used to make predictions about what to expect, and about
what other observations are likely, that is, given another rule:
Σ ∧ A Obs′
one could then predict that Obs′ should also be observed, and verification can
be undertaken, e.g., if half of the sensors are employed to infer Obs, while the
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other half sleep, on inferring A, the other half can then be activated to observe
Obs′ to confirm the inferred A. A flow of activities can also be predicted, e.g.,
adding time to the rules:
Σ ∧ A(t) Obs(t)
Σ ∧ A(t+ 1) Obs′(t+ 1)
Once Obs is observed at time t, and A(t) is inferred abductively, then we expect
to observe Obs′ at time t + 1. If we do observe Obs′(t + 1), it provides a
confirmation of A(t), that is, of activity A was undertaken in the previous
time step t, which we assume is still occurring at time t + 1. Other work
has also employed an abductive perspective on reasoning about situations with
sensor data [185, 186]; hence, an an explanation-based perspective on sensor
data is not new but our perspective on explanation-based perspective on group
activity recognition we believe is unique, that is, group activities are viewed as
explanations of why certain sensor data readings are being obtained on multiple
devices.
3.5 Summary of the Chapter
In this chapter, firstly, we described the key concepts and elements of our
system. Then, a modelling language for expressing group activity was proposed.
After this, all the components for our GroupSense framework as well as the
proposed algorithms were explained. We also proposed a theoretical abductive
reasoning perspective for our approach.
In Chapter 4, we focus on the implementation aspects of GroupSense. All the
technologies and tools/platforms that were used, and the APIs will be discussed.
Chapter 4
Implementation of GroupSense
When you translate a dream into reality, it’s never a
full implementation. It is easier to dream than to do.
—Shai Agassi
4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter (Chapter 3) proposed GroupSense-L language for
modelling GAs and explained the core components of the system (GroupSense)
as well as the algorithms which are used for group detection in query-based
atomic continuous group activity detection. This chapter presents the prototype
implementation of the proposed framework for the localized version (by
exploiting classic BT and Wi-Fi Direct) as well as the Cloud-based version to
show the feasibility of GroupSense for detecting atomic group activities. With
reference to the architecture design proposed in 3.3, Figure 4.1 illustrates the
GroupSense main components via a high level package diagram. We would
like to re-emphasize that ‘activity’ refers to ‘Individual’s Activity’ while we use
‘Group Activity (GA)’ to denote a group activity. Hence, ‘ActivityRecognizer’
implies recognition of individuals’ activity.
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4.2 GroupSense Design Diagrams
4.2.1 High-Level Package Diagram
A package diagram, presents the existing packages of a system along with the
relationships among them. It also typically shows package classes. This section
briefly presents the designed packages of GroupSense as follows:
• SensorManager: This package handles sensor readings (start reading,
stop reading), setting the frequency of sensors and sending them to the
ActivityRecognizer package.
• ActivityRecognizer: Receives a sensor and is responsible for recognizing
the undertaken individual activity.
• ConnectionManager: Establishes the connection between the monitor and
observers. GroupSense handles P2P connections using Bluetooth and
Wi-Fi Direct technologies and the Cloud-based version using the Google
Cloud platform.
• ConfigurationManager: This package keeps configurable settings and
constant values for GroupSense. The interval time for Bluetooth device
discovery and classification execution time are examples of such settings.
• GARecognizer: This package is a key element of GroupSense in which
GroupSense-l expressions are held, and rule-based reasoning queries are
stored.
• MessageManager: This package encodes the messages into an appropriate
format before sending them to the GARecognizer, and parsing them when
they are received for analysis.
• Ontologies: This package stores the semantics of the GroupSense
components such as operators, activity hierarchy, and location models.
Although these ontologies are not used in rule-based GAR, equipping our
framework with an ontology enables more complex reasoning.
• Utils: This package contains utility classes for working with String, Date
and Time conversion, File reading and writing.
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cmp GroupSense-P2P
Utils
+ DateTime
+ DeviceUtil
+ DeviceUtils
+ FileHandler
ConnectionManager
+ ConnectionChecker
+ Bluetooth
+ Cloud
+ WiFiDirect
SensorManager
+ AccelerometerListener
+ CompassSensorListener
+ Sensor
+ SensorEventListener
ActivityRecognizer
+ ActivityModel
+ IndividualActivitySet
+ Atomic
+ Classifiers
+ Complex
+ Gestures
GARecognizer
+ GAModel
+ GASet
+ QuerySelector
+ DataContainer
+ GAExpressions
+ GroupDetectorEngine
MessageManager
+ DecodeMsg
+ EncodeMsg
ConfigurationManager
+ ConfigInitializer
+ ConfigUpdater
+ Constants
Ontologies
+ Activity
+ Location
+ Sensor
Updates Congiguration
Send Data
Establish Connection
use
«use»
may use
use
Figure 4.1: GroupSense High Level Package Diagram
4.2.2 High-Level Sequence Diagram
Figure 4.2 shows the interactions among the key components of GroupSense.
As can be seen in this figure, SensorManager, ActivityRecognizer,
MessageManager and GARecognizer are run sequentially. However, they are
executed concurrently in separate Java threads. Since this diagram aims to
illustrate the high level interaction between GroupSense components, only four
concurrent threads are shown. ActivityRecognizer and GARecognizer can
have multiple threads, executed concurrently to recognize multiple activities at
the same time.
The Sensor class from the SensorManager package, is responsible for
accessing the required sensors in the Android platform, setting the frequencies
of the sensor and starting and stopping the sensor readings. To activate the
reading of raw sensor data, we implemented a sensor listener (see Figure 4.3)
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ConfigurationManager ConnectionManager MessageManagerSensorManager ActivityRecognizer GARecognizer
Driver
loop RecognitionThread
sendMessages()
sendRawData()
initSensors()
executesReasoner()
initConnection()
runRecognizer()
receiveMessages()
recognizerResult()
initConfigs()
Figure 4.2: GroupSense High Level Sequence Diagram
which implements the Sensor class. Also, the Sensor class implements the
onSensorChanged() method, and raw sensor data will be accessible within this
method. For example, if we need to read a step detector sensor, we should
build StepDetectorListener and implement methods of the Sensor class and
SenserEventListener (which is an Android SDK class).
4.2.3 Configurable Parameters List
There are parameters in GroupSense which can be changed based on diﬀerent
activities/applications/situations. For example, the required window size to
detect ‘being in a meeting’ is diﬀerent from that for the ‘running together’
group activity. Also, the required time interval to execute the classifier to detect
if a person is ‘cycling’ is diﬀerent from that for a classifier detecting ‘fast pace
picking cherry’. Although the current implementation of GroupSense presets
these parameters as a configuration, we define these parameters in GroupSense,
so it can be adaptively set on run-time.
Based on our proposed framework design, we develop a localized GAR and
Cloud-based GAR. For the localized GAR, two versions are developed using
Classic Bluetooth v2.0 and Wi-Fi Direct for communication (See Figure 4.4).
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class GroupSense-P2P
SensorManager::Sensor
- sendRaw: boolean = true
+ getSensor(int, SensorManager): void
+ setFreq(int): void
+ startReading(): void
+ stopReading(): void
SensorManager::
AccelerometerListener
SensorManager::
CompassSensorListener
SensorManager::SensorEventListener
+ onSensorChanged(SensorEvent): void
implements
implementsimplements
Figure 4.3: SensorManager Class Diagram - GroupSense
In the localized version, message exchange happens via Point-to-Point (P2P)
connection (using Bluetooth, or Wi-Fi Direct technologies). All the observers
(clients) send their data (detected individual activity, and context data) to
the monitor (detector or master device). In the Cloud-based version, message
exchange between observers and monitor happens through internet-enabled
connection such as Wi-Fi and 4G. The next section briefly discusses the
Bluetooth version of GroupSense.
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Figure 4.4: Localised version vs. Cloud–Based
4.3 Localized Implementation of GroupSense
Listing 4.1 shows the source code connecting an Android device to the master
device (among the peered ones) using classic Bluetooth v2.0. We hard-coded
the master device named ("Amin-S2") in this example.
Listing 4.1: The Bluetooth Connection initiation, MainActivity.java
1 private void initConnections() {
2 List<String> devicesName = new ArrayList<String>();
3 if (pairedDevices != null) {
4 for (BluetoothDevice device : pairedDevices) {
5 // GT-I9100T , GalaxyTab nexus
6 devicesName.add(device.getName());
7
8 // client connects to Amin-S2 which acts as server
9 if (device.getName().contains(
10 Globals.getInstance().getServerName()) &&
11 mBTService.getMode() == mBTService.CLIENT_MODE) {
12 Log.e("BT", "Starting to connect to the server ... ");
13 connectToServer();
14 Log.e("BT", "Connected to the Master Device");
15 }
16 }
17 } else {
18 Toast.makeText(this, "Cannot find any paired device",
19 Toast.LENGTH_LONG).show();
20 }
21 }
Listing 4.2 shows the Accelerometer Listener instantiation and the
startAccelerometerReading() method is called when the accelerometer is
required to be turned on.
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Listing 4.2: Starting Reading Accelerometer Data, MainActivity.java
1 public void getAccelerometer() {
2 try {
3 Log.d("Accelerometer", "ON");
4 AccelerometerListener accListener = new AccelerometerListener(this,
5 accListener.startAccelerometerReading();
6 } catch (Exception e) {
7 e.printStackTrace();}
8 }
The startAccelerometerReading() method registers the accelerometer
sensor listener and sets the sensor frequency via SensorManager (Listing 4.3).
Listing 4.3: Registering Accelerometer Sensor, AccelerometerListener.java
1
2 public void startAccelerometerReading() {
3 sensorMgr = (SensorManager) mContext
4 .getSystemService(Context.SENSOR_SERVICE);
5 Sensor desired = getSensor(Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER, sensorMgr);
6 if (desired != null) {
7 sensorMgr.registerListener(this, desired,
8 SensorManager.SENSOR_DELAY_UI);
9 }
10 }
After reading the raw data, the recognition of a taken-placed activity should
be performed. Listing 4.4 shows how this occurs. Section 4.9 gives more
detailed information regarding how the classifier is trained from raw data. In this
particular example, accelerometer data are sent to the classifier and the trained
model classifies the data into a ‘walking’,‘running’ or ‘cycling’ activity. Line
24 adds the recognized individual activity into a list to be sent to the master
device. MessageManager handles all the send and receive messages between
client (observer) and server (master or monitor).
Listing 4.4: Classifying Raw Accelrometer Data, AccelerometerListener.java
1 public long lastTransmission = 0;
2 String[] activityClasses = {"Walking", "Running", "Cycling"};
3
4 @Override
5 public void onSensorChanged(SensorEvent event) {
6
7 Double[] data = {Double.valueOf(event.values[0]),
8 Double.valueOf(event.values[1]),
9 Double.valueOf(event.values[2])};
10 receivedRawDataArray.add(data);
11
12 if (timestamp - lastTransmission > Configs.ACTIVITY_DETECTION_INTERVAL)
13 {
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14 lastTransmission = timestamp;
15 try {
16 Double[] features = extractor.extractFeatures(receivedRawDataArray);
17 int activity = (int) Math.round(WalkingRunningCyclingClassifier
18 .classify(features));
19
20 label.setText("User is: " + activityClasses[activity] + " at " +
21 timestamp
22 ActivityHistory.add(activityClasses[activity]);
23
24 MessageManager.put(activityClasses[activity]);
25
26 for (int i = 0; i < receivedRawDataArray.size() * 0.5; i++) {
27 receivedRawDataArray.remove(i);
28 }
29
30 } catch (Exception e) {
31 // TODO Auto-generated catch block
32 e.printStackTrace();
33 }
34 }
35 }
Depending on the role of the device (either client or server), MessageManager
starts a sendMessage or receiveMessage thread (Listing 4.5).
Listing 4.5: Starting Send Message Thread in Observer Device,
MsgManager.java
1 // The Handler that gets information back from the BluetoothService
2 private final Handler mHandler = new Handler() {
3 @Override
4 public void handleMessage(Message msg) {
5 switch (msg.what) {
6 case CommonConstants.MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE:
7 switch (msg.arg1) {
8 case BluetoothService.STATE_CONNECTED:
9 mTitle.setText(R.string.title_connected_to);
10
11 if (mBTService.getMode() == mBTService.CLIENT_MODE) {
12 smth = new SendMessageThread();
13 smth.start();
14 }
15 }
16 }
17 } // end handle message
18 };
Listing 4.6 shows a simple recognition of the ‘running together’ activity via
recognizeRunningTogether thread. We assumed that in this group activity,
the direction between of any pair of individuals should not be more than 40◦.
Line 7 finds all persons whose direction is less than 40◦. Another condition for
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running together here is that they each should perform ‘running’ (line 9). Both
findPairedWiseDirection() and findPairedWiseActivity() methods check
the mentioned conditions over DataContainer.allReceivedMessages which is
continuously populated by sendMessage threads running on other individuals’
devices continuously. Finally, person who are running, AND who are running
in same direction are considered as one group (line 13). Then, the thread sleeps
till the next detection interval (line 19). Since diﬀerent GAs are diﬀerent, they
may have diﬀerent recognition interval times.
Listing 4.6: GAR for Running Together, GAR.java
1 private class recognizeRunningTogether extends Thread {
2 @Override
3 public void run() {
4 // TODO Auto-generated method stub
5 super.run();
6 while (true) {
7 participantsSameDirection = GAR.runningTogether
8 .findPairedWiseDirection(
9 DataContainer.allReceivedMessages, 40);
10 participantsSameActivity = GAR.runningTogether
11 .findPairedWiseActivity(
12 DataContainer.allReceivedMessages, "running");
13 finalParticipants = Utils.findIntersection(
14 participantsSameDirection, participantsSameActivity);
15 DataContainer.setParticipants(finalParticipants, "running",
16 starTime, endTime);
17 timestamp = previousTimeStamp;
18 try {
19 Thread.sleep(GARcognitionInterval);
20 } catch (InterruptedException e) {
21 // TODO Auto-generated catch block
22 e.printStackTrace();
23 }
24 }
25 }
26 }
This section briefly presented the localized implementation of GroupSense for
the running together activity and demonstrated the GroupSense base component
interactions. In the above example, we used Bluetooth to exchange messages
among the master device and the observers. Our implementation is available
on https://sites.google.com/site/groupsense2018/sourcecodes. The next section
discusses the Cloud-Based implementation of GroupSense.
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Figure 4.5: Cloud–Based Design of GroupSense
4.4 Cloud–Based Implementation of
GroupSense
The cloud version of GroupSense was implemented using the Google App Engine
(GAE)1. Figure 4.5 shows the high-level architecture of GAE. In this version of
the GroupSense prototype, though the implementation techniques to connect an
Android device to the Cloud are diﬀerent, the overall structure of GroupSense
is quite similar to the localized version discussed in the previous section. The
individuals’ activities detected by Android endpoints (or observer devices) are
sent to the Google Datastore (GDS) 2.
4.4.1 GroupSense Android Client Endpoint
The Android client endpoint in GroupSense is an Android application which
contains all the required classes and methods to access sensor readings and
execute classifiers to recognize individual’s activities on the device (similar to
localized version). In addition, an Android client should invoke the implemented
methods on the server endpoint. Each method on the backend server recognizes
a GA. Listing A.9 shows how an Android client endpoint in GroupSense invokes
a GARecognizer from the server endpoint.
Listing 4.7 shows how individual’s activities and their context information
(in this example ‘direction’ of user in degree) are stored to recognize ‘*Together
group activities’. Every individual (mobile device) has a unique ID which relates
1https://cloud.google.com/appengine
2https://cloud.google.com/datastore/
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Figure 4.6: Saving Activity of Individual in Datastore
them to other entities such as context entity or group entity. In this figure, to
simplify of experiment, we store the direction in the same entity. When there is
more context information, this should be stored in a context entity (Figure 4.6).
Listing 4.7: Saving Activities of individuals into Datastore,
ReasoningSensorReasoner.java
1 /**
2 * AsyncTask for calling Mobile Assistant API for saving the invididual
3 * activity into a datastore
4 */
5 private class IndividualTask extends AsyncTask<Void, Void, Void> {
6
7
8 @Override
9 protected Void doInBackground(Void... params) {
10
11 Individual individual = new Individual();
12
13 individual.setAtomicActivity(currentActivity);
14 individual.setTimeStamp(System.currentTimeMillis());
15 individual.setDateTime(DateTime.getCurrentDateTime());
16 individual.setDeviceID(Globals.getInstance().getDeviceID());
17 individual.setDeviceName(Globals.getInstance().getDeviceName());
18 individual.setDirection(Globals.getInstance().getDeviceDirection());
19 individual.setLatitude(Globals.getInstance().getLatitude());
20 individual.setLongitude(Globals.getInstance().getLongitude());
21
22 Random randomGenerator = new Random();
23 individual.setKey(Long.valueOf(randomGenerator.nextLong()));
24
25 Individualendpoint.Builder builder = new Individualendpoint.Builder(
26 AndroidHttp.newCompatibleTransport(), new JacksonFactory(),
27 null);
28
29 builder = CloudEndpointUtils.updateBuilder(builder);
30
31 builder.setApplicationName("groupsense");
32
33 Individualendpoint endpoint = builder.build();
34
35 try {
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36 endpoint.insertIndividual(individual).execute();
37 } catch (IOException e) { // TODO Auto-generated catch block
38 e.printStackTrace();
39 }
40
41 return null;
42 }
43 }
4.4.2 Google Server Endpoint
As previously mentioned, we used the Google App Engine to store the
individuals’ activities into Datastore and execute the group recognition on the
Cloud. The following code shows the implementation of the ‘*Together Activity’
on the Google Cloud as a RESTful service. Lines 29 to 39 in Listing 4.8 retrieves
the last 10 seconds of sent messages (detected individuals’ activities) from the
Datastore using the Google Query Language (GQL)3. GQL uses an SQL-like
language which is executed over Google-based data entities such as GDS. Lines
48 - 82 finds individuals who are performing the same activity within the preset
window size (10s in this example) and also moving (either walking, cycling,
running or jogging) in approximately the same direction (within 40◦ diﬀerence).
If there is any detected group activity, it is saved in Datastore (lines 84 - 93).
Listing 4.8: Detecting Together Activity on the Cloud,
GroupActivityDetectorEndPoint.java
1 @Api(name = "groupactivitiydetectorendpoint", namespace = @ApiNamespace(
2 ownerDomain = "GroupSense.com", ownerName = "GroupSense.com",
3 packagePath = "groupsense.services"))
4
5 public class GroupActivityDetectorEndPoint {
6
7 @SuppressWarnings({ "unchecked", "unused" })
8 @ApiMethod(name = "getDetectedGroupActivity")
9 public GroupActivity getDetectedGroupActivity(
10 @Nullable @Named("cursor") String cursorString,
11 @Nullable @Named("limit") Integer limit) {
12
13 EntityManager mgr = null;
14 Cursor cursor = null;
15 String previousActivity = "";
16 float previousDirection = 0;
17 String fromTime = "";
18 String toTime = "";
19 GroupActivity ga = new GroupActivity();
3https://cloud.google.com/datastore/docs/reference/gql_reference
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20 GroupActivityModelHistory gamh;
21 List<Individual> execute = null;
22
23 try {
24 mgr = getEntityManager();
25
26 Long currentTime = System.currentTimeMillis();// now
27 Long windowsSize = currentTime - 10000;
28 Query query = mgr
29 .createQuery("select from Individual as Individual WHERE
30 Individual.timeStamp > :window ");
31 query.setParameter("window", windowsSize);
32
33 if (cursorString != null && cursorString != "") {
34 cursor = Cursor.fromWebSafeString(cursorString);
35 query.setHint(JPACursorHelper.CURSOR_HINT, cursor);
36 }
37
38 execute = (List<Individual>) query.getResultList();
39 cursor = JPACursorHelper.getCursor(execute);
40 if (cursor != null)
41 cursorString = cursor.toWebSafeString();
42
43 participants = "";
44 List<String> participantList = new ArrayList<String>();
45
46 log.warning("AminLog - Starting Detection ...");
47 int count=1;
48 for (Individual obj : execute) {
49
50 // for first element in collection
51 if (previousActivity.equalsIgnoreCase("")) {
52 log.warning("AminLog - Previous activity is empty");
53 previousActivity = obj.getAtomicActivity();
54 previousDirection = obj.getDirection();
55 }
56 // if previous activity is same and directions is roughly same
57 if (obj.getAtomicActivity().equals(previousActivity)
58 && (Math.abs(obj.getDirection() - previousDirection) < 40 )) {
59
60 // first time
61 if (participants.equalsIgnoreCase("")) {
62 participants = obj.getDeviceName();
63 participantList.add(participants);
64
65 } else if (!participantList.contains(obj.getDeviceName())) {
66 participants += " AND " + obj.getDeviceName();
67 // Store participants for further checking
68 participantList.add(obj.getDeviceName());
69 }
70 Timestamp ts = new Timestamp(obj.getTimeStamp());
71
72 } else {
73 // do nothing
74 }
75
76 previousActivity = obj.getAtomicActivity();
77 log.warning("AminLog - End if detection");
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78 log.warning("AminLog - " + participants + " ParticipantList Size : "
79 + String.valueOf(participantList.size()));
80
81 count++;
82 }
83 // if GA detected, store it in DataStore in GroupActivity entity
84 if (!participants.equalsIgnoreCase("") && participantList.size() > 1) {
85
86 log.warning("AminLog - Group Activity Detected : ");
87 ga.setStartTime (com.example.serviceutils.DateTime
88 .getCurrentDateTime());
89 ga.setGroupActivity(Utils.getGroupActivityName(previousActivity));
90 ga.setParticipants(participants);
91
92 // Add to the data store
93 mgr.persist(ga);
94
95 gamh=new GroupActivityModelHistory(participantList,previousActivity);
96
97 //save History of Group activity for change detection
98 gamhList.add(gamh);
99
100 //Call Change Detector
101 List<String> changeDetectorResult= new ArrayList<String>();
102 changeDetectorResult= changeDetector.detectChange(
103 gamhList, gamh,1,0);
104 if(changeDetectorResult!=null)
105 {
106 log.warning(changeDetectorResult.toString()+
107 " left group activity" );
108 }
109
110 }
111
112 } finally {
113 log.warning("AminLog - Ending Detection ...");
114 mgr.close();
115 }
116 return ga;
117 }
118 }
Figure 4.7 shows a snapshot of the saved detected GA from Datastore.
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Figure 4.7: Saving a Detected Group Activity in Datastore - an example
4.4.3 GroupSense Entities Data Model
From the a Object Oriented Programming (OOP) perspective, we define the
following data model (entity) which we can send/receive data to/from a web
service (See Figure 4.8).
ACTIVITY_DM contains properties to present an activity. activityName,
startTime and endTime are examples of these properties. Each activity is
GROUP_ACTIVITY_DM
DEVICE_DM
SENSOR_DM CONTEXT_DM
ACTIVITY_DIM
GROUP_DM
INDIVIDUAL_DM
produce
Carry
memebrOf
Has
performs
performs
Figure 4.8: Data Model in GroupSense
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performed by an individual, and INDIVIDUAL_DM represents properties
(such as firstName, lastName and group membership) of that individual.
Also, individual carries a device (such as smartphone) and each device has
sensors. DEVICE_DM can produce context data. GROUP_DM stores group
information such as groupName, members, startTime and endTime of performed
group activity (GROUP_ACTIVITY_DM).
4.4.4 Android Wear Interaction with GroupSense
GroupSense integrates mobile phone sensors with Android wearables4
(particularly a smartwatch). As can be seen in Figure 4.9, one Android
package, GroupSenseWatch.apk, needs to be deployed on the watch and
another APK (GroupSenseMobile.apk) on the smart phone which is already
paired with the watch. The Android Wear SDK on the phone handles
connection between these two through Google Play Service5. Google Data
API6 and MessageAPI7 were used to send and receive messages via Bluetooth.
Figure 4.10 shows the sequence of invoking the implemented methods which
enables message exchange (such as sensor data) between the smartwatch
and smartphone. The DataApi.DataListener, MessageApi.MessageListener
and ConnectionCallbacks interfaces must be implemented for this purpose.
The initGoogleApiClient() method on both devices handles the connection
to the Google Data API and Google Message API. When the devices are
connected, listeners for these APIs are added via the onConnected() method.
Next, the onSensorChanged() method is activated on the watch (providing
the sensor listeners have already been registered); and sends the raw sensor
data to the mobile device via sendSensorData(). On the smartphone
end, onDataChanged() is invoked when any messages are received from the
smartwatch. Finally, the received data is either sent to the classifier for online
classification, or is saved in a file as format in case of oﬄine processing.
The complete implementation of these methods are available in appendix A.
4https://developer.android.com/wear/index.html
5https://developers.google.com/android/guides/overview
6https://developers.google.com/gdata/
7https://developer.android.com/training/wearables/data-layer/messages.html
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Figure 4.9: Android Wear Interaction with GroupSense
2a - onConnected(Bundle connectionHint)
5- onDataChanged(DataEventBuffer dataEvents)
6- saveSensorData(ArrayList<String> msg, String deviceName)
4- sendSensorData(ArrayList<String> msg, String deviceName)
1a- initGoogleApiClient()
1a- initGoogleApiClient()
3- onSensorChanged(SensorEvent event)
2a- onConnected(Bundle connectionHint)
Figure 4.10: Required Methods to Send and Receive Sensor Data in GroupSense
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4.5 GroupSense Data-Flow
As can be seen in Figure 4.11, there are two main components: (1) GA
Rule-Based Reasoner which can be considered to be the key engine of
GroupSense and contains all the defined rules for each GA in a separate thread,
and (2) Classifier Repository which can execute all the trained models (to detect
individual’s activities) concurrently.
The Group Activity Tracker sends a/multiple request/s to the GA thread
Pool to obtain information about whether a GA is taking place or not. Each GA
Recognizer (GAiRecognizer) (which is a separate Java thread) can activate one
or more Activity Recognizer (AiRecognizer) threads depending on how many
activities constitute that GA. Moreover, the context information required to
recognize that GA is requested. From each individual’s end, the stream of
sensor data, plus context data is continuously produced and will be used as
input to the classifiers. Finally, all the analysed data from individuals as well
as the context data will be sent back to the Rule-based GA reasoner, and the
recognition process is completed.
In addition, GroupSense-L can be used to represent specific situations in
context-aware applications. In some cases the recognition of a performed GA is
not the aim, but we want to know within a given GA, if a certain situation is
taking place or not. For example, in ‘being in a conference’ group activity, in
order to invoke a service such as ‘muting speaker’s mobile phone’, we may need
to know who is giving a talk. Another example is sending a notification to the
employer of a group of workers if any of them does not work eﬃciently. Figure
4.11 mainly shows how the individual activity recognizer thread and the group
activity recognizer thread interact to recognize a GA and sends the result back
to the tracker from the implementation perspective. This diagram highlights our
compositional approach in recognizing group activity, while Figure 3.8 discussed
in Section 3.3 illustrates the GAR high-level architecture.
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4.6 Overview of All the Technologies
Based on our proposed framework, we developed a localized GAR and a
Cloud-based GAR using the Android platform. For the localized GAR,
two versions were developed using Classic Bluetooth v2.0 and Wi-Fi Direct
for communication. The Google App Engine is the back-end server and
Google datastore is used to store all the incoming messages from the
Android smartphones and smartwatches used in the Cloud-based prototype:
appengine-java-sdk-1.7.78 and Java Persistence API (JPA) were used for the
Google App Engine and data access was through Google datastore, respectively.
We used a Class 1 (600 MHz CPU speed, 128MB memory) Google cloud
instance. On the mobile client side, any classic Bluetooth (BT) and Wi-Fi
Android device with built-in accelerometer and Gyroscope support can be used
in GroupSense. The devices we used in our experiments were Galaxy S2, Google
Nexus S, Google Nexus 4 and Nexus 7 tablet. To transfer messages between the
observer (clients) and monitor (master) device we used classic Bluetooth. In
both versions, an Android mobile phone (SDK 24) and Android wear (SDK 21)
were used as the front-end. In order to send messages from smartwatch to its
paired smartphone, Google Data API9 with MessageAPI10 was used.
According to our architecture, in the second layer (Individual’s Activity
Recognition Layer), individual activities are first detected. We implemented
a classifier to detect atomic activities using accelerometer data in fastest
mode. Ideally, walking, running, cycling and driving should be recognized
by our classifier. In the experiments to develop our classifier, we used the
Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) data mining package;
in particular, we used J48 Weka, which is a Java implementation of the C4.5
algorithm. We collected data for training from the Android device and then,
oﬄine, fed the data into J48 to build our classifiers; once built, the classifiers
were loaded onto the Android device.
8https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/com.google.appengine/appengine-java-sdk/1.7.7
9https://developers.google.com/gdata/
10https://developer.android.com/training/wearables/data-layer/messages.html
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Figure 4.12: Data Collector
4.7 Data Collector Implementation
In order to develop the classifiers, data must be collected. For this reason, a
simple Android app was developed to capture accelerometer values in diﬀerent
situations such as sitting, walking, running, cycling. All the collected data are
stored in files to be used in the Weka data mining tool. As can be seen in Figure
4.12, there are push buttons for each type of activity so the user can easily input
labels for the dataset. The Android framework oﬀers four modes for the rate of
sensor observation changes. SENSOR_DELAY_FASTEST was chosen as the rate for
collecting our data set. In general, for individual activities that are part of group
activities we want to recognize, such a data collector and training (to obtain a
classifier) is required. Once the classifier is obtained, it can be pre-installed on
a device for each group member.
4.8 Feature Extraction Implementation
Feature extraction is a method to utilize the available resources when it comes
to describing a large set of data. In terms of complex data analysis, a large
number of variables can be a strain on memory and computation power. In
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Figure 4.13: Feature Extraction From Raw Data
essence, feature extraction constructs combinations of the variables to alleviate
this problem while maintaining a certain level of accuracy. In addition, in
order to achieve further reliability, some statistical values are calculated for our
classification. These values show a correlation among x, y, and z axes. These are
explained briefly in the following. Figure 4.13 show how features are extracted
from the the raw accelerometer data. In order to extract features, we convert
the two dimensional array of x, y, z acceleration data to another array, so that
each row only stores one axis. Next, a set of features is calculated. In essence,
we reduce dimensionally a matrix n× 3 to 1×m in which m < n;
• Variance: The variance represents the distribution of a set of numbers
from a mean value (expected value). Variance id the same as covariance
when two variables are the same.
σ(x, x) = σ2(x)
• Covariance: Covariance represents the change of two random variables
with respect to each other.
σ(x, x) = E[(x− E[x])(y − E[y])]
• Pearsons Correlation: Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient is calculated by
dividing the covariance of two variables by the product of their standard
deviations.
ρx,y =
cov(X,Y )
σxσy
= E[(X − µx)(Y − µy)]
σxσy
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• Sum of Squares: Sum of squares captures the concept of average squared
deviation from the mean in order to determine the variability in a
distribution.
SS = Σ(X − X¯)2 = ΣX2 − (ΣX)
2
N
• Autocorrelation: Autocorrelation is a correlation coeﬃcient. However,
instead of the correlation between two diﬀerent variables, the correlation
is between two values of the same variable at times Xi and Xi+k [187].
τk =
∑N−k
i=1 (Yi − Y¯ )(Yi+k − Y¯ )∑N
i=1(Yi − Y¯ )2
• The mean deviation is a measure that represents how far a set of values is
from a centre value. In essence, it is the average distance of values is from
the mean value.
MD = Σ |x− x¯|
n
• Durbin-Watson statistic of autocorrelation: This number evaluates the
autocorrelation in the residuals from a statistical regression analysis. This
value is between 0 and 4. A value of 2 indicates no autocorrelation in the
sample while values towards 0 indicate positive autocorrelation and values
approaching 4 represent negative autocorrelation.
• lag1 autocorrelation: If we have x1, x2, ..., xn time series, calculating
the correlation between x1, x2, ..., xn−1 and x2, x3, ..., xn is lag1
autocorrelation. Listing 4.9 shows the implementation of the above
features [188].
Listing 4.9: Accelerometer Feature Extraction
1 private double[] extractFeaturesPrivate(double[][] rawSensorData)
2 throws FastICAException {
3 double[] features = new double[67];
4 //features[12] = 0;
5 int fcount = 0;
6 Variance variance = new Variance();
7 SumOfSquares sos = new SumOfSquares();
8 PearsonsCorrelation pc = new PearsonsCorrelation();
9
10 int cnt = 1;
11 //runs 6 times : one for x, y and z
12 for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++) {
13
14 // Variance
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15 features[fcount++] = variance.evaluate(rawSensorData[i]);
16
17 //add variance to the last elemen of feature array
18 features[features.length - 1] += features[fcount - 1];
19
20 // some of square
21 features[fcount++] = sos.evaluate(rawSensorData[i]);
22
23 DoubleArrayList dal = new DoubleArrayList(rawSensorData[i]);
24
25 //auto correlation
26 features[fcount++] = Descriptive.autoCorrelation(dal, 100,
27 meanRaw[i], stdRaw[i]);
28
29 features[fcount++] = Descriptive.meanDeviation(dal,
30 meanRaw[i]);
31 features[fcount++] = Descriptive.durbinWatson(dal);
32 features[fcount++] = Descriptive.lag1(dal, meanRaw[i]);
33
34 for (int j = cnt; j < 6; j++) {
35 //calculate correlation of each axis with the nexy axis
36 // (e.g. (x and y) (y and z) (z and x) )
37 features[fcount++] = pc.correlation(channelCopy[i],
38 rawSensorData[j]);
39 features[fcount++] = Descriptive.covariance(dal,
40 new DoubleArrayList(rawSensorData[j]));
41 }
42 cnt++;
43
44 }
45
46 return features;
47 }
The complete feature extraction source code is online11.
4.9 Building Activity Model (Classifiers)
As previously mentioned, we used Weka12 data mining tools to train
with the data set and build our model (classifier). When the classifier
is built, the classifier should be imported as a Java file. Listing 4.4
shows the accelerometer raw data being obtained through the sensor event
listener. In order to structure it in a more appropriate way from a
software a engineering perspective, we add it to separate threads. Let
us suppose there is a model which classifies the pace of table tennis,
11https://www.dropbox.com/sh/t2g67gﬀhk51nor/AAAvxU4epV1yNTWmnpFRsT9Ya?
dl=0
12www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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TableTennisPaceClassifier.java. Listing 4.10 shows how multi-modal
raw sensor data can be classified via Java thread calls. Each individual’s
activity (for example, picking cherry) or a set of activities (e.g., walking,
running and cycling) is recognized through a classifier Java class and they
can be invoked via threads. In this design approach, multiple classifiers
can be executed concurrently.
Listing 4.10: Thread which executes classifer
1 public class ClassiferThread extends Thread {
2
3 int classifierExecutionInterval = 2; //sec
4 public long lastTransmission = 0;
5 FeatureExtractor extractor = new FeatureExtractor();
6 List<Accelerometer> simulatedAccSensorArray;
7 List<Double[]> lastTsecondsData ;
8
9 @Override
10 public void run() {
11 super.run();
12
13 boolean running = true;
14 int cnt = 1;
15 while (running) {
16
17 long timestamp = System.currentTimeMillis();
18
19 //runs every classifierExecutionInterval seconds
20
21 try {
22
23 if (RawRandomGenerator.generateAccelerometerData.size()
24 > 200) {
25
26 if (timestamp - lastTransmission >
27 classifierExecutionInterval * 1000) {
28 lastTransmission = timestamp;
29 simulatedAccSensorArray = GlobaModelHelper
30 .getInstance()
31 .getSimulatedAccSensorArray();
32
33 Double[] features = extractor
34 .extractFeatures(
35 extractLastSecondsData(
36 simulatedAccSensorArray, 2));
37 int pace = (int) Math.round(
38 TableTennisClassifierNew.classify(
39 features));
40 System.out.println(pace);
41 }
42 }
43 } catch (Exception e) {
44 e.printStackTrace();
45 }
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46 }
47
48 }
4.9.1 Using Weka Data mining tools
The following steps show how we used Weka.
Step 1. Open your dataset in CSV format using the open file button (see
Figure 4.14).
Step 2. Select those variables for the training process.
Figure 4.14: Weka Data mining Tool Loading Dataset
Step 3. From the ‘classify tab’, click the ‘choose’ button and select J48 as
the decision tree algorithm constructor. Step 4. From the ‘More Options’
button, tick output source code. This feature generates Java code for a
decision tree classifier (see Figure 4.15). (Please note that the focus of
this thesis is not to find the best classification algorithm [189] or to select
features [190, 191]).
Next, the output of Weka as a Java Class file13 can be called from within
our Android prototype. The same approach is applied to collect and train
the other datasets to build classifiers for other atomic activities such as
‘walking’, ‘jogging’, ‘on Bus’ and so on.
13https://www.dropbox.com/s/nfr4mr526pbyrlm/classifier.java?dl=0
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Figure 4.15: Weka Data mining Tool Training Data set and generating classifier
Java code
4.9.2 Calling the Classifier in Android
In order to reduce classifier confusion due to the similarity of the
sensor data for some activities (within the same classifier), non-persistent
activities are filtered out in recognition process. For example, if within
20s with 4s classification intervals we receive 4 instances of ‘jogging’ and
one instance of ‘cycling’, the detected ‘cycling’ activity is considered as a
wrong classification result and will is removed. In our implementation, we
use local classifiers which are pre-loaded on the mobile device. However, it
is possible to serialize classifiers and retrieve the model from a web server
and load it into the device on-demand [170].
4.10 Concurrent Execution of Multiple
‘ARecognizers’ and ‘GARecognizers’
In this section we show how multiple activity recognizers and
multiple group activity recognizers are executed concurrently. Let
us assume there are three classifiers, ARecognizer1, ARecognizer2,
and ARecognizer3 which detect an individual’s atomic activities.
ARecognizer1 can recognize ‘walking’, ‘running’, ‘cycling’ and ‘standing’
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activities. ARecognizer2 and ARecognizer3 can recognize ‘eating’ and
‘picking a cherry’ respectively. Also, there are two GA Recognizers: one
recognizes ‘eating together’ (GARecognizer1) and the other recognizes
‘cherry picking together’ (GARecognizer2). If GroupSense aims to
recognize both these group activities for a certain group, the recognition
engine (named it GroupSenseDriver) should activate GARecognizer1
and GARecognizer2. Since the GA engine may want to recognize the
same GA for diﬀerent groups in diﬀerent time durations, we used a
GARecognizerThread which executes multiple instances of GARecognizer
concurrently. Similarly, in the individual’s device, multiple instances
ARecognizers (classifiers) may need to be executed in separate threads
(Figure 4.16).
Let us assume that we would like to recognize if a group of people (i1, i2,
and i3) is either performing a ‘group cherry picking’, or ‘eating together’
activity. The following implementation shows how multiple GAs can be
detected in parallel. Note that since we used a compositional approach to
recognize a GA (see Section 3.1), when a GARecognizer is called, it should
activate all other ARecognizers on the individual’s device. However, to
simplify, we assume that the required classifiers have been activated on
each individual’s device in advance. Lines 7-9 in Listing 4.11 starts a
GARecognizer thread to detect whether group # g is engaging in ‘eating
together’ activity, and it has run for 60 minutes.
Listing 4.11: GroupSense Driver activates GARecognizers
1 public class GroupSenseDriver {
2 ...
3
4 Group g1=new Group();
5 g1.add(i1); g1.add(i2); g1.add(i3);
6
7 GARecognizer1Thread garThread1 = new GARecognizer1Thread(g1,
8 3600);
9 garThread1.start();
10
11 GARecognizer2Thread garThread2 = new GARecognizer2Thread(g1,
12 1500);
13 garThread2.start();
14
15 ...
16 }
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Listing 4.12 calls GARecognizer every 15 seconds in a Java thread.
Listing 4.12: GARecognizer2Tread calls GARecognizer2
1 public class GARecognizers2Thread extends Thread {
2 ...
3 long endTime;
4
5 int GARecognizer2ExecutionInterval = 15; //sec
6 int GARequiredTime = 30; //sec
7 Group g;
8
9 public GARecognizer2Tread(Group g, int duration)
10 {
11 this.endTime = DateTime.getTimeDate(duration);
12 this.g = g;
13 }
14 ...
15
16 @Override
17 public void run() {
18 super.run();
19
20 while (threadRunning) {
21
22 try {
23
24 List<DataModel> windowData = DataContainer
25 .getLastNSec(GARequiredTime);
26
27 GARecognizer2 gar2=new GARecognizer2 (g, windowData);
28 gar2.checkRules();
29
30 } catch (Exception e) {
31 e.printStackTrace();
32 }
33
34 //check if thread has finished
35 if (System.currentTimeMillis() > endTime) {
36 threadRunning = false;
37 System.out.println("Thread finished");
38 }
39 Thread.sleep((long) (1000 * GARecognizer2ExecutionInterval));
40 }
41
42 }
Listing 4.13 shows how a group cherry picking activity can be recognized
for three people. We define the conditions (lines 16 - 19). In Section 5.5,
we provide more details about the experiment. If i1 and i2 are ‘picking a
cherry’ and i3 either holding a ladder or filling a basket with cherries, we
consider it as ‘cherry picking together’. Recognizing an individual ‘picking
a cherry’ is performed via Listing 4.14 (ARecognizer3). ARecognizer3 is
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invoked by ARecognizerThread3, which has a very similar implementation
to GARecognizerThread3.
Listing 4.13: GARecognizer2 Recognizes Cherry Picking GA
1 public class GARecognizer2 {
2 ...
3 long endTime;
4 List<DataModel> windowData;
5 Group g;
6
7 public GARecognizer2(Group g, List<DataModel> windowData)
8 {
9 this.g = g;
10 this.windowData = windowData;
11 }
12
13 ...
14 public void checkRules()
15 {
16 if ((windowData.getIndividual(1).getActivity()==
17 "picking cherry") &&
18 (windowData.getIndividual(2).getActivity()==
19 "picking cherry") &&
20 ((calcDistance(windowData.getIndividual(3),
21 ladderSticker) <1) ||
22 (calcDistance(windowData.getIndividual(3),
23 bucketSticker) <1))
24 return true;
25 else
26 retyurn false;
27 }
28
29 ...
30 }
Listing 4.14: Thread which executes ARecognizer1
1 public class ARecognizer1Thread extends Thread {
2
3 int classifier1ExecutionInterval = 4; //sec
4 public long lastTransmission = 0;
5 FeatureExtractorAR1 extractor = new FeatureExtractorAR1();
6 List<Accelerometer> AccSensorArray;
7 List<Double[]> lastTsecondsData ;
8
9 @Override
10 public void run() {
11 super.run();
12
13 boolean running = true;
14 int cnt = 1;
15 while (!GlobaModelHelper.getInstance().isInterestedGAR()) {
16
17 long timestamp = System.currentTimeMillis();
18
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19 //runs every classifier1ExecutionInterval seconds
20 try {
21 if (timestamp - lastTransmission >
22 classifier1ExecutionInterval * 1000)
23 {
24 lastTransmission = timestamp;
25
26 Double[] features = extractor.extractFeatures(
27 receivedAccData);
28 int activity = (int) Math.round(ARecognizer3
29 .classify(features));
30 BTService.sendMessageToReceiver(activity);
31 }
32
33 } catch (Exception e) {
34 e.printStackTrace();
35 }
36 }
37 }
38 }
4.11 Smartphone and Smartwatch Sensor
Fusion
Since diﬀerent types of sensor hardware have diﬀerent frequencies and also
due to the possibility of data lost via Bluetooth, Algorithm 5 is designed
to synchronize the received sensor data streams on the master device in
order to handle the sensor data mismatched timing issue. The work in [192]
studied numerous sophisticated sensor fusion algorithms and techniques,
finding that there is no magic algorithm that can cover all circumstances.
Also, sensor fusion is not a static process and depending on the situation
and type of data analysis required, the fusion algorithm may vary. In most
work in the field of activity recognition such as [193, 194], the fused data
are from multiple sensors (e.g., accelerometer and gyroscope) from one
device. Basically, our algorithm can fuse diﬀerent sensors from diﬀerent
devices. Diﬀerent sensor hardware can yield diﬀerent raw data at diﬀerent
rates depending on their frequencies. For example, in our experiment, the
frequency of accelerometer data in the smartphone was 200Hz while in
the watch, it was 100Hz. Hence, we call the sensor with higher frequency
HSensor and the other one LSensor. Algorithm 5 receives two sources
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of raw sensor data and makes the number of records of HSensor equal
to LSensor. The algorithm starts reading the data from HSensor and
compares it with the timestamps of LSensor data. The algorithm computes
the means of the records from HSensor which have a timestamp close to
one record from LSensor.
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Algorithm 5 Fusing of Accelerometer Data for Smartphone and Smartwatch
Require: rawDataHashMap is not Null;
Input: A HashMap containing Smart Phone and Smart Watch Accelerometer Data
(x,y,z)
Output: Fused Sensor Data of Mobile and Watch
1: function FuseSensorData(TreeMap<String, List<Accelerometer»
rawDataHashMap, Integer lastNSecond)
2: \\ getLastNSec function fetches last n seconds of raw data
3: lastNSecMob← getLastNSec(rawDataHashMap.get(”mobile”, lastNSecond);
4: lastNSecWatch← getLastNSec(rawDataHashMap.get(”watch”, lastNSecond);
5: int[] indexs ← findStartingIndexs(lastNSecWatch,lastNSecMob);
6: i ← indexs[0]; j ← indexs[1];
7: \\ execute this loop for lower sensor frequency (which in this case is Smartwatch)
8: for (int i= indexs[0]; i<lastNSecWatch.size()-1; i++) do
9: foundDataForFusion← false;
10: firstRowMob← lastNSecMob[j];
11: firstRowWatch← lastNSecWatch[i];
12: secondRowWatch← lastNSecWatch[i+ 1];
13: \\ check ith row of lower frequency sensor data with rows of higher frequency
14: which are close.
15: while ((firstRowWatch.getT imeStamp()−
16: firstRowMob.getT imeStamp() <= 20) &&
17: ((firstRowWatch.getT imeStamp()−
18: firstRowMob.getT imeStamp()) <
19: (secondRowWatch.getT imeStamp()−
20: firstRowMob.getT imeStamp())
21: ) do
j++;
22: \\ checks if any of sensor data sources reached to the end
23: if (i == lastNSecWatch.size()) then
24: return fusedSensorData;
25: else if (j == lastNSecMob.size()) then
26: for (int k = i; k<lastNSecWatch.size()-1; k++) do
27: \\ Create fused accelerometer data by use of the latest averaged
28: \\value of mobile data
29: fusedAccelerometerTmp = new (lastNWatch.get(i).getX(),
30: lastNWatch.get(i).getY(), lastNWatch.get(i).getZ(),
31: latestAveragedX, latestAveragedY, latestAveragedZ);
32: fusedSensorData.add (fusedAccelerometerTmp);
33: end for
34: end if
35:
36: \\add x,y and z to a list to average them
37: xArrayForAvg.add(lastMobileData.get(j).getX());
38: yArrayForAvg.add(lastMobileData.get(j).getY());
39: zArrayForAvg.add(lastMobileData.get(j).getZ());
40: foundDataForFusion = true;
41: end while
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Algorithm 5 Fusing of Accelerometer Data for Smartphone and Smartwatch
(continued)
if (foundDataForFusion) then
calculate xAvg, yAvg, zAvg from xArrayForAvg, yArrayForAvg,
ArrayForAvg;
\\Create fused accelerometer data by use of averaged values
fusedAccelerometerTmp = new (lastNWatch.get(i).getX(),
lastNWatch.get(i).getY(),
lastNWatch.get(i).getZ(), xAvg,yAvg,zAvg);
fusedSensorData.add (fusedAccelerometerTmp);
end if
return fusedSensorData;
Since sensor data is produced continuously, depending on what sort of
group activity is to be detected, always the last n time units (e.g., seconds)
of the data stream are analysed Lines 3 and 4 return the last n seconds of
accelerometer data from the smartwatch and smartphone. After retrieving
the data for the last n seconds, due to sensor unavailability and having
diﬀerent sensor frequencies, it is very likely that the timestamp of the
first row in one device is not very close to the timestamp of the first
row for the data from the other device. In order to solve this issue,
the starting points from both data streams (represented as arrays) which
refer to almost the same timestamp need to be found. On Line 5, the
function findStartingIndexs() returns two numbers which denote the
index of both and the fusion process should start from them. Line 8
onwards to the end iterate among the lower frequency sensor data (in
this case smartwatch) and compares them with the other source. Each
row of smartwatch data is compared with its corresponding data on
the smartphone. While their timestamp diﬀerence is less than 20ms (a
threshold obtained by inspecting the dataset), we assume that they have
been captured at the same time (line 15). All accelerometer values which
satisfy these conditions are averaged and saved in an array that holds the
new fused data (line 37 to 51). The algorithm continues till it reaches the
end of any list (smartwatch or smartphone). Line 23 checks if the iterator
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Figure 4.17: Sensor fusion result
(i) associated with the lower frequency sensor data reaches the end, in
which case it simply returns the current fused data list and ignores the
remaining data on the higher frequency sensor side. Lines 25 to 34 show
that if the smartphone sensor data iterator (j) reaches the end, we use
the latest averaged value of smartphone sensor data (which was already
assigned to the temp variable in line 46 - 48) for all remaining data on the
smartwatch side (Figure 4.17).
4.12 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter, we detailed our implementation of the GroupSense and
the technologies and tools used. In Section 4.2, high-level GroupSense
diagrams such as the package diagram and sequence diagram were
presented. Next, the localized peer-to-peer implementation of GroupSense
was discussed in Section 4.3, followed by the Cloud-based implementation
(Section 4.4). Then, the data flow within GroupSense among the major
components and the used technologies were explained (Section 4.5 and
4.6). We showed how the data collection, feature extraction, and building
classifiers were conducted. Finally, a sensor fusion algorithm which fuses
the smartwatch and smartphone accelerometer data was designed. In
Chapter 5, we discuss how we conduct the experiments and evaluate the
GroupSense applications.
Chapter 5
Applications, Experimentations
and Evaluation of GroupSense
It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t
matter how smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with
experiment, it’s wrong.
—Richard P. Feynman
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present our extensive experimentation for all versions
of GroupSense in various scenarios. In order to evaluate and demonstrate
the feasibility of our compositional group activity recognition and analysis
approach, i.e., we reason with group activities by recognizing individual
group activities, and to illustrate our methodology, a range of group
activities (from simple to fairly complex) are modelled, analysed and
recognised via our system. For each GA example, this chapter illustrates
the modelling, the experiment aim, the experiment setup and the results.
Lastly, we performed experiments to investigate how diﬀerent components
of our framework might aﬀect battery drain when playing the role of the
monitor and/or observer.
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5.2 Walking-Together and Other
*-Together Activities
5.2.1 Aim
‘Walking-together’ is one example of ‘*-together activities’, where ‘*’
indicates an activity done by each member of the group, i.e., roughly
speaking, a homogeneous activity group. We modelled and implemented
walking-together with the purpose of testing our proposed language
and framework with the simplest situation without applying complex
constraints and conditions. The aim of this experiment is to recognize
if a group of people are walking together or not.
5.2.2 Group Activity Modeling
Walking-together is defined in GroupSense-L as follows:
ga1 = ((i1,i2,i3,i4), walking together, expression)
expression = (All ◃▹ walking))
All ◃▹ walking simply states that if all individuals in a group are
performing the activity walking, we can consider them as performing the
activity walking together.
By extending the above, a more precise and realistic definition can be
provided:
ga1 = (((i1,i2,i3,i4), walking together, expression);
expression = ((All ◃▹ walking) ∧ (All, distance ≈<10m) ∧
(All, direction≈<25◦),
(RH:accelerometer, geomagnetic, GPS))
In this expression, context conditions have been included. The condition
(All, distance ≈<10m) means the distance between any two participants
should not be more than 10 meters. Similarly, (All, direction≈<40◦)
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denotes that the direction of walking between any two participants must
be less than 40 degrees. In other words, if a group of people are walking
together according to this definition, they are near to each other and their
walking directions are similar, and so if the sensor data obtained satisfies
these conditions, we assume that they are involved in the group activity
of ‘walking-together’.
5.2.3 Experiment Setup
In our implementation of the GroupSense framework, we ran our
experiments with such group activities using localized and Cloud-based
approaches. The localized version uses classic Bluetooth v2.0 and Wi-Fi
Direct for communication. The Google App Engine was used as the
back-end server; Google datastore for storing all incoming messages
from the Android smartphones was used in the Cloud-based prototype:
appengine-java-sdk-1.7.7; JDO/JPA were used for the Google App Engine
and data access was through the Google datastore. For the front-end,
any Android device equipped with classic Bluetooth or Wi-Fi Direct can
be used. For simplification purposes, in order to detect an individual’s
atomic activities (such as walking, running, cycling and stationary), a
C4.5 -algorithm (an oﬄine-supervised approach [47]) to generate a decision
tree classifier to classify accelerometer sensor data was used. To build
our classifier, initially accelerometer sensor data at the highest possible
frequency (i.e., Android’s fastest mode [195]) was collected. Accelerometer
data was collected for three activities: walking, running and cycling (with
the labels 2, 3 and 6 respectively in the sample data below). Each row of
sensor data contains a timestamp, acceleration on three axes (x,y,z) and
the label:
timestamp,x,y,z,label
1459143922136,0.91937,5.6695,12.412,2
1459143922138,1.2258,5.8227,13.178,2
1459143922140,1.8387,5.9759,14.25,2
1459143922142,0.30646,5.2098,6.2824,2
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Next, the features of the raw data were extracted [181], including variance,
some of square, auto correlation, mean deviation, Durbin-Watson, lag-1
auto correlation, were calculated (See section 4.9) for each axis (i.e.,
6×3=18 features). Also, correlation and covariance were measured for
every two dimensions (i.e., 2×3=6 features), e.g, correlation between x and
y, x and z, and y and z, and the 25th feature is V ar(x)+V ar(y)+V ar(z).
We reduce dimensionally a matrix 150×3 to 1×25. If the number of
variables is n, the number of features is calculated by Nof = (6 × n) +(
n
2
)
+ 1.
We used the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) data
mining package1; in particular J48 which is the Java implementation of the
C4.5 algorithm which is eﬃcient when running on resource-constrained
devices [196] . Also, Table 5.1 shows the accuracy of classification for
individual walking, running and cycling. Also, Table 5.2 shows the
confusion matrix of the classifier for these three activities. At every tc
(classifier execution interval time), the classifier runs and receives the
extracted features from the accelerometer raw data in a local mobile device
(i.e., observer) and after classification, it sends the result to the master
device (i.e., the monitor) by tt (transmission interval time). The master
device receives all the detected activities and context information from
observers. It then analyses the last tw (window size) of the received data
every td (which we call the GA detection interval time) and it detects if any
GA has been performed. In the case of detecting the ‘walking-together’
GA, the GeoMagnetic sensor is used to measure the direction of users.
The devices used in our experiments were a Galaxy S2, a Google Nexus
S, a Google Nexus 4 and a Nexus 7 tablet. Also, tc, tt and td are 2s, 4s
and 10s respectively in this example (and in all our experiments, td = tw).
In all the experiments in this study, 70% of the collected data were used
for training and 30% were used for testing. To run our experiment, four
individuals were asked to participate three times and each time was for a
duration of 15 minutes.
1http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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Table 5.1: Classification accuracy and confusion matrix for walking, running
and cycling activities.
TP Rate FP Rate Precision Recall F-Measure ROC Area Class
0.933 0.037 0.927 0.927 0.927 0.927 walking
0.977 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 running
0.913 0.042 0.042 0.042 0.915 0.915 cycling
Weighted Avg. 0.941 0.029 0.941 0.941 0.941 0.941
Table 5.2: Confusion Matrix
walking running cycling
walking 279 1 19
running 1 293 6
cycling 21 5 274
5.2.4 Results and Discussion
As we ran our measurements on the actual devices every time, we note that
the accuracy of an individual’s activity is highly dependent on the duration
of performing an activity, as diﬀerent durations result in variations in
sensor readings (and also variations in the dataset analysed). Also, the
position of a device in the pocket (i.e., the phone context problem [46])
aﬀects the accuracy of classification significantly in the individual activity
layer (which is not our main focus in this thesis). Proximity sensing is
recognised by the use of Bluetooth RSSI which can easily be obtained [197].
Moreover, BT disconnection and BT transmission delay are issues which
caused diﬃculties during the experiment and influences the accuracy.
However, the results showed acceptable accuracy by considering the
aforementioned constraints. As discussed in the experiment setup, we
gather data from repeated experiments (i.e. three times) and the achieved
accuracy was 74%, 86% and 57%. The reason for the very low accuracy
in the last experiment was because of a drop in connection between
one observer and master device. In this thesis, we assume that our
connection is very reliable and we focus on the other aspects of GAR
such as inferencing GA from multiple IAs. However, handling connection
drop and sensor data lost are open issues and very interesting areas in
GAR.
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Since diﬀerent people have diﬀerent ways of performing the same activities
and actions, to improve the accuracy and increase the reliability of activity
recognition, personalising AR is required [198]. Figure 5.1 illustrates the
smartphone Android application.
In this section, ‘Other*-Together activities’, we built a classifier which
classifies raw sensor data into walking, running and cycling so it is not
quite a binary classifier; and almost the same approach can be applied to
detect atomic activities such as driving, on bus, sleeping, etc. Secondly
and more importantly, diﬀerent loaded classifiers in the framework can be
executed concurrently in diﬀerent threads. Hence, we can detect multiple
activities at the same time with diﬀerent classifiers (as discussed in section
4.10). We believe that this is a strength of the framework to enable the
system to evolve gradually by allowing the addition of more group (and
individual) activity classifiers and their associated models. By considering
the output of a range of classifiers inserted into the framework as well as
context information (including spatial and temporal relations), the Group
Activity Reasoner Engine can infer the undertaken group activity. We also
note that we can infer the pace of group activities and other properties,
hence, it is not merely binary classification.
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Figure 5.1: a) Observer tries to find master; b) Observer establishes connection;
c) Master device which receives data from observers and executes detection
algorithms
5.3 The Pace of Playing Table Tennis
Any group activity may have a set of characteristics such as pace, degree
of collaboration (in which participants intend to achieve a certain goal),
and degree of interaction (such as table tennis playing in which there is
a to-and-fro behaviour). The pace of performing a group activity can
provide informative data and it might be used for analytical purposes. For
instance, the pace of a group of workers in a warehouse could be indicative
of their productivity. Also, if a group activity is collaborative, then the
detection algorithm needs to take into account sequence and concurrency
of activities more precisely.
5.3.1 Aim
The aim of conducting this experiment is (1) to show the feasibility of
detecting the pace of table tennis, (2) to demonstrate that the proposed
language is able to express it in such a way as to form a basis for an
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algorithm for pace detection, (3) to illustrate a case study to demonstrate
our methodology for GA recognition and analysis, and (4) to show diﬀerent
ways in which a GroupSense expression might be implemented, and to
compare diﬀerent implementation approaches for this specific problem (of
recognizing the pace of a table tennis game) in terms of the data streams
to be used and how models are to be learnt from the datasets. Hence,
this experiment compares the accuracy of group activity pace detection
only using sensor data from smartphones or smartwatches with accuracy
obtained from fusing at the raw data level of accelerometer data from both
smartphones and smartwatches worn/carried by the players.
5.3.2 Group Activity Modeling
Fast playing table tennis (ga2) is defined in GroupSense-L as follows:
ga2 = ((P1,P2), Playing Table Tennis, ch:{(pace:Fast)},
Expression)
Expression = ((P1,P2 ◃▹ Playing Table Tennis Fast),
(RH:accelerometer))
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Figure 5.2: Table Tennis Pace Detection Using a Smartphone and Smartwatch
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5.3.3 Experiment Setup
Two sets of experiments were performed as follows.
Experiment 1- Pace Detection Based on an Individual’s Pace
In this scenario, initially, a smartwatch accelerometer sensor worn by each
player was used to capture the player’s hand motions during the game. The
approach to training the classifier and data transmission is comparable to
the previous scenario. In the data collection phase, smartwatch sensor
raw data were sent to each player’s smart phone using the Google Data
layer API [199] over Bluetooth in three modes, i.e. fast, normal and slow,
corresponding to the pace of the player, each for 10 minutes. Also, another
label named ‘other’ refers to other activities during the game such as when
one player collects the ball from the floor and other non-related activities
to actual table tennis play. At the same time, the play was captured by
a camera (to obtain ground truth). Next, the collected data was labelled
by comparing the video timestamps with the dataset, and the classifier
trained. We define the confidence level for Pacej of the game in the time
window tw as
C(player)Pace = Max{(NPaceslow
NT
× 100), (NPacenormal
NT
× 100),
(
NPacefast
NT
× 100)}
For example, the pace of Player1 (please see Figure 5.3) within tw is
calculated as Max {0%, 40%, 60%} = 60%fast.
P1
P2
tw=20s
tc=4s
F F F N N
F N F F S
Figure 5.3: Pace of Player1 and Player2
in which j ∈ N, Pacej is slow, normal or fast, describing the pace of
the table tennis game. NPacej is the number of times a pace has been
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detected in the time window tw. NT =
tw
tc
which is the number of
times pace is detected during tw (recall that tc is the classifier execution
interval time). Also, it is expected that by adding more sources of sensor
data (in this case, fusing smart watch data and smart phone data) a
higher accuracy will be attained. For each player, data in the form
< xmobile, ymobile, zmobile, xwatch, ywatch, zwatch > are used and 67 features
can then be extracted for classification, i.e. pace of game is recognized
from the pace of each player, where the pace of each player is determined
by a model (i.e., a classifier) learnt from each player’s individual (watch
and phone) sensor data; the strategy for recognizing the pace of the game
is roughly illustrated as follows (where d ⊢ e means ‘learn’ e from d and
g → h means from g infer h):
Learning phase:
player 1 training sensor data ⊢ model of pace of player 1
player 2 training sensor data ⊢ model of pace of player 2
Recognition phase:
model of pace of player 1 and player 1 sensor data stream
→ pace of player 1
model of pace of player 2 and player 2 sensor data stream
→ pace of player 2
pace of player 1 and pace of player 2→ pace of game
In both experiment 1 and experiment 2 the pace of the game is concluded
from the individuals. The diﬀerence is in experiment 1, the pace of
individuals (fast, slow, normal) is detected separately in each device and
the result is sent to the master device.
Below, in experiment 2, raw data will is sent to the master device and
classification is executed on the master device to classify the received raw
data from player1 and player2 to infer the pace of the game which can be
F (i.e., both player play fast), S, N, NF (i.e., one player plays at a normal
pace and the other one plays fast), NS, and FS.
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Experiment 2 - Pace Detection Based on Individuals’
Aggregated Raw Data
In this approach, the players’ raw data are aggregated first and the analysis
is performed over the aggregated raw data, instead of processing each
individual’s sensor data separately. In contrast to experiment 1, where
data from one player < xmobile, ymobile, zmobile, xwatch, ywatch, zwatch > and
data from the other player < x′mobile, y′mobile, z′mobile, x′watch
, y′watch, z
′
watch > are separately analysed, we combine the raw sensor data
from both players into tuples of the form:
< xmobile, ymobile, zmobile, xwatch, ywatch, zwatch >
< x′mobile, y
′
mobile, z
′
mobile, x
′
watch, y
′
watch, z
′
watch >
to learn a model (i.e., a classifier) to map aggregated sensor data to the
pace of the game, i.e. a strategy of the form:
Learning Phase:
player 1 training sensor data and player 2 training sensor data
⊢ model of pace of game
Recognition phase:
model of pace of game and player 1 sensor data stream and
player 2 sensor data stream→ pace of game
Having player 1 sensor data and player 2 sensor data in the form:
<xmobile, ymobile, zmobile, xwatch, ywatch, zwatch,
x′mobile, y
′
mobile, z
′
mobile, x
′
watch, y
′
watch, z
′
watch >
with the 12 variables in each row leads to 205 features which makes the
feature extraction part very computationally expensive. Hence, instead,
the players’ raw data are added to a list in separate rows (6 variables for
fused watch and phone data) and in the learning phase, player 1 training
sensor data and player 2 training sensor data are labelled with the same
labels as suggested above. For example, if player 1 is playing normal and
player 2 is playing fast we would have:
1461141345639,2016-04-20 18:35:45.639,4.665237,-2.3088512,
-7.1788914,NF
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1461141346818,2016-04-20 18:35:46.818,5.255975,-8.4758246,
0.7361288,NF
Also, as in the above, in order to detect the pace of games in situations in
which one player plays at a diﬀerent pace to the other, more labels were
added to describe these: FS (one player plays fast and the other one plays
slow), and similarly, FN (fast-normal) and NS (normal-slow). Similar to
experiment 1, recognition using smart phone sensor data alone is compared
with recognition using both smart watch and smart phone (fused) sensor
data.
5.3.4 Results and Discussion
The accuracy of pace detection using smartwatch data alone was 74.2%. It
was expected that smartwatch sensors would provide more accurate results
since these devices are tied to the players’ wrist. But with smartphone
sensors, surprisingly, a higher result, 87.10% was achieved. By scrutinizing
the results, we found that smartwatch-based classifiers are inaccurate due
to the high similarity of accelerometer data between slow and normal
pace while mobile phone data can capture the motion of the player more
accurately. As can be seen in figures 5.4, 5.5 and Table 5.3, the similarity
of smartwatch data for slow and normal pace is visible and there will be
significant confusion for the classifier for slow and normal pace detection.
Figure 5.6 illustrates that there is not much overlap between slow and
normal pace smartphone data.
However, by fusing smartwatch and smartphone data, as we expected,
higher accuracy is achieved, i.e. 95.8% in the first approach. As can
be seen in Table 5.4, in both approaches, using fused data brings higher
accuracy.
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Figure 5.4: Accelerometer Data for Slow Pace Table Tennis Captured by
Smartwatch
Figure 5.5: Accelerometer Data for Normal Pace Table Tennis Captured by
Smartwatch
38.887-38.94 -0.027
39.228
-30.234
4.5
Figure 5.6: Accelerometer Data for Slow and Normal Pace Table Tennis
Captured by Smartphone
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Table 5.3: Mean, Variance and STD of slow and normal for smartwatch data
Slow Normal
Mean (X) 4.297227 4.81814
Mean (Y) 4.81814 -7.30709
Mean (Z) -3.54262 -1.492227
Variance (X) 7.555823 8.089585
Variance (Y) 6.660384 9.72483
Variance (Z) 22.3254 22.0652
STD (X) 2.748781 2.844213
STD (Y) 2.580767 3.118459
STD (Z) 3.118459 4.697351
Table 5.4: Accuracy of Table Tennis Pace Detection
Used Device/s Accuracy (%) Labels
non-Aggregated Smart Watch 74.2 F,S,N,OSmart Phone 87.10 F,S,N,O
Both 95.8 F,S,N,O
Aggregated Smart Watch 50.02 F,S,N,FS,FN,NSSmart Phone 64.29 F,S,N,FS,FN,NS
Both 79.8 F,S,N,FS,FN,NS
5.4 Eating Together2
5.4.1 Experimental Aims
This scenario demonstrates group activity recognition using not only the
sensors worn on the persons but sensors on objects, especially to detect
more complex GAs. Our proposed model supports objects involved in GAs
as context conditions and takes into account how individuals interact with
the objects. To conduct this experiment, RMS (Root-Mean-Square) values
of raw microphone data are computed, which in audio engineering denotes
2This section has been published in [200].
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amplitude of voice. There is comprehensive work on speaker identification
through interaction patterns using Bluetooth and microphone data in [201]
and studies using clean audio data to measure social interaction in [202,
203]. However, our straightforward method works in our experiments.
5.4.2 Group Activity Modeling
The group activity of eating together is defined in GroupSense-L as follows:
ga3 = ((i1,i2,i3,i4), Eating Together, Expression)
Expression = ((2 ⌋ i1,i2,i3,i4 ◃▹ eating),
((i1,i2,i3,i4, location=kitchen),
(2 ⌋ (f1,f2,f3,f4,s1,s2,s3,s4), moving=true),
((2 ⌋ (i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS <160) ∨
((2 ⌈ (i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS <300) ∧
(2 ⌈ (i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS >160) ))
),(RH: accelerometer, nearby, beacons,
microphone),(20s, X)
)
– at least two individuals out of four must perform the eating action (2
⌋ i1,i2,i3,i4 ◃▹ eating).
– All participants must be in kitchen (i1,i2,i3,i4, location=kitchen).
– At least two spoons(s) or forks(f) must move (f1,f2,f3,f4,s1,s2,s3,s4),
moving=true).
– At least two individuals are silent (2 ⌋ (i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS <160) or
at most two individuals talk (2 ⌈ (i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS <300) ∧ (2 ⌈
(i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS >160). We assumed that one or two people (the
operator ‘⌈’ is used to define at most) talk when the others eat.
In order to consider this situation in the expression, the previous
condition was defined. Also, none the individuals might talk during
eating (2 ⌋ (i1,i2,i3,i4), RMS <160).
The following simplified Java code (Listing 5.1) reflects the eating together
expression. Listing 5.2 shows how RMS volume from raw audio data is
computed.
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Listing 5.1: Eating Together Source Code
1 public boolean detectEatingTogether() {
2 int activityCounter = 0;
3 int locationCounter = 0;
4 int spoonForsMovingCounter = 0;
5 int personSilentCounter=0;
6 int personTalkingCounter=0;
7 for (Individual individual : participants) {
8 if (individual.getCurrentActivity()==("eating"))
9 activityCounter++;
10 if (calcDistance(individual,kitchenSticker)<5)
11 locationCounter++; } }
12
13 if (activityCounter < 2 || locationCounter != 4) return false;
14 for (SpoonsForks spoonsForks : attachedStickers) {
15 if (spoonsForks.isMoving())
16 spoonForsMovingCounter++; }
17 if (spoonForsMovingCounter < 2) return false;
18 for (Individual individual : participants) {
19 if (individual.calcRMS() <160) personSilentCounter++;
20 if (individual.calcRMS() <300 &&
21 individual.calcRMS() >160) personTalkingCounter++;}
22 if (personSilentCounter<2 || personTalkingCounter>2)
23 return false;
24 return true; }
Listing 5.2: Computing RMS Volume from Raw Audio Data
1 // Computes the RMS volume of a group of signal sizes ranging
2 // from -1 to 1.
3 public double volumeRMS(short[] raw) {
4 double sum = 0d;
5 if (raw.length==0) {
6 return sum;
7 } else {
8 for (int ii=0; ii<raw.length; ii++) {
9 sum += raw[ii];
10 }
11 }
12 double average = sum/raw.length;
13
14 double sumMeanSquare = 0d;
15 for (int ii=0; ii<raw.length; ii++) {
16 sumMeanSquare += Math.pow(raw[ii]-average,2d);
17 }
18 double averageMeanSquare = sumMeanSquare/raw.length;
19 double rootMeanSquare = Math.sqrt(averageMeanSquare);
20
21 return rootMeanSquare;
22 }
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5.4.3 Experiment Setup
In this scenario, in order to recognize if a person is eating, the movement of
raising a spoon to the mouth and lowering it down as well as some other
data on random hand movements were collected using the smartwatch
accelerometer and the classifier trained on the collected data. Four people
assisted us to run this experiment for 30 minutes. Each person wore a
smartwatch connected to a smartphone which sent accelerometer sensor
data and microphone data to its paired device (Figure 5.7). Moreover, the
participants ate food using a spoon and a fork with attached Estimote
stickers3 (Figure 5.8). Since there is a diversity in eating styles, the
participants were asked to move the spoon and fork in almost the same way
to avoid inaccurate detection due to this issue. Sen et al. [57] explored the
use of embedded accelerometers and gyroscopes in smartwatches to detect
the eating activity. They also mentioned diversity in eating styles as one
of the main issues regarding the detection of an eating activity. Stickers
(a small attachable BLE-enabled device which contains accelerometer and
thermometer sensors) are attached to objects to detect movements and
rotation. Since using spoon or fork is essential and hand movements alone
cannot clearly indicate whether a person is eating or not, sticker sensors
were placed on the cutlery. For zone detection (in this example, a kitchen),
Estimote beacons were used by exploiting BT RSSI. Although we did not
use all the collected data (such as MajorRegion, MinorRegion, Power,
BatteryLevel and Temperature), the following data is captured from the
stickers:
DataTime, ID, StickerName, MajorRegion, MinorRegion, Power,
BatteryLevel, Temprature, IsMoving, xAccVal, yAccVal, zAccVal,
Orientation, Distance. One row of collected data from a sticker is as
follows:
2016-08-01 23:16:44.956,627898c728b90386,p4-R,10425,902,
0,HIGH,23.1◦C,No,406.25,203.125,-937.5,HORIZONTAL,
7.079457843841
Orientation can be used to recognize if a sticker (or the object it is attached
3http://estimote.com/
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to) is vertical, horizontal, vertical upside down, horizontal upside down,
or facing the left side or right side. Based on RSSI, the approximate
distance between the sticker (called a nearable) and a person (or his/her
smartphone or smart device) is calculated:
d = 10x where x =
(
TxPower −RSSI
10× n
)
; (n = 2 in free space) (5.1)
Listing 5.3 shows how we map the above formula into Java code. Also, it
shows the acquisition of other sensor data from Beacons stickers.
Listing 5.3: Reading Sticker Info on the Mobile Device
1
2 private void readNearableInfo(List<Nearable> nearables) {
3
4 for (Nearable nearable : nearables) {
5
6 double a = Math.pow(10d, ((double) nearable.power.powerInDbm -
7 nearable.rssi) / (10 * 2));
8 double aa = a / 1000;
9
10 //identifier, major,minor, power, batteryLevel, temprature,
11 //motion, X,Y,Z, orientation, distance
12 StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder()
13 .append(DateTime.getDateByTimestamp(System.currentTimeMillis())).
14 append(",")
15 .append(nearable.identifier).append(",")
16 .append(DeviceUtil.getStickerNameByIdentifier(
17 nearable.identifier)).append(",")
18 .append(nearable.region.getMajor()).append(",")
19 .append(nearable.region.getMinor()).append(",")
20 .append(nearable.power.powerInDbm).append(",")
21 .append(nearable.batteryLevel.toString()).append(",")
22 .append(String.format("%.1f\u00b0C", nearable.temperature)).
23 append(",")
24 .append(nearable.isMoving ? "Yes" : "No").append(",")
25 .append(String.valueOf(nearable.xAcceleration)).append(",")
26 .append(String.valueOf(nearable.yAcceleration)).append(",")
27 .append(String.valueOf(nearable.zAcceleration)).append(",")
28 .append(nearable.orientation.toString()).append(",")
29 .append(String.valueOf(aa)).append(",");
30
31 Log.d("distance from: " + DeviceUtil.getStickerNameByIdentifier(
32 nearable.identifier) + " ", String.valueOf(
33 (Math.pow(10d, ((double) nearable.power.powerInDbm -
34 nearable.rssi) / (10 * 2))) / 1000));
35
36 stickersData.add(builder.toString());
37
38 }
39
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40 usedNearables.clear();
41 }
If a person talks, the value of the microphone’s watch records is
approximately 330dB and if another person nearby to him is talking, the
value is 160dB approximately. Interestingly, this context information can
increase the reliability of the GA expression since it is very unlikely that
a person who is eating can talk at the same time. However, in realistic
cases, no person merely eats constantly and the typical behaviour is to
be involved in conversation. Therefore, according to our expression, we
assumed that there should be at least (the operator ‘⌋’ denotes ‘at least’)
two persons of the four who are eating and not talking. (20s, X) denotes
that the minimum required time to detect this GA is 20s and there is no
limitation on maximum time.
timestamp,DateTime,DeviceName,RMS
1471833375113,2016-08-22 12:36:15.113,ASUS WATCH,54.0
1471833375153,2016-08-22 12:36:15.153,ASUS WATCH,54.99
1471833375193,2016-08-22 12:36:15.193,ASUS WATCH,50.5
1471833375238,2016-08-22 12:36:15.238,ASUS WATCH,50.59
1471833375273,2016-08-22 12:36:15.273,ASUS WATCH,46.29
Four individuals were asked to participate in the experiment, and the
experiment was repeated 3 times, for 15 minutes each to collect data.
Similar to the previous scenario (in section 5.3), a camera recorded the
whole experiment in order to check and compare the accuracy of the
detected group activity with ground truth.
The method getCurrentActivity() retrieves the individual activity from
the classifier running on each individual’s device. The classification
accuracy for the individual eating activity is 92.6% while the highest
accuracy for the eating group activity was 79%. This is due mainly to
the lower frequency of sensor data from stickers. However, our perspective
that eating together is an explanation for the observed fork and spoon
movements, and associated hand movements and sounds, remains useful
and valid.
Figure 5.9 shows snapshot of the implemented prototype for recognizing
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‘eating together’ group activity.
5.4.4 Results and Discussion
The classification accuracy for recognizing the action of hand movements in
the eating activity (using smartwatch data only) is 92.6%. As mentioned,
stickers are equipped with accelerometer sensors. But, due to the low
frequency of sensor data (most probably to save the battery), using
data from stickers alone is not feasible to detect hand movements during
an eating activity. Also, there are other movements which take place
during eating, such as drinking, which can confuse the model due to its
similarity with eating hand movements and it can result in an incorrect
classification. Hence, using both smartwatch accelerometers (to detect
eating movements) and sticker accelerometers (to detect using a fork and
spoon) could increase the accuracy of recognition. The experiment was
repeated three times and the accuracy of the results was 74.2%, 69% and
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Figure 5.9: Eating Together Prototype Snapshot
79%, which is not as accurate as using smartwatch data alone. This is
because using the sticker sensors attached to the fork and spoon enabled
the detection of when they were used, however the low frequency data
sampling of the sticker sensors yielded inaccuracies.
5.5 Cherry Picking in an Orchard
5.5.1 Experiment Aims
The aim of this group activity is to add more objects to the GA and
to define one group activity (i.e., cherry picking) in a collaborative
and non-collaborative way. Also, this scenario shows the usage of
GroupSense-L in expressing complex activities. Moreover, we explore
the use of two smart watches and study their impact on cherry picking
recognition.
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5.5.2 Group Activity Modeling
In order to perform our experiment to detect cherry picking done together
in a group, the cherry picking activity (as a complex activity) has to
be recognised at the individual level layer according to our design. As
discussed in 3.2, complex activities can also be modelled in GroupSense-L:
CA = (i1, Cherry Picking, Expression)
Expression = ((i1 ◃▹ Picking Cherry) ∨
(i1 ◃▹ Moving Ladder) ∨
(i1 ◃▹ Putting picked cherries from basket into
larger box))
= ((i1 ◃▹ Picking Cherry) ∨
((sticker001 ◃▹ moving) ∧ ((i1, sticker001),
distance>25cm)) ∨
((sticker001 ◃▹ moving) ∧ ((i1, sticker001),
distance>25cm)) ∨
((i1, sticker002), distance>25cm) ∧ ((i1, sticker003),
distance>25cm,(5s,x)) )
Also, our GroupSense-L language is a language that relates activities of
individuals in the group to the overall group activity, as the examples
illustrate. For example, the recognition of i1 performing cherry picking
requires the detection of two other complex activities, ‘Moving Ladder’
and ‘Putting picked cherries from basket into larger box’, as well as the
‘Picking Cherry’ atomic activity. From an implementation point of view,
each of these must be represented and recognized. For instance:
(i1 ◃▹ Moving Ladder) = (sticker001 ◃▹ moving) ∧
((i1, sticker001), distance>25cm)
(sticker001 ◃▹ moving) can be detected using a very simple classifier
which classifies raw accelerometer data. (i1, distance>50cm) is
calculated using equation 5.1. sticker001 has been attached to the
ladder
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(i1 ◃▹ Putting picked cherries from basket into larger
box) = ((i1, sticker002), distance>25cm) ∧ ((i1, sticker003),
distance>25cm,(5s,x)).
In this example, we assumed sticker002 has been attached to the basket
and sticker003 has been attached to the box.
Depending on how ‘Cherry Picking together’ is taking place, we might
express them using our notation diﬀerently. Two diﬀerent scenarios are
defined:
Scenario 1: Assume that i1 and i2 are picking cherries without any
interaction.
GA = (( i1, i2), Group Cherry Picking, (ch:{(type:non-collaborative)}),
expression)
expression = ( i1 ◃▹ Picking Cherry) ∧ ( i2 ◃▹ Picking Cherry)
Scenario 2: Assume that i1 and i2 are picking cherries and i3 is responsible
for moving the ladder between i1 and i2 and holding it for safety. Also i3
should put picked cherries from a basket into a larger box (Figure 5.10 b).
GA = ((i1, i2, i3), Group Cherry Picking,
(ch:{(type:collaborative)}), Expression)
Expression = (i1,i2 ◃▹ Picking Cherry) ∧
( (i3 ◃▹ Picking Cherry) ∨
(i3 ◃▹ Putting picked cherries from basket
into larger box) ∨ (i3 ◃▹ Moving Ladder)
)
5.5.3 Experiment Setup
The same approach (described in 5.2.3) was used to build the classifier
to recognize the ‘Picking Cherry’ activity. In other words, the classifier
detects whether the individual’s hand movement is picking cherry or not.
The act of picking a cherry can be done in various ways. For example, if
people are leisurely cherry picking (Figure 5.10c), the pace of picking,
and their hand movements diﬀer from workers (Figure 5.10a) working
rigorously in a cherry farm. Since our focus is to track workers on a farm,
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by watching a video of a real farm [204], we realized that workers use
two hands at the same time (mostly one hand holding the branch and the
other hand picking the cherries). Hence, two smartwatches are required
to capture both hands’ movements. In order to compare the accuracy of
using one smartwatch with two, initially one smartwatch (worn on the right
hand) is used to collect the data. Data are labelled with Picking Cherry
(PC) and Other (O). Then another smartwatch was added to our testing
environment. In this case, data were labelled as Picking Cherry Picking
Cherry (PCPC), where both hands are involved in picking cherries, Picking
Cherry Holding Branch (PCHB), where one hand picks cherries and the
other hand holds a branch, and Other (O) is a third label (not PCPC and
not PCHB). ‘Moving Ladder’ and ‘Putting picked cherries from basket
into larger box’ can be detected by the use of Estimote Nearable (sticker)
sensors attached to the ladder and to the basket, along with accelerometer
smartwatch data. Minor acceleration values and unwanted movements are
filtered.
5.5.4 Results and Discussion
As can be seen in Table 5.5, the highest accuracy (88.5% and 84.43%) of
individual cherry picking recognition occurs when using two smartwatches
since without a second watch, the classifier cannot properly detect those
actions which are taking place with the non-watch hand. The results
show that the accuracy of recognizing the ‘Cherry Picking’ activity is
significantly lower (21.86%) if the person wears one watch on the wrong
hand.
Scenario 1 (non-collaborative) was tested three times with two persons
each of whom wears two smartwatches. The achieved accuracy was: 79.4%,
81% and 76%. For Scenario 2 (collaborative), three participants were asked
to wear one smartwatch on their right hand (we assumed that all of them
are right-handed persons). For this experiment, we carried out our tests
twice and 67% and 62.3% accuracy was obtained. By accurately detecting
the actions (e.g., ‘Cherry Picking’) of individuals, the group activity can
be detected.
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(a) Worker using both hand to 
pick cherries on a cherry farm
(b) Putting the picked cherries 
into another basket
(c) Individual cherry picking (d) Group cherry picking
Figure 5.10: Cherry picking group activity
Table 5.5: Accuracy of Recognizing the Cherry Picking Activity
Used Device/s Worn Accuracy (%) Labels
Right hand person One Smartwatch right 65.24 PC,O
Left hand person One Smartwatch right 21.86 PC,O
Right hand person Two Smartwatches Left and Right 88.50 PCPC,PCHB,O
Left hand person Two Smartwatches Left and Right 84.43 PCPC,PCHB,O
In the ‘walking together’ scenario, the purpose of conducting this
experiment is to start with a simple group activity to illustrate
homogeneous group activities (i.e., group activities where the individuals
perform similar/same activities) and to ensure that all the components of
the framework, such as message exchange, classifiers (which are executed
locally on each device), and the activity detection engine work properly
in a continuous manner. We also tested this scenario in the Cloud-based
version of our prototype which does not have any limitations on the number
of peer-to-peer devices connecting through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi Direct.
However, we believe that by adding more nodes (devices) to the system,
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we should still be able to achieve an acceptable result, providing there
is no communication issue. We aim to test the proposed GAR model
with a higher number of participants via the cloud in our future work.
Indeed, many more scalability results can be achieved, but this would be
beyond the scope of this study. We implemented diﬀerent scenarios as a
proof-of-concept to demonstrate the versatility of the proposed language
to express simple group activities to fairly complex group activities. We
argued that a generic framework for GAR is possible, to a large extent,
via the range of scenarios.
5.6 Energy Consideration in GroupSense4
The key aim of running experiments based on our proposed model is
to investigate the feasibility of GAR if the GroupSense prototype is
kept running for a long duration, in terms of power consumption and
understanding the influence of diﬀerent components of the framework
on battery level reduction. Firstly, GroupSense was run for 300
minutes separately for each implementation (Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct
and Cloud-based). In this experiment, only two devices, one monitor
(Nexus 7) and one observer (Galaxy S2) were used. For the Cloud-based
scenario, there is no monitor mobile device as the cloud service receives
all incoming messages from the other nodes and performs the reasoning
(i.e., the cloud service is considered to be the monitor). Note that we
use battery drain percentages (i.e., battery level decrease) as measures of
power/energy consumption as this is more meaningful from the end-user
perspective, more convenient for estimating how many hours a continuous
group activity recognition can continue for typical devices today, and is
precise enough for our purposes. Table 5.6 shows the settings for the
experiments. We repeated the experiments three times and as can be seen
in Figure 5.11, for 300 minutes of running, the highest average battery
level drop is with Wi-Fi Direct. Its reduction was 16.2% for the Galaxy
S2 device (sender) and 7.8% for Nexus 7 (receiver), whereas for Bluetooth,
the battery level reduced by 4.2% and 2.2% and the Cloud-based system
4This section was published in [205].
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Table 5.6: Experimental Setup
Accelerometer Sample Rate Fastest Mode ∼= 50Hz
Gyroscope Sample Rate Fastest Mode ∼= 50Hz
Classifier execution frequency 0.5 Hz (every 2 sec)
GPS OFF
Message Transmission every 4 sec
GA detection frequency every 4 sec
Message Size in every transmission 30 Bytes
reduced by 8.5% and 5% for Nexus 7 and Galaxy S2, respectively (See
Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.11: Battery drain with a two-members GAR for BT, Wi-Fi Direct and
Cloud-based
For our runs, the battery level did start at the same fixed value, as we aim
to detect a change or drop in battery levels over time as our GAR process
executes. Moreover, we conducted our experiments with the same devices
and energy drain was almost the same. Furthermore, due to diﬀerences
in battery capacity between various device batteries, the reduction is not
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Figure 5.12: Battery level reduction per hour for a two-member GAR for BT,
Wi-Fi Direct and Cloud-based
similar for Nexus 7 and Galaxy S2. Our experiments at this stage as well as
the other stages show that the Nexus 7 tablet has almost more than double
the battery life. Secondly, in order to see how more peers aﬀect energy
drain, the number of peers was increased to up to 7 devices. Figure 5.13,
Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 illustrate the percentage of consumed battery
per hour for the master device (receiver) and the observers (senders). In
all of our experiments, a tablet (Nexus 7) was used as a monitor/master
device and regular android smart phones (Galaxy S2, Google Nexus 4
and Samsung Nexus S) were used as observers (connecting to and sending
information to the monitor). Each chart shows diﬀerent implementations
of the proposed framework. According to the results in this phase of the
experiment, we can estimate the energy consumption, as shown in Table
5.7, in which n is the number of observers in the localized version.
The Battery Consumption Per Hour (BCPH) in the localized version
for the master device is always dependent on n. Since observers
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Table 5.7: Battery Consumption/Hour Formulas
Battery Consumption/ Hour (%) Monitor/Master(Tablet)
Observer
(non-Tablet)
BT n× (2± 0.2) 4± 0.3
Wi-Fi Direct n× 0.9× (8± 0.2) 16± 1
Cloud-Based 5± 1.2 8± 1
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Figure 5.15: Battery level reduction per hour in Cloud version for sender and
observer
only send messages to the master, their battery consumption behaviour
is independent of n. Our experiments show that, with Bluetooth,
by increasing the number of observers, BCPH is measured to be
approximately 2n on the master device (tablet). By increasing the number
of observers, the message sizes received by the master will increase.
Subsequently, more power is consumed. Using the achieved results,
if 6 devices exchange their messages with the master device via BT,
GroupSense can stay alive for about 9 hours with Table 5.6 settings.
Wi-Fi Direct is the most energy consuming approach and can run two
hours continuously. For the Cloud-based version with Wi-Fi Internet
enabled, the Cloud service is assumed to be a master. Therefore, there is
no dependency on the number of observers in this approach, and so, this
approach can be applicable for larger scale GAR scenarios. Also, Table 5.7
shows that the observers, regardless of which technology they are using,
can run GroupSense long enough.
Figure 5.16 illustrate the total size of messages transmitted between
three observers and the monitor. In 300 minutes, approximately 110,000
bytes should be sent from each observer to the monitor. Therefore,
after 5 hours, the monitor receives 330Kb data. This amount of data
for continuous activity monitoring seems reasonable and adding more
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informative messages would not cause considerable data transfer.
Figure 5.16: Messages transmitted between observers and monitor
With adding the use of GPS (every 4 seconds) to our prototypes and
our scenarios are re-run for 180 minutes of execution, our results show
an increased reduction of battery levels by 8% and 15% for normal
smartphones and tablets, respectively, per hour showing that a GPS
is the most energy-expensive resource. In the next section on our
experiment, two methods were applied as the first steps towards power
saving techniques in our proposed GA. In this stage of our research, we
have not measured the percentage of all the diﬀerent components of our
framework in terms of energy consumption. However, a GPS and message
transmission are the two most power-consuming compared to the power
usage of sensors or the classification algorithm (Figure 5.17).
According to our designed protocol, location retrieval from a GPS on an
individual’s device is taken when that node sends its status to the Master
device (in the localized version) or to the Cloud (in the Cloud-based
version). Hence, our approach focuses on reducing the frequency of
message transmission using two methods: first, the message transmission
rate is reduced from every 4 seconds to 8 seconds; and second, we
exploit change detection. For instance, if a group of people are walking
together as a GA, sending both individual status as well as direction is
not required unless the system detects a large enough deviation. If no
sizeable change is detected, we can assume that the latest user status is
the actual current status. After applying these two methods, we repeated
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Figure 5.17: Power Consumption Ratio for Diﬀerent Resources Required for
GAR
our energy experiments for the localized scenario using the GPS in order
to investigate how eﬃciently the application can work. As can be seen in
Figure 5.18, when the system was run for two, three and four devices, two
times each, our approach does better with more peers, i.e. applying these
two techniques to a larger number of peers leads to greater power savings.
With Wi-Fi Direct with 4 peers (one Master and three observer), 50.2%
of power savings is observed for the Master device and 37.5% with BT.
Observers had a power eﬃciency between 26% and 35%, respectively.
As we run our measurements on the actual devices every time, we note
that the accuracy of an individual’s activity is highly dependent on the
time duration of performing an activity, as diﬀerent durations result
in variations in sensor readings (and so variations in the dataset are
analysed). Also, the position of a device in the pocket (i.e., the phone
context problem [206]) aﬀects the accuracy of classification significantly on
the individual activity layer (which is not our main focus in this thesis).
Hence, we obtained diﬀerent values in every execution though the main
trends are discernible. Battery usage improvement between 15% to 35%
is achieved for observers and in the range of 20% to 60% improvement
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for the Master device. For the Cloud-based version, the experiment was
run indoors and was GPS-enabled. In this case, when the GPS signal was
unreachable, the framework simply retrieves the device locations from the
network location provider using Wi-Fi signals. Hence, as long as the device
has a Wi-Fi Internet connection, using this method to obtain location does
not add any significant extra power usage. Wi-Fi positioning accuracy is
less than a GPS, though in more complex GA scenarios which require
more precise locations, this might not be practical. Figure 5.19 shows
that about a 30% improvement in both the Master and observer can be
obtained by using method 1. Finally, all three versions of our prototype
were executed outdoors on 7 devices for 90 minutes with GPS enabled
in diﬀerent sequences of individuals’ activities: 15 minutes inactive, 30
minutes walking, 15 inactive, 15 minutes running and again 30 minutes
walking. As can be seen in Figure 5.20, the highest battery drain is
with Wi-Fi Direct which consumes about 84% of battery over 90 minutes.
The Cloud-based version consumes the least power of all the others and
only result in a 23% drop over 90 minutes. However, classic BT had
a similar battery level drain (26%). By reducing message transmission
frequency, approximately 30% battery savings can be obtained in the
localized version, whereas about 20% improvement can be obtained in
the Cloud-based version. Again, by using the change detection method,
the improvement percentages vary from 5% to 20% which indicates it
can improve battery life significantly. According to our experiments,
GroupSense can perform continuous GA detection for as long as 4 hours
with BT and Cloud-based versions. However, our current settings, such as
the frequency of GPS readings and the message transmission rate (every 4
seconds) were purposely set to consume a considerable amount of power,
and so, in real-world scenarios, it can be longer than 4 hours. Note that
with such a range of variation in the transmission rate and sampling rate
for GPS locations, the accuracy of detection was maintained.
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5.7 Summary of Chapter
In this chapter, we presented experiments for our proposed framework.
For every experiment, we detailed: 1) the aim of the experiment, 2)
group activity modelling using GroupSense-L, 3) the experiment setup,
and 4) results and discussion. Our experiments started with simple group
activities, named ‘*-Together Activity’ (ection 5.2) followed by recognizing
the pace of table tennis as a characteristic of a group activity (section
5.3). Next, we conducted more complex group activities with more types
of sensors (eating together group activity in section 5.4 and cherry picking
in section 5.5). Finally, experiments were conducted to measure battery
drain after the continuous usage of our framework in order to measure
power consumption.
We show from our experiments that GroupSense-L with the proposed
operators and expressions is able to model the above-mentioned group
activities during the experiments to recognise *-Together Activity’. We
found that BT disconnection and BT transmission delay are issues which
caused diﬃculties during the experiment and influenced the accuracy of
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recognition. However, we achieved 86% accuracy when there was no
connection drop; and using the Cloud-version increases the accuracy of
recognition.
By recognizing the ‘pace of table tennis’, it was expected that smartwatch
sensors would provide more accurate results since they are attached to
the player’s wrist. However, by using smartphone sensors, surprisingly, a
higher result, 87.1% was achieved. The reason for this is because of the
high similarity of accelerometer data between a slow and normal pace while
mobile phone data can capture the motion of the player more accurately.
By fusing smartphone and smartwatch sensors, we obtained 95% accuracy.
For the ‘eating together’ and ‘group cherry picking’ activities, we employed
more sensors (small attachable BLE-enabled), and we showed that our
GroupSense framework is capable of recognizing them with our proposed
compositional approach. Since there is a high similarity between hand
movements when a person is actually eating and other hand movements,
such as drinking, using the sensors attached to the cutlery is essential.
In the ‘group cherry picking’ activity, we considered how the accuracy of
recognizing the individual cherry picking activity is aﬀected by whether
the person is ‘right handed’ or ‘left handed’. Our experiment showed that,
by adding more sensors (in this scenario, one smartwatch), we achieve
approximately 84% accuracy.
Lastly, we conducted experiments to investigate the feasibility of
continuous GAR in our proposedGroupSense framework, in terms of power
consumption. We observed that the GPS and message transmission are
the two most power-consuming compared to the power usage of sensors or
the execution of the classification algorithm execution. Moreover, Wi-Fi
Direct is the most battery draining method of communication compared to
BT and the Cloud-version. According to our experiments, with relatively
hight power-consuming settings, GroupSense can perform continuous GA
detection for as long as 4 hours with BT and Cloud-based versions, and
about 90 minutes with Wi-Fi Direct.
Chapter (6) details a reference model to be used for group activity as a
service.
Chapter 6
GroupSense for Services
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the
service of others.
—Mahatma Gandhi
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters presented GroupSense concepts and designs along
with its implementation. We showed how our modelling language
(GroupSense-L) can express a group activity and explained how diﬀerent
components of GroupSense interact. In light of our literature review
(chapter 2), we found that there is no work on Group Activity Recognition
and Situation Analysis as a Service at the time of writing this dissertation,
and it is anticipated that Everything as a Service (XaaS) on the cloud will
be a necessity for future applications [207]. Moreover, Activity Recognition
as a Service is in a very preliminary stage (section 2.3.3) which implies
a future research need for individual/group activity as a service. This
chapter presents a reference architecture for this. In order to conduct
our experiment for this part of the work, we developed a sensor generator
(section 6.3) for groups. Next, we present a few example situations as
proof-of-concept experiments, namely, bushwalking-as-a-Service.
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6.2 GARSAaaS Architecture Design
This section, by extending GroupSense as discussed in Section 3.3,
proposes a reference architecture for Group Activity Recognition as a
Service, so-called GARSAaaS. A perspective model (Section 6.2.2) which
defines group activity abstraction levels for the system is presented.
Finally, in section 6.2.3, a possible billing model for our system is discussed
and we show how it can be a basis for incentives for sensor data sharing.
Figure 6.1 shows the high-level architecture design of Group Activity
Recognition and Situation Analysis as a Service (GARSAaaS).
Sensing Layer (Observer Side). As discussed in 3.3, the sensing layer
is the same as in GroupSense.
Mobile App Consumer. This component of the system receives raw
sensor data from the environment and also uses its own sensor data to
recognize the performed activity via the local AR (Activity Recognizer).
There are two types of (activity/group activity) recognition processes:
local and the Cloud. For the local process, the recognition engine is located
on the device whereas for the cloud process, all the data is sent to the
cloud and a Cloud-hosted recognition engine executes the task. However,
sending high frequency raw sensor data into the Cloud does not seem an
eﬃcient solution; and combining both the local and Cloud processes could
be a reasonable approach.
RESTful API SERVER (API Calls). The key component of
GARSAaaS is a RESTFul API SERVER via which all the RESTful
requests/responses to/from the platform are handled.
GA Expert Portal. This component is used by a domain expert to
manage and add new group activity models, i.e. to define new GA
expressions in the system. The GA Expert is a person who is able to
model new GAs by exploiting GroupSense-L and can make sense of data
to recognize a new activity. The expert is able to add new individuals
and assign them to existing (or new) groups. Creating new situation rules
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is also part of this component’s task. To build new activities, adding
new sensors and context information may require defining sensor/context
specifications and linking them to a GA through the RESTFul API Server.
Developer Portal. This component is mainly used by software
developers to call GroupSense APIs in their products. A GA developer
may need to work with a GA expert to create new group activity models
and include them in their applications.
3rd Party Consumer. In many cases, consumers want to use
GARSAaaS to provide services to target individuals and groups. We
call them tracker who are interested to track trackees. They register in
GARSAaaS and register their interest in the groups, GAs and situations
which are available. The next section discusses the RESTful API Server
components and its subcomponents in more detail.
Figure 6.2 shows the details of the RESTful API Server architecture:
– Cloud Persistent Data Store: This component stores GroupSense
persistent data on the cloud which can be changed over time.
Information includes activity models, queries on activities and
situations to recognize, and all the used sensors and their
specifications.
– Sensor/Context Data Manager: Since sensor data and context
information plays an essential role in any context-aware application,
this component manages all the issues related to sensor/context data.
The GroupSense framework can be used broadly in various domains.
Therefore, having one component which can control/manage sources
of raw data is important.
∗ Sensor Permission Controller: This component controls access to
user sensors. Depending on the user’s (trackee’s) privacy settings
stored in his/her profile, the Sensor Permission Controller grants
or denies access to a particular user’s sensor data to be used for
activity analysis.
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Figure 6.1: GAR-aa-Service High-Level Architecture
∗ Sensor Reading Manager: This component handles the reading of
raw sensor data at the required sampling rate, and stores the data
as the user’s historical data, as well as undertakes the buﬀering
of data and passes the data streams to the other components.
∗ Required Sensor Checker: In order to recognize any activity or
situation, a set of sensor data and context information is required
to be available for the GA recognizer component. If the required
sensors or context information are not available from the user,
the recognition of certain activities will not be feasible.
∗ Energy Drain Calculator: This component is able to calculate
estimates of the required energy drain on the participant’s devices
when used to detect an activity, individual or group.
∗ Sensor/Device Registrar: Any new sensor or context information
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provider needs to be registered in the framework in order to
be used in GroupSense. For example, a GA expert wants to
encode a new GA (e.g., eating together activity for a group) using
GroupSense-L and he/she intends to use sensor stickers attached
to objects in order to detect movements of objects, such as a
spoon and a fork, hence, the devices/sensors should be registered
to be recognizable in the system.
– Group Manager: contains two sub-components responsible for dealing
with groups in the system:
∗ Group Initializer: If a group of people who intends to perform
a GA is already known, the framework aims to monitor the
activities of that group to recognize if the given GA is taking
place or not. Also, within the known group, the system might
analyse the data and provide reports and feedback.
∗ Group Detector: In some cases, a group is not specified a priori
and based on ongoing activities, the system detects that a group
of people are in fact acting and behaving as one group (Refer to
Group Detector Engine (GDE) in GroupSense, section 3.3).
– Cloud GA Recognizer:
∗ GA Model Loader: Each GA has one or more models which
describes the GA. This component loads the required models
from a GA repository to the system and a user’s device. In cases
where a new GA model is built, the GA Model Loader loads the
new model into the GA recognizer.
∗ Query Selector: Based on the Location Models and GA Models,
this component filters queries for more eﬃcient and accurate
results. For example, by considering the received sensor and
context data, the query selector chooses those queries which could
possibly be answered positively. If group g is located in place p
where ga cannot be performed, this component ignores queries
about ga.
∗ Query Executor: This component runs the query and sends the
results to the Group Activity Reasoner Engine.
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∗ Group Activity Reasoner Engine: In order to undertake
more complex inferences, apart from the query results which
determines if a certain GA is occurring or not, this component
uses query results, static knowledge and user historical data to
perform more advanced reasoning.
– GA Manager: This component is responsible for managing GAs
including: defining a new GA/situation, customizing an existing
GA and reusing it; and importing a GA model. There are two
types of GA recognition approaches using wearable sensors: (1) the
compositional method - recognizing a GA where a group activity
is defined as combination of individuals’ physical activities (such as
atomic activities, complex activities and gestures) and where raw
sensor data from each individual are processed separately, and (2)
integrated method - the GA model is built from all the raw sensor
data (without first trying to recognize individual activities, which is
not our research focus in this thesis).
∗ GA Expression Definer: This component creates new GA
expressions by exploiting existing IA models, available registered
devices (which produce sensor data and context information) and
known groups.
∗ GA Customizer: Since GA expressions can be defined
parametrically with diﬀerent constraint values, in many cases
GARSAaaS consumers may want to customize an existing GA
model and create a customized version.
∗ GA Model Registrar: As mentioned, in the case of having a model
which can recognize the GA from raw sensor data received from
all individuals, the system should be able to import the model
dynamically in the system.
– IA Manager:
∗ IA Model Registrar: This component registers the new individual
activity models in the system. For example, if a new model to
detect smoking a cigarette is built, the registrar can import it
into the system.
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∗ Gesture Model Registrar: Similar to an IA Model Registrar, this
component registers the built models to detect gestures, such as
raising hand, turning head to the right or any gestures which can
be used in IA or GA recognition.
∗ Complex Activity Expression Definer: The proposed
GroupSense-L language can also be used to express complex
individual activities which might be composed of some other
atomic activities.
∗ IA Customizer: Similar to the GA recognizer, a user can define
IAs by customizing existing IAs.
– Cloud AR: This performs IA recognition on the cloud.
∗ IA Model Executor: This sub-component receives the individual
sensor data as input and classifies the input using existing models
to recognize the undertaken activity. To do this, the available
IA models and gesture models must first be loaded from the
repository.
∗ IA Model Loader and Gesture Model Loader: These
sub-components load IA models/Gesture models from the model
repository into the GARSAaaS.
∗ Complex Activity Inference Engine: We do not only intend to
recognize atomic activities and gestures. There are many GAs
which are composed of complex individual activities, and an
engine which can perform more complex reasoning is required.
The proposed GroupSense-L can also be used to model these
type of activities.
– JSON Parser: Any message transmission from/to the platform must
be encoded/decoded in a JSON format based on our GARSAaaS
convention, that is, by following our protocol for messages, more
sensor data and context information can be provided for the platform
in the future and GAR domain experts can evolve the system
gradually.
We would like to re-emphasize that GARSAaaS is an extension of GAR.
GARSAaaS has some overlaps with GAR as it uses components of GAR
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but does not include all of . Few components are entirely new in
GARSAaaS such as API Management, Perspective Manager; and few
others may reuse the GAR modules such as Group Activity Reasoner
Engine or Similarity-Based Group Detector.
6.2.1 Interaction of GARSAaaS Components In
One Complete Scenario
To understand how the GroupSense components work, this section details
one scenario and highlights the role of each module in the system. Let’s
suppose that a group of friends (g1) goes to a restaurant for dinner, and
they are willing to receive vouchers from nearby restaurants or get a
voucher for the same restaurant to be used on a subsequent visit. All
the members of g1 have already installed the GARSAaaS mobile client
application and registered for that particular service (obtaining group
vouchers). In the GARSAaaS client, the sensing layer collects the required
accelerometer raw data from each individuals’ smartwatch. Raw data
is analysed by a local AR engine. AR (using an existing preloaded
trained model on the device) detects if the person is performing an eating
activity. The detected activity is sent to the RESTful API SERVER
from the individuals. In order to locate the restaurant and other nearby
restaurants (stored in the location model in the persistent data layer), the
user’s location is also sent to the cloud. After receiving these data, the
Cloud GA Recognizer analyses the data based on existing GA models and
executes the appropriate query for which users have already registered
(in this case, group eating vouchers). After the GA has been detected,
the API SERVER sends (g1) to the Perspective Manager component. In
this example, the current restaurant must know the exact location of the
users in order to send appropriate group vouchers for their next visit,
whereas the other third party which intends to send coupons from nearby
restaurants does not need to know the exact user locations (due to user
privacy issues). Hence, the Perspective Manager sends diﬀerent levels of
detailed information to diﬀerent service providers.
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6.2.2 Perspective Model in GARSAaaS1
Each GA consumer (tracker) might be interested in accessing diﬀerent
abstraction levels of GA. Also, it is important to protect the privacy
of a user (the trackee or the one being tracked) and to provide more
services to trackees without invading their privacy [134]. For example,
in a bushwalking group activity, one role of the leader is to know about
the trajectory information of bushwalkers and their heart rate in case of
an emergency situation, whereas rangers only need to know if there are
groups of bushwalkers around their zone and their location. Providing
diﬀerent information in relation to diﬀerent consumer’s perspectives
increases the flexibility of the system and protects a user’s privacy. GA
consumers can request diﬀerent perspectives, and these are charged based
on the abstraction level of the GA information only if the trackees grant
permission to access them. To develop the perspective model, a set of
activity (GA/IA) attributes is defined for each activity to determine which
types of sensors are required for the activity to be recognized. Each activity
attribute is associated with one to many resources (sensors or context
information, Figure 6.3) . A perspective is a tuple of the form:
< Name, Activity_Attribute list, T racker_Role >
As an example, bush-walking attributes can be: location, trajectory data,
heart rate, users proximity and total distance. Each attribute is associated
with sensor/context information. The leader may need to have access to
all this information while the bush ranger, with a diﬀerent perspective,
only needs to know about the location of groups.
Similar to any other service/application, there could be terms and
conditions which require users to share their data with the system. When
a trackee joins certain groups to participate in certain GAs (collaborative),
they need to give permission to share their sensor data. Otherwise,
the trackee is not able to use the services. We have categorized GAs
into collaborative and non-collaborative. For a collaborative GA, each
individual’s activity aﬀects the entire group activity. Individuals may
not have suﬃcient incentives to contribute or share their sensor data
1This section has been published in [200].
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Figure 6.3: Perspective Model
[73, 74]. Although our platform aims to detect the group activities of
individuals, it also can be used with many participants for Crowd Sensing
(CS). GroupSense may invoke some third party applications/services to
provide motivations (e.g., access to a service as an incentive, entertainment
as an incentive or money as an incentive [75]) for users. The next section
(6.2.3) proposes an incentive model which motivates trackees to share their
data with other trackers.
6.2.3 GARSAaaS Billing System2
To calculate the price of services for both the service consumer and service
provider, we categorize users into two user types: tracker and trackee. A
tracker is typically a service provider who is interested in tracking other
groups/individuals to oﬀer them services. Trackers also might be ordinary
individuals/groups who benefit from knowing others’ individual/group
situations, for instance, a restaurant wants to send an oﬀer to nearby
potential customers, or if a fishing licensing company wants to make sure
fisherman go to the right spot since diﬀerent spots have diﬀerent prices.
2This section has been published in [200].
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Trackers are charged based on the following formula:
Ctracker =
nG∑
g=1
nGA∑
ga=1
nP∑
p=1
C(Gg, GAga, P ersp)−
nO∑
o=1
Co(Overlap) (6.1)
Ctracker represents the total cost of recognizing all the GA’s perspectives
that are performed by all groups for which the tracker has registered.
C(Gg, GAga, P ersp) denotes the cost of recognizing group activity ga
performed by group g and provide the results for perspective p and is
calculated as follows:
C(Gg, GAga, P ersp) =
(
nI∑
i=1
nR∑
r=1
wri × fri × tri
)
× wp +
nC∑
c=1
wc × tc (6.2)
In equation 6.2, wri denotes the weight of using rth resource (nR is the
total required resources) from ith individual (nI is the total number of
individuals in the group) in the group for a particular perspective. Also,
fri and tri denote the reading frequency of rth resource and the duration
of consuming it, respectively. As mentioned in section 6.2.1, diﬀerent
perspectives require diﬀerent resources and the cost of recognizing GA
perspectives must be computed separately. It is likely that the tracker
is interested in multiple perspectives of GAs for the same trackee in the
group. In this case, trackers should not be charged if there is overlap
in consuming resources and ∑nOo=1Co(Overlap) must be deducted from
the first expression in equation 6.1. The weight of using each resource
is assigned based on (1) level of importance of data (2) amount of energy
drained in consuming that resource and (3) the volume of data produced by
sensors. For example, using a GPS consumes more battery power than the
other sensors and will be given a higher weight. in addition to the required
resources from individuals, the cost of consuming context information is
included (∑nCc=1wc × tc). Similarly, wc denotes the weight of accessing
particular context information during tc. To be able to present a more
precise equation, the computational cost of GA recognition is also required.
Moreover, in some cases, the charge rate of accessing data from those
users who share their data first should be diﬀerent from those who share
later (because of the decreasing value of data with age) in the context of
crowdsensing [208]. These parameters will be studied further in our future
work. A tracker is a group, however, to simplify our billing model, we
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assume that a trackee is a person or a third party, not necessarily a group.
To motivate trackees to share their data with the system, an incentive
model is proposed which pays the user based on several parameters as
follows:
p(trackee) = p(rs) + p(dt) + p(shd) + p(rsg) (6.3)
where, rs, dt, shd and rsg represent resource sharing to the GARSAaaS
platform, data transmission, storing historical data and resource sharing
to groups, respectively. Since we have assumed that all trackers are
individuals not a group, p(rsg) is not discussed here.
Equation 6.4 simply calculates how much data is shared with the cloud.
p(rs) =
n∑
r=1
wr × freqr × trs (6.4)
Depending on the data transmission type (Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi direct, Bluetooth,
GSM, etc.), the trackee gets paid since data transmission is a high power
consuming task (equation 6.5)
p(dt) = Sized × wdt (6.5)
Also by allowing the trackee to store his/her data in theGARSAaaS storage
(for further data analysis), the platform pays a fraction of p(rs) to the
trackee (equation 6.6)
p(shd) = ws × p(rs) (6.6)
Please note that the tracker can also act as a trackee and its paid function
is calculated using equation 6.3. The trackee is required to only pay for
those registered services from which it intends to gain a benefit (6.7).
c(trackee) =
n∑
i=1
c(servicei) (6.7)
Equation 6.8, shows the utility function of the trackee.
u(trackee) = p(trackee)− c(trackee) (6.8)
Cloud services are in their evolution phase, and the billing and charging
methods and components are at an immature state [209]. Section 6.4.10
calculates the cost and the amount paid for two scenarios for both trackers
and trackee, as examples.
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6.3 Sensor Data Generator
In order to run our scenario in larger scale scenarios and in a more
realistic manner, a sensor data simulator called GroupSense-Sim was built
to generate the required sensor data based on real data which was collected
beforehand. The simulator is able to generate accelerometer data for a
range of atomic activities (such as walking, running, standing, cycling and
jogging) from two sources: a smartphone and a smartwatch. Also, to
develop the group bushwalking scenario, it is also necessary to generate
barometer data, GPS data, and heart rate data. The simulator can
generate random coordinates for individuals with a given starting point
and route path for a certain period of time for a given activity. For
example, by defining an expression and passing arguments: an activity (for
instance walking), start time, end time, route path and individual/group,
the simulator generates the GPS data. Heart rates are also generated based
on age [210]. Similarly, depending on how the scenario is intended to be
simulated, relevant barometer data is generated which reflects the user’s
altitude. In a nutshell, we can run various scenarios by defining user/group
behaviour and GroupSense-Sim generates all the raw sensor/context data
through separate Java threads. Each thread belongs to one individual and
all the created threads for each sensor/context are handled by the ‘threads
runner’ which receives all the threads and manages starting, stopping and
delaying them.
6.3.1 Sensor Data Generator Components
This section presents the GroupSense-Sim components (Figure 6.4)
– Sensor Data Repository. This component contains raw sensor
data for diﬀerent activities. For example, for the running activity,
there is a CSV file associated with it which has accelerometer data
for normal running. Similarly, the table tennis activity with diﬀerent
paces is stored in another file. This repository of sensor data is used
to generate the required data on the defined activities.
– Scenario Initializer.
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By using this component, we can define diﬀerent individual activity
scenarios. For instance, we can generate accelerometer raw data for
person p1 who is playing table tennis at a normal pace by giving the
start time and end time as parameters. Also, we can generate sensor
data related to the walking activity for another person, p1 (Listing
6.1).
Listing 6.1: Example of Creating a Scenario
1 activity = new Activity(Activity.ActivityName.TableTennis,
2 "2016-04-20 19:20:01", "2016-04-20 19:30:01",
3 Activity.ActivityPace.normal, p1);
4 activityList.add(ac);
5
6 activity= new Activity(Activity.ActivityName.Walking,
7 "2016-04-20 19:20:05","2016-04-20 19:20:15", p2);
8 activityList.add(activity);
Listing 6.2 shows creating groups using our GroupSense-Sim. Lines
10 - 16 creates 100 individuals of random ages, and add them to a
group.
Listing 6.2: Example of Individual and Group Creation
1 Individual p1 = new Individual("Amin");
2 Individual p2 = new Individual("John");
3 Individual p3 = new Individual("Sara");
4 Individual p4 = new Individual("Mary");
5 List<Individual> group1 = new ArrayList<Individual>();
6
7 group1.add(p1);
8 group1.add(p2);
9
10 for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++) {
11 String name = "p";
12 Individual individual = new Individual(name + i);
13 Random rand = new Random();
14 int age = rand.nextInt((70 - 15) + 1) + 15;
15 individual.setAge(age);
16 group2.add(individual);
17 }
Listing 6.3 creating a GPS model to generate coordinates for a
walking activity from a starting point (line 2) and an end point
(initLoc) for a given period of time using GroupSense-Sim.
Listing 6.3: Example of generating GPS data
1 gpsModelList = new ArrayList<GPSSimModel>();
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2 Route waypoints = new Route(new Location("Waypoint 1", -37.7000688,
3 145.0462786));
4 Location initLocation = new Location("initLoc", -37.7024212,
5 145.044288);
6 GPSSimModel gpsModel = new GPSSimModel(initLocation, waypoints, p3,
7 Activity.ActivityName.walking, "2016-04-20 19:20:10",
8 "2016-04-20 19:20:30");
9 gpsModelList.add(gpsModel);
– Data Loader. This component retrieves the base sensor data from
the sensor data repository when it is required. After loading the raw
data, the simulator uses them to generate new data based on the
newly retrieved data.
– Raw Sensor Data Random Generator. This component is
responsible for randomly generating sensor data from the base data
in the sensor data repository.
– Generator Configuration. This component sets all the
configuration values for generating sensor data such as the frequency
of generating raw data, and the required idle time for the used
Java threads. In Listing 6.4, Line 4, the frequency of generating
accelerometer data is set to 100, which means GroupSense-Sim
generates 100 data (x,y and z) every 1 second.
Listing 6.4: Example of Sensor Generator Configs
1 Configuration.setBatchGenerate(false);
2
3 //Hz should be divided by 1000
4 RawRandomGenerator.setFreqOfGeneratedAcc(100);
5
6 //0.1 Hz means every 10 second
7 GPSDataGenerator.setFreqOfGeneratedGPS((double) 0.1);
8
9 //every 60 sec
10 HeartRateDataGenerator.setFreqOfGeneratedHR((double) 0.6);
– Sensors. This is a sensor data model which encapsulates raw data
and facilities sending them between the other components as an
object. For example, the accelerometer data model has attributes
such as xValue, yValue, zValue and timestamp.
Figure 6.5 shows the raw accelerometer sensor data of the walking activity
for the collected data and the simulated data. Figure 6.6 and Figure
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Figure 6.4: Sensor Data Generator Diagram
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the walking activity
6.7 show the generated barometer data and GPS data, respectively via
GroupSense-Sim.
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Figure 6.7: Generated GPS coordinates of individuals for a defined path
6.4 GARSAaaS Situation Detection
Scenarios
In order to evaluate and demonstrate the feasibility of our compositional
group activity recognition and analysis approach, i.e., we reason with
group activities by recognizing individual group activities, and to illustrate
our methodology, the bushwalking group activity is modelled, simulated,
analysed and recognized via our system. This section illustrates the
scenario, the technologies used, the modelling and proof-of-concept
experiments.
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6.4.1 Bushwalking as a Service
The aim of implementing this scenario is (1) to show the feasibility of
GroupSense-L for representing and enabling the detection of specifically
represented situations, and (2) ro illustrate GARSAaaS both for the leader
and the bushwalkers. The GARSAaaS services provided to the leader
are: determining the diﬃculty of the bushwalking program, monitoring
bushwalkers to detect an abnormal health condition, and providing advice
for bushwalkers. On the bushwalker side, they receive health advice from
the leader. Also, they will be able to automatically obtain help from the
leader in the event of an abnormal situation. As discussed in 3.2, we do
not always aim to recognize a GA, for example, we already known that the
GA is ‘bushwalking’ but in this experiment, the purpose is to recognize
specific situations within the bushwalking group activity. Mostly, each
situation/event triggers one service/action.
Used Technologies
Android SDK 24 is used for our implementation platform and Android
Wear SDK 21 is used to exploit the smartwatch sensors in our experiments.
The Google Cloud Endpoint is the back-end server which has high
compatibility with Google Android. The Apache commons mathematics
Java library3 is used for feature extraction. We used the Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) data mining package4; in
particular J48 which is a Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm.
6.4.2 Situation 1. Lagging Behind in a Group
Aim and Scenario
Ensuring that bushwalkers do not get lost is the leader’s responsibility.
Typically, there are two leaders, one at the back and one in the front of
the members of a bushwalking group helping them to navigate. In larger
groups more leaders might be required. Using the proposed system, it is
3http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math
4http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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feasible that the number of leaders of a bushwalking group can be reduced
from two (or more) to one as it provides significant help to the leader in
terms of tracking the group. By sending the bushwalkers’ location data
(and their direction) to the leader, the system can continually monitor
all the people in the group and send notifications in case someone is
lagging behind to prevent them from getting lost (of course the bushwalkers
themselves can also track their own positions relative to the group or the
leader).
Modelling
Lagging behind is simply defined as when a person’s distance is more
than a threshold relative to the leader. This situation only requires each
individual’s position. Practically, the threshold can be set by the leader
for each event. Let’s assume the maximum distance between the leader
and any of the bushwalkers must not be more than 150m. Then, we have:
bushwalking-lagging-behind = ((in), bushwalking, expression)
expression = (((in,ileader), distance>150m))
Due to GPS inaccuracy as well as the high possibility of the distance
threshold between individuals and leader being exceeded momentarily,
this model could raise many false alarms for the leader. Therefore, the
system should ensure that the person is really lagging behind the group.
bushwalking-lagging-behind =((in), bushwalking, expression)
expression = (((in,ileader), distance>150m, CCIT=4s, NSC=3)),
(RMMD: 60s,60s)
Required Min Max Duration (RMMD) denotes that to recognize this
situation at least 60s of user data (in this case user coordination data)
is required. Checking Condition Interval Time (CCIT) represents how
often the condition must be checked within the 60s; in this case, every
4s. Number of Satisfied Conditions (NSC) indicates if the satisfied rules
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are persistent and the value of 3 in this case means that the number of
satisfied conditions must be 3 out of 4.
Experimentation
To evaluate the model for this situation, two sets of data were generated:
1) a data set was generated for a group of 10 so that one individual lagged
behind 4 times in 60 minutes but, for two of those times, this person
reached the group in less than 60 seconds; 2) a data set is generated for
a group of 20 over 3 hours where two individuals lagged behind 10 times.
Our situation engine was able to detect all the lagging behind events in
the first scenario and 8 out of 10 in the second data set.
6.4.3 Situation 2. Heart Rate Abnormality
Aim and Scenario
Health is one of the main concerns in hiking events and heart rate can be
a factor to determine the general wellbeing of a person. By monitoring
the heart rate of individuals and considering his/her physical activity, the
leader or a person in the group who is taking care of the bushwalkers’
health, is likely to detect an abnormal health situation of the participants.
Modelling
To evaluate the feasibility of GroupSense-L, heart rate abnormalities are
defined as follows:
Bushwalking-abnormal-heart-rate = ((in), bushwalking,
expression)
expression = ((in ◃▹ walking) ∨
(in ◃▹ standing)) ∧
((in, HR > normal_value) ∨
(in, HR < normal_value))
In the above expression, the normal value is calculated based on age. There
are also other factors which aﬀect HR, such as gender and physical fitness
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which were not considered in this work.
Experiments and Results
In this scenario, experiments were carried out three times. We simulated
a scenario (based on real pre-collected data) with 5 users who are
bushwalking for 30 minutes. Five abnormal situations were simulated
and the situation recognition engine could detect 4 of them. The second
experiment simulated 60 minutes of bushwalking with 15 people and 10
abnormal HR situations. The third simulated two hours of bushwalking
with 25 people and 15 abnormal HR situations. The detection engine
detected 8 out of 10 and 12 out of 15 respectively. The cases which were
incorrectly recognized were due to inaccuracies in detecting the physical
activity from the sensor data.
6.4.4 Situation 3. Walking group deviating far from
an expected route
Aim and Scenario
This scenario detects situations when a bushwalking group (g) has deviated
far from an expected route r. This situation can be applied to any other
groups which should move from a starting point to the end point through
certain way points, such as tourist groups and visitor groups. To check
whether a group is moving in the right direction and close to the route, the
centroid of the group, C(g) is calculated (based on the GPS coordinates of
the participants) and its distance from the path should not be more than
a certain threshold value.
C(g) =(mean(latg),mean(lngg)) (6.9)
Modelling
As mentioned, the centroid point of the group should be near to a known
path. The defined route has a set of way points and the centroid of the
group, at any time, should be close to one of the way points. Otherwise,
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Figure 6.8: Moving centroid of moving group, compared with the expected route
we can infer that the group is deviating from the expected path and the
group receives a notification of this situation, which is expressed as follows:
Bushwalking-deviate-from-route = ((g), bushwalking,
expression)
expression = (∀ w ∈ ExpectedPathWayPoints,
distance(C(g), w) < safe_distance)
Experimentation
Experiments were conducted with 5 simulated bushwalkers (cross symbols
in Figure 6.8). A 10km route was defined by generating way points every
50m (200 coordinates, denoted by small circle symbols). The moving
pattern of this group was defined with the simulator in such a way as
to make sure one or two walkers do not walk closely (which happens
in practice from observing real collected data on a small group). We
assumed that all walkers move at the same speed (5km/h). The situation
recognition engine is executed every 60 seconds (120 times in total). In
each execution, the engine computes the centroid of the group and also
calculates the distance between the centroid and all the way points. The
shortest distance should be less than the defined value in the expressed
condition. Initially, this value was set to 15m but, in a number of
situations, this was found to be more than expected. The group can easily
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pass the 15m threshold. Hence, this value is not appropriate in cases when
one (or multiple walkers) goes relatively close to the other members of the
group. In a second run, this value was changed to 25m and often, the
group was detected as ‘deviating from the route’. Thus, at centroid being
near to a way point on the path may be indicative but does not always
mean that the entire group is actually close to the expected path since the
distribution of members, even if far from the route, might produce a close
centroid due to the averaging eﬀect. Hence, the next ‘situation’ intends to
model and measure the spread of the group.
6.4.5 Situation 4. Determining the Spread of the
Group
Aim and Scenario
Suppose a leader of a large group of bushwalkers wants to ascertain if the
entire group is walking on track and the individuals are not very spread
out but are keeping close together. Also, as discussed in section 6.4.4, the
centroid of the group is not a precise indicator as to whether the group
is on track or not, especially for large spread out groups. We can use the
diameter of a group to provide an indication of how spread out the group
is. Also, in case of an emergency, such as a bushfire, if the group is less
spread out, rangers or rescue teams would be able to handle the situation
more easily.
Modelling
A group being too spread out is represented in GroupSense-L as follows.
Bushwalking-group-spread-out = ((g), bushwalking,
expression)
expression = ((SP(g) > d)
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where:
SP (g) = max{distance(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ g′},
g′ ⊆ g, g′ = convex_hull_set(g)
(6.10)
Experimentation
In order to measure the spread of the group, firstly, we compute the convex
hull of the set of points of the group (i.e., the set of GPS coordinates of
the group members) g′. To do this, the Graham Scan algorithm5 is used
to find the boundary point set. Then, the maximum distance between any
pair of points in g′ is calculated. The maximum distance represents the
spread of the group. To evaluate our model, a new scenario was built by
defining a group of 15 who are walking and getting close to and far from
each other randomly for 30 minutes using our simulator. Every 60s, the
last 15s of users’ location data is retrieved and our models are executed
and the detection algorithm is run over the users’ coordinates. The value d
(distance threshold expressed in the model) is set to 30m. In the simulated
scenario, the frequency of generating location the data for users is set
before building the scenario and there is no unexpected delay. Hence, the
algorithm detects the situation with very high accuracy. However, in the
actual devices, GPS data might have a few seconds lag time and also GPS
inaccuracies may aﬀect the accuracy of the spread recognition.
6.4.6 Situation 5. Determining Level of Diﬃculty of
a Walk
Aim and Scenario
There are many hiking routes whose Diﬃculty Level (DL) has not been
verified yet by others. Normally, to measure DL, hiking leaders go to these
paths and manually calculate a few parameters to estimate the diﬃculty
level of the path. As one of the services oﬀered by GARSAaaS, one can
automate this process of estimating DL of an unknown route by analysing
the incoming sensor data from mobile devices.
5https://courses.csail.mit.edu/6.006/spring11/rec/rec24.pdf
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Table 6.1: Diﬃculty Level of Bushwalking Path
Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5
Path Gradient Change (m) <50 50-300 300-600 600-1000 >1000
Max Gradient (angle◦) 0-10 10-20 20-35 35-50 50-70
Total Distance (km) <5 <10 <20 may >20 may >20
Distance / Hour (km/hr) 5-6 4-5 3-4 0.5 0.3
Modelling
In order to model the diﬃculty of a bushwalking program, first, the
following potential contributing factors are specified:
– Path Gradient Changes (PGC). PGC is elevation gain/loss (path up
and down) during the path.
– Max Gradient (MG). MG is the maximum path gradient.
– Total Distance (TD). TD is the total travelled distance from the
starting point to the end point of the route.
– Distance per hour (DPH). DPH is the distance (km) travelled in one
hour.
Table 6.1 shows typical boundary values of these parameters taken from6
7 8. A diﬃculty of Grade 3 can be modelled in GroupSense-L as follows:
Bushwalking-Grade3 = ((g), bushwalking, expression)
expression =((gradient_change ≥ 300m ∧
gradient_change ≤ 600m) ∧
(max_gradient ≥ 20◦∧
max_gradient ≤ 35◦) ∧
(total_distance ≤ 20km) ∧
(distance/hr ≥ 3km ∧
distance/hr ≤ 4km))
6https://www.aussiebushwalking.com/grading
7http://bushwalkingnsw.com/grades.htm
8https://goo.gl/QeswzY
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Experiment Setup and Measurement Methodology
To study the aforementioned factors and conduct our experiments, GPS
coordinates were used to calculate distances, the step detector sensor was
used to measure the distance travelled more accurately, and the barometer
sensor was used for height measurement. The barometer sensor data
indicates atmospheric pressure and we can map atmospheric pressure to
an elevation value. To do this, barometer data from four smartphones
were collected via 4 participants in one hour of normal walking in a place9
with hills (up and down) which shows the barometer changes more clearly
(Figure 6.9). Every 10s, the elevation of the participants was also captured
using of Google’s elevation API10 and MapQuest API11. Since each device
has diﬀerent barometer sensor chips, they capture diﬀerent values for
exactly the same location. However, their fluctuations are the same and
we can obtain an acceptable indication of location altitude, as can be seen
in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11. As the number of collected barometer data
(5 in every second) and altitude (every 10 seconds) are not equal, these
two data sets are integrated via timestamps. Finally, a MATLAB curve
fitting function was used (Figure 6.12) to find the best altitude function
(f(x)) which returns the elevation value given the pressure values:
f(x) = p1× x+ p2
p1 = −6.192 (−6.344,−6.04)
p2 = 6380 (6226, 6533)
(6.11)
Barometer values might be aﬀected by weather and can aﬀect the mapped
height value. But they can still be used to calculate the ’Path Gradient
Changes’, since we intend to measure gradient changes not exact elevation.
TD measures the total distance traveled based on GPS coordinates. Every
60s, the distance is calculated from two points (beginning to end) and
by summation of these values for the whole path, we can obtain a fairly
good measurement of the total distance. The same approach is used for
measuring DPH. Every 15min, distance per hour is calculated. Using
9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Cooper
10https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/elevation/intro
11https://developer.mapquest.com
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Figure 6.9: Barometer Data Collected for Elevation Gain and Loss
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Figure 6.10: Barometer Sensor Data for Four Devices
the step detector provides more accurate results in comparison to GPS
latitudes and longitude. We assume that the person (usually a person
experienced in bushwalking) follows the path without random movements
which can aﬀect the TD and DPH so that using the step detector does
not change the accuracy significantly. In order to measure PGC, every 10
seconds, we obtain the traveled gradient from point x1 to x2 (x2 − x1 ≈
10m). Then, the gradient between two points a and b is calculated as
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of barometer data and GPS altitude
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follows:
Grad(a, b) = arctan
(
Elevation(a, b)
Travelled Path(a, b)
)
= arctan
( ∣∣∣∣∣ Elevation(b)− Elevation(a)Travelled Path(b)− Travelled Path(a)
∣∣∣∣∣
)
(6.12)
MG = Max{grad(x1, x2), grad(x2, x3), . . . , grad(xn−1, xn)} (6.13)
6.4.7 Situation 6. Tour Group Safety Monitoring -
Group Spread12
Aim and Scenario
Suppose a tour leader (the tracker) wants to prevent members from getting
lost, so he must ascertain if the entire group (the trackees) is walking
on the track and to ensure individuals are not very spread out but are
keeping close together in the group. We can use the diameter of a group
to provide an indication of how spread out the group is. (Please note
that this situation is similar to the discussed scenario in section 6.4.5 with
diﬀerent application and diﬀerent settings.)
Modelling
A group being too spread out is represented in GroupSense-L as follows:
Tour-group-spread-out = ((g), BeingInTour, expression)
expression = ((SP(g) > d) where:
SP (g) = max{distance(i, j) | (i, j) ∈ g′},
g′ ⊆ g, g′ = convex_hull_set(g)
(6.14)
Experimentation
In order to measure the spread of the group, firstly, we compute the convex
hull of the set of points of the group (i.e., the set of GPS coordinates of
12This section and the next section was published in [211]
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the group members) g′. To do this, the Graham Scan algorithm13 is used
to find the boundary point set. Then the maximum distance between any
of pair of points in g′ is calculated. The maximum distance represents the
spread of the group. To evaluate our model, a new scenario was built by
defining a group of 15 who are walking and getting close to and far from
each other randomly for 30 minutes using our simulator. Every 60s, the
last 15s of users’ location data is retrieved and our models are executed
and the detection algorithm was run over the users’ coordinates. The
value d (distance threshold expressed in the model) is set to 30m. In the
simulated scenario, the frequency of generating location data for users is
set before building the scenario and there is no unexpected delay. Hence,
the algorithm detects the situation with very high accuracy. However, in
the actual devices, GPS data might have a few seconds lag time and also
GPS inaccuracies may aﬀect the accuracy of the spread recognition.
6.4.8 Situation 7. Tour Group Safety Monitoring -
Preventing Accidents
Aim and Scenario
When a tour group is visiting an urban area there is a chance that group
could be at risk of accidents due to drunk drivers [212] or abnormal driving
behaviours, e.g., exceeding the speed limit or side-slipping [213].
Modelling
The aforementioned situation is represented in GroupSense-L as follows:
Tour-group-Abnormal-Driver = ((g), BeingInTour, expression)
expression = (1 ⌋ car ◃▹ abnormal_driving) ∧
((g,abnormal-car), distance < risk_zone)
13https://courses.csail.mit.edu/6.006/spring11/rec/rec24.pdf
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Figure 6.13: Example of Simulated Moving Vehicles and Tour Group
Experimentation
In this experiment, we assumed that the drivers (the trackees) use a
smartphone fixed in a phone cradle with a built-in GPS to report their
locations to the service, and the tour leaders or tour group members
(trackers), concerned about their own safety, subscribe to GARSAaaS to
track the vehicles/drivers in the vicinity. However, obviously in practice,
an abnormal driver can refuse to use the proposed platform; but we assume
all cars will soon be equipped with motion sensors and a GPS without
the ability to disable them manually. The speed limit of the route is
retrieved from the Google Road API [214]. In this experiment, only speeds
exceeding the limit are taken into account as abnormal driving behavior.
A random number of cars (between 2-10) were simulated (see figure 6.13)
in diﬀerent directions with respect to the tour group and abnormal driving
is occurring in one direction. Every 5s GPS data is collected and based
on vehicle velocity and the direction of the vehicle, a distance estimation
is calculated. The risk_zone value initially is set to 450m radius, i.e.,
as soon as a detected abnormal car reaches within 500m of the group,
the tour leader receives an alert. After the first run, we found that 450m
is an appropriate value and gives suﬃcient time (approx 20s for a car
which exceeds 20km/h) for the leader to take action. To increase safety
margins, we can change the risk_zone to 650m in case there is any delay
in messaging or the driver exceeds by more than 20km/h.
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6.4.9 Situation 8. Other Traﬃc Situations
Ambulance drivers must ensure the safety of other cars and people during
high-speed driving. There is a high chance of clearing the traﬃc more
eﬀectively if other drivers are notified earlier of the approach of an
ambulance e.g., 15s - 20s. We aim to implement this in our future work.
A group car crash also can be detected via the proposed framework. By
registering for events about ambulances (the trackees), via GARSAaaS,
cars (the trackers) can receive early warnings about the situation of
emergency vehicles.
6.4.10 Calculating Billing Charge in the
Aforementioned Scenarios.
This section provides three examples of GARSAaaS billing calculation,
based on the previously discussed scenarios (section 6.4.3 and section
6.4.4). Let us suppose a person engaging in a bushwalking group activity
monitors the heart rate of other members of the group (of ten) to make sure
they are in a healthy condition. According to equation 6.1, because the
person is not tracking any other GA, to calculate c(tracker), the system
only needs to calculate
(∑nI
i=1
∑nR
r=1wri × fri × tri
)
×wp. Figure 6.14 shows
an example of the values assigned to the parameters which are required
for recognizing our activities. As can be seen in this figure (also according
to the situation discussed in section 6.4.3), accelerometer sensors, heart
rate sensors and a GSM (to transmit the data to the cloud) are needed.
According to equation 6.2, the cost of monitoring the heart rate condition
of the group is $7 (10× $0.7). Please note that wp may vary with diﬀerent
perspectives. We set wp = 1 in this example for the sake of demonstrating
the formula but realistically, it should be zero for such roles.
In the following example, we compare the cost of recognizing the same
situation (measuring group deviation from an expected route, as discussed
in section 6.4.4 for bushwalking leader and ranger perspectives). The leader
of the group intends to monitor if the group (centroid) is walking far from
the specified route. Also, s/he needs to know all group members’ trajectory
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data and their exact movements every 10s, while the ranger only needs to
be aware of the centroid point, so in the case of emergency, the ranger
can reach the centre of group faster. 0.005 means the ranger receives the
centroid point updates every 3 minutes (1÷180 = 0.0055). If the user do not
share their trajectories data with the ranger, wp for the ranger perspective
is set to 0.7. The total costs for these two perspectives are $1.6 and
$0.28, respectively. These examples show how the diﬀerent perspectives
and diﬀerent reading frequencies can aﬀect the cost of activity tracking
services.
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6.5 Summary of the Chapter
In this chapter, a reference architecture for GARSAaaS was proposed and
discussed. Also, we proposed a billing model and a perspective model,
by which both trackers (those who are interested in tracking groups) and
trackees (those who are being tracked) can benefit. The usage of our sensor
data generator (based on real pre-collected sensor data) was presented to
demonstrate and illustrate our ‘Bushwalking-as-a-Service’ scenarios.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Research Summary and Contributions
The recognition of group activities is important in the field of
context-aware computing. These days, the ubiquity of smart devices,
such as smartphones and smartwatches, which are equipped with diﬀerent
sensors, leads to great opportunities for individual activity recognition.
By scaling up activity recognition from an individual to a group level,
diﬀerent domains such as health, security and safety, sports, and marketing
may benefit. In this thesis, we focused on recognizing group activities or
situation detection in a group activity using built-in sensors in wearable
devices as well as sensors in things.
In conclusion, we summarize the following main contributions of this thesis:
– We proposed, implemented, evaluated and demonstrated a modelling
language called GroupSense-L developed for presenting and
expressing group activities. Operators (such as logical, contextual
and temporal operators) and other symbols and expressions were
defined in a recursive manner by exploiting EBNF (Extended
Backus-Naur Form) notation. Our approach involved both
declarative descriptions of group activities and sensor data analysis.
Also, we proposed a compositional model of group activities where
a group activity is defined as combinations of individuals’ physical
activities (such as atomic activities, complex activities and gestures).
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Given a group of individuals, assuming sensors are placed on
individuals, data collected from each individual can be analyzed to
infer individual activities and then such inferred individual activities
are then integrated to recognize the activity of the group (comprising
these individuals). A semantic representation of GroupSense elements
was presented, and this enhances the flexibility of GAR solutions due
to portability, reusability, shareability, and interoperability.
– We designed, implemented, and evaluated GroupSense, a novel
distributed middleware with a generic three-layer framework
for presenting and recognizing continuous group activities using
embedded sensors in mobile devices, which works with localized
implementation (Wi-Fi Direct and Bluetooth) as well as with the
Cloud. A range of group activities (with pre-installed models as
well as having a feature that allows new group activity models to
be learnt and added to the system) from simple to fairly complex
(i.e., ‘*-together activities’, playing table tennis, eating together and
orchard cherry picking) were modelled using our proposed language
and implemented in this research. Also, various embedded sensors
from smartphones and wrist-worn smartwatches were used in our
experiments such as accelerometers, magnetometers, gyroscopes,
orientation, step detector sensor, and microphone data. Moreover,
in order to perform thing movement sensing and proximity detection,
Bluetooth enabled stickers equipped with embedded motion sensors
were attached to objects. GroupSense executed multiple online
classifiers (which mainly detect individuals’ activities) concurrently.
Then, by composing individuals’ recognized activities, the rule-based
inference engine performed group activity reasoning.
– Lastly, a reference architecture called Group Activity Recognition
and Situation Analysis as a Service (GARSAaaS) was proposed
by expanding the GroupSense framework to form a platform to
provide services for GA trackers. In addition to recognizing a
group activity, the system can be used to recognize a particular
situation occurring within a group activity, for example, when a
group of bushwalkers is deviating more than the normal distance. A
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sensor data generator (GroupSense-Sim) was implemented in order
to perform proof-of-concept experiments. The implemented sensor
data generator is able to generate the required sensor data based
on defined scenarios for multiple individuals/groups. Moreover, a
possible billing model to motivate Trackees (the person being tracked)
to share their sensor data was proposed to capture user incentives.
Also, a perspective model was proposed to manage diﬀerent user
privacy preferences. The perspective model provides information on
a group to the Trackers in diﬀerent levels of abstraction.
In terms of comparing with the state-of-the-art, it is diﬃcult to provide a
fair quantitative comparison (such as classification accuracy or algorithm
performance) given that there is no widely accepted benchmark in the area
of sensor-based group activity recognition. Most of the studies simulated
their experiments and executed their proposed algorithms oﬄine, e.g.,
[148, 147, 81, 79], where challenges such as the inaccuracy caused by
communication delay were disregarded. Also, having domain-dependent
parameters can influence the results, such as window size variations.
Therefore, in order to propose a generic GAR framework, our approach
accommodates diﬀerent group activity models, making the framework
more robust.
7.2 Future Work
The research presented in this thesis has explored the challenges in the
field of group activity recognition which may bring benefits to this field.
We highlight some of the future research directions here.
– We believe that context-aware studies and applications suﬀer from
the uncertainty issue, due to the uncertain nature of sensors/context
data. In addition to the uncertainty of sensor data, a group activity is
also uncertain due to the unpredictability of human/group behaviour.
For future work, we propose a probabilistic model is added to
the current model to deal with the uncertainty of group activity
recognition.
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– Similar to the previous point, sensors are very sensitive and this
aﬀects the accuracy of sensor-based recognition results. More
importantly, in the context of group activity recognition, it is very
likely that some sensor data will be lost due to connection failure,
since all individuals transmit their data to another place for analysis.
A mechanism to handle individuals’ lost sensor data can enhance the
accuracy of reasoning.
– In our future work, we aim to automate the generation of
programming code from GroupSense-L expressions. For example,
a group activity expression based on GroupSense-L is given to the
framework and the validity of the expression and the required code
(or part of the code) to infer that group activity can be automatically
produced.
– The proposed billing model and perspective model are only outlined
here as a possibility, and can be improved by considering more
parameters in real-world scenarios. The data privacy issue and sensor
data sharing have been always obstacles in context-aware research.
Our perspective model proposed to solve this issue can be generalized
to benefit other areas of context-aware studies.
– Lastly, we can involve a higher numbers of participants in our
experiments to evaluate our framework in terms of scalability.
Supporting group activity recognition on a larger scales (for larger
groups) can benefit crowd-sensing research.
Appendix A - Listing of key code
fragments
This Appendix presents part of our implementation (approximately 16000
lines of code) and the complete code available:
https://sites.google.com/site/groupsense2018/.
This Listing shows the MessageHandler in monitor device when it receives
messages from other observers through Bluetooth.
Listing A.1: Message Handler in Monitor Device MsgManager java
1 // The Handler that gets information back from the BluetoothService
2 private final Handler mHandler = new Handler() {
3 @Override
4 public void handleMessage(Message msg) {
5 switch (msg.what) {
6 case CommonConstants.MESSAGE_STATE_CHANGE:
7 switch (msg.arg1) {
8 case CommonConstants.MESSAGE_READ:
9
10 DataContainer.setFirstReceivedMsg(System.currentTimeMillis());
11
12 byte[] readBuf = (byte[]) msg.obj;
13 // construct a string from the valid bytes in the buffer
14 String readMessage = new String(readBuf, 0, msg.arg1);
15
16 List<String> decoded = new ArrayList<String>();
17 decoded = MessageParser.decodeMessage(readMessage);
18
19 Individual individualObj = new Individual(decoded.get(0),
20 decoded.get(1), Float.valueOf(decoded.get(2)),
21 decoded.get(3));
22
23 DataContainer.allReceivedMessages.add(individualObj);
24
25 }
26 }
27 } // end handle message
28 };
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The following Listing shows the implementation of
doPreiodicDiscoveryThread in which doDiscovery() method is
called periodically with an interval time. This thread is run to perform
Bluetooth discovery.
Listing A.2: Peridic BT discovery BTManager java
1 private class doPreiodicDiscoveryThread extends Thread {
2 @Override
3 public void run() {
4 super.run();
5 while (true) {
6 doDiscovery();
7 try {
8 Thread.sleep(BTDiscoveryTimeInterval);
9 } catch (InterruptedException e) {
10 e.printStackTrace();
11 }
12 }
13 }
14 }
This Listing connects smartwatch to its paired smartphone through the
Google API Client and the Wearable API.
Listing A.3: initiate conection to Google Data API and Message API,
ConnectionHandler.java
1 private synchronized void initialiseGoogleAPI() {
2
3 log.append("Connecting to Google API ....\n");
4
5 mGoogleApiClient = new GoogleApiClient.Builder(this)
6 .addApi(Wearable.API)
7 .addConnectionCallbacks(this)
8 .addOnConnectionFailedListener(this)
9 .build();
10 }
This Listing shows how sendSensorData() method is called when
onSensorChanged() event is taken place. We send sensor data from
smartwatch to smartphone when the size of sensor data reaches to 50 to
be send more data in each method call (Lines 27-32). The implementation
of sendSensorData() method is shown in Listing A.6 and Listing A.7.
Listing A.4: Calling sendSensorData() method in onSensorChanged()
method, SensorManager.java
1 public void onSensorChanged(SensorEvent event) {
2
3 long timestamp = System.currentTimeMillis();
4 if (event.sensor.getType() == Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER) {
5
6 mAcc = event.values;
7
8 sensorData.add(timestamp + "," + DateTime
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9 .getDateByTimestamp(timestamp)
10 + "," + String.valueOf(mAcc[0]) + "," +
11 String.valueOf(mAcc[1]) + "," + String.valueOf(mAcc[2]) +
12 ",ACC");
13 String aa = DateTime.getDateByTimestamp(timestamp);
14 mAcc = null;
15 }
16
17 if (event.sensor.getType() == Sensor.TYPE_STEP_DETECTOR) {
18 //sensorDataString.concat(","+Float.valueOf(event.values[0]));
19 steps = event.values;
20 sensorData.add(timestamp + "," +
21 DateTime.getDateByTimestamp(timestamp)
22 + "," + String.valueOf(steps[0]) + ",ST_DTC");
23 }
24
25 //add more sensors here
26
27 if (sensorData.size() == 50) {
28 if (sendFlag = true) {
29 sendSensorData(sensorData);
30 sensorDataBuffer = sensorData;
31 sensorData.clear();
32 }
33 }
34 }
This Listing shows how received sensor data from smartwatch is saved in
smartphone via onDataChanged() method.
Listing A.5: onDataChange method On Mobile App, MobileActivity.java
1 public class MainActivity extends Activity implements
2 DataApi.DataListener, MessageApi.MessageListener,
3 ConnectionCallbacks, OnConnectionFailedListener,
4 SensorEventListener {
5
6
7 // Some Codes Here ....
8
9 @Override //DataListener
10 public void onDataChanged(DataEventBuffer dataEvents) {
11
12 if (firstTime) {
13 logTextView.append("Receiving Data From Watch ...");
14 firstTime = false;
15 }
16
17 final List<DataEvent> events = FreezableUtils
18 .freezeIterable(dataEvents);
19 dataEvents.close();
20
21 for (DataEvent event : events) {
22 final ArrayList<String> sensorData = DataMapItem.fromDataItem(
23 event.getDataItem()).getDataMap().getStringArrayList(MSG_KEY);
24
25 try {
26 runOnUiThread(new Runnable() {
27 @Override
28 public void run() {
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29 // Update UI views here...
30 saveSensorData(sensorData, "wear");
31 }
32 });
33 } catch (Exception e) {
34 e.printStackTrace();
35 }
36 }
37 }
38 }
This Listing shows how the sensor data from the smartwatch is sent to
smartphone via onDataChanged() of the GoogleApiClient Client.
Listing A.6: onDataChanged method On Werable App,
DataLayerListenerService.java
1 public class MainActivity extends Activity implements DataApi.DataListener,
2 MessageApi.MessageListener, ConnectionCallbacks,
3 OnConnectionFailedListener, SensorEventListener {
4
5 // Some Codes Here ....
6
7 @Override
8 public void onDataChanged(DataEventBuffer dataEvents) {
9 LOGD(TAG, "onDataChanged: " + dataEvents);
10 if (!mGoogleApiClient.isConnected() ||
11 !mGoogleApiClient.isConnecting()) {
12 ConnectionResult connectionResult = mGoogleApiClient
13 .blockingConnect(30, TimeUnit.SECONDS);
14 if (!connectionResult.isSuccess()) {
15 Log.e(TAG, "DataLayerListenerService failed to connect to
16 GoogleApiClient, " + "error code: " + connectionResult
17 .getErrorCode());
18
19 return;
20 }
21 }
22
23 // Loop through the events and send a message back to the node that
24 // created the data item.
25 for (DataEvent event : dataEvents) {
26 Uri uri = event.getDataItem().getUri();
27 String path = uri.getPath();
28 if (COUNT_PATH.equals(path)) {
29 // Get the node id of the node that created the data item from
30 // the host portion of the uri.
31 String nodeId = uri.getHost();
32 // Set the data of the message to be the bytes of the Uri.
33 byte[] payload = uri.toString().getBytes();
34
35 // Send the rpc
36 Wearable.MessageApi.sendMessage(mGoogleApiClient, nodeId,
37 DATA_ITEM_RECEIVED_PATH,payload);
38 }
39 }
40 }
41 }
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Listing A.7: sendSensorData On Werable App, MessageManager.java
1 PutDataMapRequest putDataMapRequest;
2 PutDataRequest request;
3 public void sendSensorData(ArrayList<String> sensorData) {
4
5 putDataMapRequest = PutDataMapRequest.create(MSG_PATH);
6 putDataMapRequest.getDataMap().putStringArrayList(MSG_KEY, sensorData);
7 request = putDataMapRequest.asPutDataRequest();
8
9 if (!mGoogleApiClient.isConnected()) {
10 return;
11 }
12 }
This Listing shows how we generate accelerometer data for a given activity
duration by considering sensor frequency. AccDataGeneratorThread
method gets ArrayList<Accelerometer> data (which is based on real
data of activities) as input parameter and generates accelerometer data
accordingly. This Java thread is able to either save all the generated data
on a separate file, or contentiously generated the data with the appropriate
frequency in online manner and provide them to the existing classifiers
Listing A.8: Generating Accelerometer Data,
AccDataGeneratorThread.java
1
2 public class AccDataGeneratorThread extends Thread {
3
4 private String pace;
5 private ArrayList<Accelerometer> rawDataSet;
6 private String mode;
7 private Long startTime;
8 private int frequency;
9
10 public AccDataGeneratorThread(String pace,
11 ArrayList<Accelerometer> data, String mode,
12 Long startTimeStamp, int frequency) {
13 this.pace = pace;
14 this.rawDataSet = data;
15 this.mode = mode;
16 this.startTime = startTimeStamp;
17 this.frequency = frequency;
18 }
19
20 @Override
21 public void run() {
22 // TODO Auto-generated method stub
23 super.run();
24
25 boolean running = true;
26 System.out.println("Start of Thread -- Generating Data");
27
28 long timeStamp = startTime;
29 while (running) {
30
31 int cnt = 1;
32
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1
33 // activityDuration is number of seconds which actvity
34 // is taking place
35 for (int k = 0; k < activityDuration; k++) {
36 try {
37 Random ran = new Random();
38 int randomeRowNumber = ran.nextInt(rawDataSet.size());
39
40 List<Long> timeStamps = new ArrayList<Long>();
41
42 //this function return a random integer b/w
43 // frequency - 5 and frequency
44 int numOfRows = generateRndNumberOfRowsPerSecond(frequency);
45
46 List<Long> generateRndTimeStamps
47 = generateRndTimeStampSeries(timeStamp, numOfRows);
48
49 // for every second this loop is executed depends
50 // on given frequency
51 for (int j = 0; j < numOfRows; j++) {
52 Accelerometer acc = rawDataSet.get(randomeRowNumber++);
53
54 Accelerometer genAcc = new Accelerometer(
55 changeValue(acc.getX()),
56 changeValue(acc.getY()), changeValue(acc.getZ()),
57 generateRndTimeStamps.get(j), pace);
58
59 if (!generateAccelerometerData.containsKey(mode)) {
60 generateAccelerometerData.put(mode,
61 new ArrayList<Accelerometer>());
62 }
63
64 generateAccelerometerData.get(mode).add(genAcc);
65
66 GlobaModelHelper.getInstance()
67 .addSimulatedAccSensor(genAcc);
68
69 if (!batchGenerate) {
70 Thread.sleep(1000 / frequency); //10 msec
71 }
72
73 timeStamp = generateRndTimeStamps.get(j);
74 }
75
76 cnt++;
77
78 } catch (Exception ex) {
79
80 System.out.println("exception");
81 Logger.getLogger(RawRandomGenerator.class.getName())
82 .log(Level.SEVERE, null, ex);
83 }
84 }
85 running = false;
86 }
87 System.out.println("+++++++++++++ End of Thread +++++++++++++++");
88 }
89 }
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This Listing shows how a group activity engine calls
diﬀerent GARecognizers. In line 11, we check of the device
name is “Amin-S2” it can invoke GroupActivityEngine via
callAsynchronousTask(), which is a thread. Lines 22-34 instantiate
Groupactivitiydetectorendpoint class which is a GAREcognizer class
(in this example, detecting of ‘togetherActivity’). Line 37, calls method
(getDetectedGroupActivity()) in GAREcognizer which implements
the rules and code logic for recognising GA and return the result to a
GroupActivity data model.
Listing A.9: Calling GA Recognizer from Server Endpoint via Android
Client Endpoint, MainActivity.java
1 public class MainActivity extends Activity {
2
3 ...
4 @Override
5 protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
6 super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
7 setContentView(R.layout.activity_main);
8
9 ...
10
11 if (Globals.getInstance().getDeviceName().equalsIgnoreCase(
12 "Amin-S2")) {
13 new GroupActivityEngine().execute();
14 callAsynchronousTask();
15 }
16 }
17
18 private class GroupActivityEngine extends
19 AsyncTask<Void, Void, GroupActivity> {
20
21 @Override
22 protected GroupActivity doInBackground(Void... params) {
23
24 Groupactivitiydetectorendpoint.Builder endpointBuilder =
25 new Groupactivitiydetectorendpoint.Builder(
26 AndroidHttp.newCompatibleTransport(), new JacksonFactory(),
27 null);
28
29 endpointBuilder = CloudEndpointUtils
30 .updateBuilder(endpointBuilder);
31
32 GroupActivity result;
33
34 Groupactivitiydetectorendpoint endpoint = endpointBuilder.build();
35
36 try {
37 result = endpoint.getDetectedGroupActivity().execute();
38 } catch (IOException e) {
39 // TODO Auto-generated catch block
40 e.printStackTrace();
41 result = null;
42 }
43 return result;
44 }
45 }
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46
47 public void callAsynchronousTask() {
48 final Handler handler = new Handler();
49 Timer timer = new Timer();
50 TimerTask doAsynchronousTask = new TimerTask() {
51 @Override
52 public void run() {
53 handler.post(new Runnable() {
54 public void run() {
55 try {
56 GroupActivityEngine performBackgroundTask = new
57 GroupActivityEngine();
58 // PerformBackgroundTask this class is the class
59 // that extends AsynchTask
60 performBackgroundTask.execute();
61 } catch (Exception e) {
62 // TODO Auto-generated catch block
63 }
64 }
65 });
66 }
67 };
68 timer.schedule(doAsynchronousTask, 0,
69 Constants.GROUP_ACTIVITY_ENGINE_EXECUTION_TIME_INTERVAL);
70 }
71 }
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